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Abstract
This thesis reviews the theory of bundle gerbes and then examines the higher di-
mensional notion of a bundle 2-gerbe. The notion of a bundle 2-gerbe connection and
2-curving are introduced and it is shown that there is a class in H4(M ;Z) associated
to any bundle 2-gerbe.
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Chapter 1
Introduction.
There has been much recent interest in applying the theory of gerbes to differential
geometry [22] and mathematical physics ([24] and [13]). Gerbes were originally in-
troduced by Giraud (see [19]) and were extensively studied in [7]. Loosely speaking
a gerbe is a ‘sheaf of categories’ except that there is an extra level of complication
when one comes to discuss sheaf-like glueing laws for objects. Much of the importance
of gerbes in the previously cited applications stems from the fact that equivalence
classes of gerbes over a manifold M are in a bijective correspondence with H3(M ;Z).
This is entirely similar to the fact that H2(M ;Z) is in a bijective correspondence with
isomorphism classes of principal C× bundles on M .
One can think of C× bundles and gerbes as a geometric ‘realisation’ or ‘represen-
tation’ of the cohomology of the manifold in dimensions two and three respectively.
From this perspective it is natural to look for such objects in other dimensions. In
dimension zero we can consider the set of all maps f : M → Z which are, in fact,
in bijective correspondence with H0(M ;Z). In dimension one there are various kinds
of objects we can consider which are in bijective correspondence with H1(M ;Z). For
example we could consider (isomorphism classes of) principal Z bundles over M . Or,
because the classifying space of Z is C× we could equally well consider the space of
homotopy classes of maps from M into C×. A similar story is true for H2(M ;Z): one
could consider H2(M ;Z) to be the set of all homotopy classes of maps f :M → BC×,
where BC× is the classifying space for the group C×, or, we could think of an element
of H2(M ;Z) corresponding to a homotopy class of maps M → BC× as giving rise to
a principal C× bundle on M . In the case of H2(M ;Z) we can go one step further and
think of a principal C× bundle on M as a principal BZ bundle on M . The crucial fact
here, as pointed out in [36], is that BZ, can be chosen to be an abelian topological
group since Z is.
This last fact is exploited in the paper [18] by Gajer where the author introduces
a notion of a principal BpC× bundle on M and proves that there is a bijection be-
tween Hp+2(M ;Z) and the set of all principal BpC× bundles on M (here BpC× is
the p-fold iterated classifying space B · · ·BC× of the group C×). Therefore, when one
comes to consider H3(M ;Z) there are several possibilities: one option is to think of
H3(M ;Z) as the set of all homotopy classes of maps f : M → BBC×, another is to
think of H3(M ;Z) as the set of equivalence classes of gerbes on M . Yet another is to
follow Gajer and think of H3(M ;Z) as the set of all principal BC× bundles on M or,
alternatively, the set of all principal BBZ bundles on M .
In [33] the notion of a bundle gerbe was introduced. Bundle gerbes also give rise to
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classes in H3(M ;Z). A bundle gerbe on M is a triple (P,X,M) where πX : X →M is
a surjection which locally admits sections and where P is a principal C× bundle over
the fibre product X [2] = X×MX . P is required to have a product, that is a C× bundle
isomorphism which on the fibres of P takes the form
P(x2,x3) ⊗ P(x1,x2) → P(x1,x3)
for x1, x2 and x3 in the same fibre of X . It can be shown that every bundle gerbe onM
gives rise to a gerbe on M . There is a characteristic class associated to bundle gerbes,
the Dixmier-Douady class. This is a class in H3(M ;Z) which measures the obstruction
to the bundle gerbe being ‘trivial’ in a certain sense.
In [7] the notions of a connective structure on a gerbe and a curving for the con-
nective structure were introduced. It was shown that one could associate to a gerbe
equipped with a connective structure and curving a closed integral three form ω on
M — the three curvature of the curving. In [33], it is shown that by considering a
connection on P which is compatible with the product above, it is possible to introduce
the notion of a bundle gerbe connection and a curving for a bundle gerbe connection
and that, furthermore, a bundle gerbe on M equipped with a bundle gerbe connection
and curving gives rise to a closed integral three form on M . This three form is a repre-
sentative of the image of the Dixmier-Douady class of the bundle gerbe in H3(M ;R).
It can be shown that a bundle gerbe connection and curving on a bundle gerbe induces
a connective structure and curving on the gerbe associated to the bundle gerbe.
In the series of papers [8] and [9] the authors considered a certain 2-gerbe associated
to a principal G bundle P →M where G was a compact, simple, simply connected Lie
group. 2-gerbes, introduced in [5], are higher dimensional analogues of gerbes. Broadly
speaking, a 2-gerbe onM is a ‘sheaf of bicategories’ on M . Bicategories, defined in [1],
are higher dimensional analogues of categories. A bicategory consists of a set of objects
and for each pair of objects, a category. The objects of this category are then 1-arrows
of the bicategory and the arrows of the category are 2-arrows of the bicategory. As a
result, the glueing laws involved in the definition of a sheaf of bicategories become quite
intricate. One can show that if one considers a certain class of 2-gerbes (2-gerbes bound
by C×) then one can associate an element of H4(M ;Z) to each 2-gerbe and moreover
it can be shown that H4(M ;Z) is in a bijective correspondence with ‘biequivalence’
classes of 2-gerbes.
In [14] a related object, a bundle 2-gerbe, was introduced. In the latter part of this
thesis we will study bundle 2-gerbes using a variation of the definition given in [14]. A
bundle 2-gerbe is a quadruple (Q, Y,X,M) where π : X →M is a surjection admitting
local sections and where (Q, Y,X [2]) is a bundle gerbe on the fibre product X [2]. One
also requires that there is a bundle 2-gerbe product. This consists of a ‘product’ on Y ,
ie a map which on the fibres of Y takes the form
m : Y(x2,x3) × Y(x1,x2) → Y(x1,x3),
where x1, x2 and x3 are points of X lying in the same fibre. There is also a product on
Q covering the induced product on Y [2]. The product on Q is a C× bundle morphism
mˆ given fibrewise by
mˆ : Q(y23,y′23)
⊗Q(y12,y′12) → Q(m(y23,y12),m(y′23,y′12)).
This is required to commute with the bundle gerbe product on Q and satisfy a certain
associativity condition. One can show that there is a C× valued Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl
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representing a class in H4(M ;Z) associated to a bundle 2-gerbe. In [33] it was shown
that the complex
Ωp(M)
π∗→ Ωp(X) δ→ Ωp(X [2]) δ→ · · ·
was exact, where δ : Ωp(X [q]) → Ωp(X [q+1]) is the differential formed by adding the
projection maps π∗i with an alternating sign (here πi : X
[q] → X [q−1] deletes the ith
factor). By exploiting this fact one can define the notion of a bundle 2-gerbe connection
and a 2-curving for a bundle 2-gerbe. This leads to a closed integral four form Θ onM
which is a representative in H4(M ;R) for the image, in real cohomology, of the class
defined by the cocycle gijkl.
Associated to a principal G bundle P → M for G a compact, simple, simply
connected Lie group, is a bundle 2-gerbe (Q˜, P˜ , P,M). If one calculates the cocycle
gijkl associated to the bundle 2-gerbe Q˜ then one recovers the result of [8] giving an
explicit formula for the first Pontryagin class of P . Finally one can also show that
every bundle 2-gerbe on M gives rise to a 2-gerbe on M .
In outline then this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we review the definitions of
simplicial spaces and the construction of the universal G bundle EG → BG, we give
a description of the group law on EG and we discuss some of the results of Gajers
paper [18]. In Chapter 3 we begin with some remarks on principal C× bundles before
going on to review the definition of a bundle gerbe and some of the main results
from [33]. We then discuss the notion of stable isomorphism of bundle gerbes and
the result from [34] that the set of all stable isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes
on M is in a bijective correspondence with H3(M ;Z). Next we discuss bundle gerbe
morphisms and transformations of bundle gerbe morphisms as well as the related notion
of stable morphisms and stable transformations. Finally we show that the collection
of all bundle gerbes on M forms a 2-category with bundle gerbe morphisms as 1-
arrows and transformations as 2-arrows. In Chapter 4 we discuss the singular theory
of principal C× bundles in a form which readily generalises to give a singular theory of
bundle gerbes. Chapter 5 discusses bundle gerbes from a local viewpoint along similar
lines to the presentation in [22] for gerbes and Deligne cohomology for bundle gerbes.
Chapter 6 is mostly devoted to a review of the material presented in [7]. We also
discuss the construction from [34] of a gerbe associated to a bundle gerbe. The last
section of Chapter 6 contains a discussion of higher glueing laws.
The remainder of the thesis is concerned with 2-gerbes and bundle 2-gerbes. In
Chapter 7 we define the notions of simplicial bundle gerbe and bundle 2-gerbe. Chap-
ter 8 starts with the definitions of a bicategory and bigroupoid and goes on to discuss
in some detail the homotopy bigroupoid Π2(X) associated to a space X . We also show
that a bundle 2-gerbe on a point is the same thing as a bicategory in which the auto-
morphism groups of each 1-arrow are isomorphic to C×. In Chapter 9 we give some
examples of bundle 2-gerbes, namely the tautological bundle 2-gerbe from [14] and the
bundle 2-gerbe associated to a principal G bundle P →M . In Chapter 10 we define the
notions of bundle 2-gerbe connections and 2-curvings for bundle 2-gerbe connections
and show how a bundle 2-gerbe connection with a 2-curving on a bundle 2-gerbe gives
rise to a closed, integral four form Θ on the base manifold M . We also show that bun-
dle 2-gerbe connections exist, something that is not immediately obvious. Chapter 11
begins with the construction of a C× valued Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl associated to a bundle
2-gerbe and then goes on to show how a bundle 2-gerbe equipped with a 2-curving
and bundle 2-gerbe connection gives rise to a class in the Deligne cohomology group
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H3(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M → Ω3M). As a consequence, we see that the four form Θ
represents the image in H4(M ;R) of the class in H4(M ;Z) associated to the cocycle
gijkl. Finally we show the four class of the bundle 2-gerbe Q˜ arising from a principal
G bundle P → M is the first Pontryagin class of P .
In Chapter 12 we discuss the notion of a trivial bundle 2-gerbe and prove that if the
four class in H4(M ;Z) of a bundle 2-gerbe vanishes then the bundle 2-gerbe must be
trivial. The final Chapter 13 discusses the relationship of bundle 2-gerbes to 2-gerbes.
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Chapter 2
Review of some simplicial
techniques
2.1 Simplicial spaces
Recall, see [29], the standard n-simplex ∆n in Rn+1 is defined by ∆n = {(x0, . . . , xn) :
x0 + · · · + xn = 1}. If n ≥ 1 there are face maps δi : ∆n−1 → ∆n for i = 0, 1, . . . , n
given by
δi(x0, . . . , xn−1) = (x0, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi, . . . , xn−1).
For the same n we have degeneracy maps σi : ∆n → ∆n−1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 with
σi(x0, . . . , xn) = (x0, . . . , xi−1, xi + xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xn).
Definition 2.1. A simplicial space X is a sequence {Xn} of spaces Xn for n =
0, 1, 2, . . . together with face operators di : Xn → Xn−1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n for n =
1, 2, 3, . . . and degeneracy operators si : Xn → Xn+1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
which together satisfy the simplicial identities
didj = dj−1di, i < j
sisj = sj+1si, i ≤ j
disj =

sj−1di, i < j
id, i = j, i = j + 1
sjdi−1, i > j + 1
Notice that there is a definition of simplicial manifold, simplicial group, simplicial
ring and so on; we simply replace the topological category by the smooth category or
the category of groups and so forth. One then requires that the face and degeneracy
operators are morphisms in the appropriate category. Thus a simplicial manifold is a
sequence of manifolds {Xn} together with smooth maps di : Xn → Xn−1 for i = 0, . . . n
and si : Xn → Xn+1 for i = 1, . . . n satisfying the same conditions as in Definition 2.1
above. Similarly, a simplicial group is a sequence of groups {Gn} with face and degen-
eracy operators di and si as above which are required to be homomorphisms between
the various groups Gn.
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A more concise definition is given as follows (see [27] or [29]). Let ∆ be the category
whose objects are all finite ordered sets [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n} and whose morphisms
[m] → [n] are all nondecreasing monotonic functions [m] → [n]. One then restricts
attention to the morphisms δi : [n− 1]→ [n] and σi : [n] → [n− 1] for i = 0, 1, . . . , n
given by
δi(j) =
{
j if j < i,
j + 1 if j ≥ i,
and
σi(j) =
{
j if j ≤ i,
j − 1 if j > i.
One can then prove a Lemma which states that every morphism µ : [m] → [n] in
Hom(∆) can be written uniquely as
µ = δiaδib · · · δicσjxσjy · · ·σjz ,
where n ≥ ia > ib > · · · > ic ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ jx < jy < · · · < jz < m and n =
m−z+c. (See for instance [27]). Now we can define a simplicial object in the category
of topological spaces, a simplicial space in other words, as being a functor F : ∆◦ → C
where C is the category of topological spaces. Here ∆◦ denotes the category opposite
to ∆ — recall the category C◦ opposite to C is the category with the same objects
as C but with the source and target of each arrow in C interchanged. The simplicial
identities arise because the morphisms δi and σi satisfy the analogous identities in ∆.
Changing C to the category of smooth manifolds or the category of groups recovers the
definitions of simplicial manifolds and simplicial groups.
A good source of examples of simplicial spaces is the nerve of a category. (see
[35]). Let C be a category. We define a simplicial set NC called the nerve of the
category C as follows. NC0 is defined to be the set of objects, Ob(C), of C (so we
had better only consider small categories), NC1 is defined to be the set of arrows or
morphisms Mor(C) of C and in general NCn is the subset Mor(C) ◦ · · · ◦Mor(C) of
Mor(C)× · · · ×Mor(C) (n factors) consisting of all n-tuples (f1, . . . fn) of morphisms
of C with source(fi) = target(fi+1). The face operators are defined by the source and
target maps and composition of morphisms while the degeneracy operators are defined
by including an identity morphism. More specifically, di : NCn → NCn−1 for n ≥ 1 is
defined by
di(f1, . . . , fn) =

(f2, . . . , fn) for i = 0
(f1, . . . , fi ◦ fi+1, . . . , fn) for 1 ≤ i < n
(f1, . . . , fn−1) for i = n
and the source and target maps for n = 1. si : NCn → NCn+1 is defined by
si(f1, . . . , fn) = (f1, . . . , fi, id, fi+1, . . . , fn),
where id is the identity arrow at target(fi) in C.
We will be especially interested in categories C for which the sets of objects and
arrows have topologies such that the source and target maps and the operation of
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composition of arrows are continuous in these topologies. Segal in [35] calls these
topological categories. Segal shows that there is a topological category XU associated
to a covering U = {Ui}i∈I of a topological space X (see [17]). The objects of XU consist
of pairs (x, Ui) where x ∈ Ui. There is a unique morphism (x, Ui)→ (y, Uj) if and only
if x = y ∈ Uij = Ui ∩ Uj . The objects of XU are topologised as Ob(XU) =
∐
i∈I Ui
and the arrows of XU are topologised as Arr(XU) =
∐
i,j∈I,Uij 6=∅ Uij. Clearly XU is an
example of a topological category.
Of more interest are the two topological categories G and G¯ defined by Segal which
are associated to a topological group G. Here G is the standard category associated
to a group, so G has one object and the morphisms of G are just the set of points of
G. Clearly G is a topological category. Thus the nerve of the topological category G is
the simplicial space NG with NGn = G× · · ·×G (n factors) and face and degeneracy
operators given by
di(g1, . . . , gn) =

(g2, . . . , gn), i = 0
(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . gn), 1 ≤ i < n
(g1, . . . , gn−1), i = n,
and
si(g1, . . . , gn) = (g1, . . . , gi, 1, gi+1, . . . , gn).
G¯ is the topological category whose objects are the points of G and where the unique
arrow joining two objects g1 and g2 is (g1, g2). Thus the objects have a topology induced
by G and the arrows have a topology induced by G × G. Therefore the nerve of the
topological category G¯ is the simplicial space NG¯ with NG¯n = G × · · · × G (n + 1
factors). The face and degeneracy operators are given by
di(g0, . . . , gn) = (g0, . . . , gi−1, gi+1, . . . , gn)
and
si(g0, . . . , gn) = (g0, . . . , gi, gi, gi+1, . . . , gn).
We shall return to these examples in the next section. Finally, we would like to define
the notion of a simplicial map between simplicial spaces.
Definition 2.2. Let X and Y be simplicial spaces. A simplicial map f : X → Y
is a sequence of maps fn : Xn → Yn which commute with the face and degeneracy
operators. Thus if di, si and d
′
i, s
′
i denote the face and degeneracy operators of Xn and
Yn respectively, then we have
fn−1 ◦ di = d′i ◦ fn
and
fn+1 ◦ si = s′i ◦ fn.
If we view simplicial spaces, simplicial groups and so on as functors F : ∆◦ → C
for an appropriate choice of the category C, then a simplicial map corresponds to a
natural transformation between functors. More concretely, if F1, F2 : ∆
◦ → C represent
simplicial objects in some category C, then a simplicial map from F1 to F2 is a natural
transformation τ : F1 ⇒ F2. The definition above can be recovered by recalling that
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a natural transformation φ : F ⇒ G between functors F,G : C → D assigns to each
object c of C an arrow φ(c) : F (c)→ G(c) in D such that the diagram
F (c1)
F (α) //
φ(c1)

F (c2)
φ(c2)

G(c1)
G(α) // G(c2)
commutes for all arrows α : c1 → c2 in C. Thus to each object [n] of ∆◦, τ associates
an arrow τn : F1([n]) → F2([n]), which, by the commutativity of the diagram above,
must commute with the face and degeneracy maps F1(δ
i), F1(σ
i), F2(δ
i) and F2(σ
i).
Notice that a functor F : C1 → C2 induces a simplicial map NF : NC1 → NC2
between simplicial sets by definition of a functor. If C1 and C2 are topological categories
then we of course require that the maps on objects and arrows induced by F are
continuous. As an example, take the topological categories G¯ and G associated to a
topological group G. Then we can define a functor p : G¯ → G by defining p(g1, g2) =
g−11 g2. It is easy to check that this defines a continuous functor and hence a map of
simplicial spaces Np : NG¯→ NG.
2.2 Geometric realisation
There is a procedure by which one can obtain a single topological space from a simplicial
space known as geometric realisation.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a simplicial space. The geometric realisation of X , denoted
|X|, is the quotient ∐
∆n ×Xn/ ∼ ,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation (δi(t), x) ∼ (t, di(x)) for t ∈ ∆n−1, x ∈ Xn and
i = 0, 1, . . . , n, n = 1, 2, . . . and (σi(t), x) ∼ (t, si(x)) for t ∈ ∆n, x ∈ Xn−1, i =
0, 1, . . . , n and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . |X| is made into a topological space in the following
way as explained in [30]. Let Fq|X| denote the image of
∐q
i=0∆
i ×Xi in |X| and give
Fq|X| the quotient topology. Then Fq|X| is a closed subset of Fq+1|X| and |X| is given
the topology of the union of the Fq|X|.
We remark that there is another realisation associated to a simplicial space X called
the fat realisation of X and denoted ||X||. ||X|| is formed from the same disjoint
union
∐
∆n×Xn as |X| but the equivalence relation ∼ now only identifies (δi(t), x) ∼
(t, di(x)). See [37] for a comparison of the two methods of realisation. In particular,
Segal proves that under certain conditions on the degeneracy operators of a simplicial
space X , there is a homotopy equivalence ||X|| ≃ |X|. If X is a simplicial manifold,
then it is sufficient that the degeneracy operators si embed Xn−1 as a submanifold of
Xn, see [31].
Also note that a simplicial map f : X → Y between simplicial spaces X and Y
induces a map |f | : |X| → |Y | on the geometric realisations of X and Y .
We now examine the effect of realisation on our examples so far. Let EG =
|NG| and BG = |NG|. EG is then the space consisting of all equivalence classes
|(x0, . . . , xp)(g0, . . . , gp)| with (x0, . . . , xp) ∈ ∆p and gi ∈ G under the appropriate
equivalence relations. These are
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((0, x0, . . . , xp−1), (g0, . . . , gp)) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp−1), ((g1, . . . , gp))
((x0, . . . , xp−1, 0), (g0, . . . , gp)) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp−1), (g0, . . . , gp−1))
((x0, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi, . . . , xp−1), (g0, . . . , gp)) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp−1), (g0, . . . , gˆi, . . . , gp))
((x0, . . . , xi−1, xi + xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xp), (g0, . . . , gp)) ∼
((x0, . . . , xp), (g0, . . . , gi−1, gi, gi, . . . , gp))
BG is then the space consisting of all equivalence classes
|(x0, . . . , xp), [g1, . . . , gp]|
with the equivalence relations given by
((0, x0, . . . , xp−1), [g1, . . . , gp]) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp−1), [g2, . . . , gp])
((x0, . . . , xp−1, 0), [g1, . . . , gp]) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp), [g1, . . . , gp−1])
((x0, . . . , xi−1, 0, xi, . . . , xp−1), [g1, . . . , gp]) ∼ ((x0, . . . , xp), [g1, . . . , gi−1gi, . . . , gp])
((x0, . . . , xi−1, xi + xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xp), [g1, . . . , gp−1]) ∼
((x0, . . . , xp), [g1, . . . , gi−1, 1, gi, . . . , gp−1])
These coordinates are called the homogenous coordinates on EG and BG. Recall the
simplicial map Np : NG¯→ NG defined above. Np induces a map, also denoted p, on
geometric realisations p : EG→ BG. This map is given in the homogenous coordinates
by
p(|(x0, . . . , xp), (g0, . . . , gp)|) = |(x0, . . . , xp), [g−10 g1, . . . , g−1p−1gp]|.
We will come back to this later.
Of particular interest to us is the following fact: the geometric realisation of a
simplicial group is a group. For a proof of this see [30]. It is not hard to see that the
simplicial space NG¯ is a simplicial group while NG is a simplicial group if and only if
G is abelian. Thus we have the following result (see [36]).
Proposition 2.1 ([36]). EG is a group and contains G as a closed subgroup.
To make sense of the group structure on EG it is convenient to introduce new
coordinates — the so-called non-homogenous coordinates — (see [18]). If (x0, . . . , xp) ∈
∆p then let ti = x0 + · · · + xi−1 for i = 1, . . . , p. Then 0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tp ≤ 1. An
equivalence class |(x0, . . . , xp), (g0, . . . , gp)| in EG is written in the non-homogenous
coordinates as |t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| where we have set h0 = g0, hi = g−1i−1gi, i ≥ 1.
Given an element ξ of EG written in the non-homogenous coordinates as ξ =
|t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| we may recover the description of ξ in the homogenous coor-
dinates by setting xi = ti+1 − ti (define t0 = 0 and tp+1 = 1), g0 = h0, g1 = h0h1,
g2 = h0h1h2, etc. Then ξ = |(x0, . . . , xp), (g0, . . . , gp)|. When we use non-homogenous
coordinates on EG the equivalence relations above take the following form (see [18]).
(0, t1, . . . , tp−1, h0[h1| · · · |hp]) ∼ (t1, . . . , tp−1, h0h1[h2| · · · |hp])
(t1, . . . , tˆi, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]) ∼ (t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hi|1|hi+1| · · · |hp])
(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti, ti, ti+1, . . . , tp−1, h0[h1| · · · |hp]) ∼
(t1, . . . , tp−1, h0[h1| · · · |hihi+1| · · · |hp])
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Similarly an element α ∈ BG is expressed in the non-homogenous coordinates as α =
|t1, . . . , tp, [h1| · · · |hp]| where ti and hi are as above. The above equivalence relations
then take the form (see [18])
(t1, . . . , tp, [h1| · · · |hp])
=

(t2, . . . , tp, [h2| · · · |hp]) for t1 = 0 or h1 = 1
(t1, . . . , tˆi, . . . , tp, [h1| · · · |hihi+1| · · · |hp]) for ti = ti+1 or hi = 1
(t1, . . . , tp−1, [h1| · · · |hp−1]) for tp = 1 or hp = 1.
The map p : EG→ BG is expressed in the non-homogenous coordinates as
|t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| 7→ |t1, . . . , tp, [h1| · · · |hp]|
We can now write down the group law on EG. We have
|t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| · |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, h′0[hp+1| · · · |hp+q]|
= |tσ(1), . . . , tσ(p+q), h0h′0[kσ(1)| · · · |kσ(p+q)]|, (2.1)
where
kσ(r) =
{
hσ(r)if σ(r) > p
(
∏
i∈Sr hσ(i))
−1h′−10 hσ(r)h
′
0(
∏
i∈Sr hσ(i)) if σ(r) ≤ p.
Here Sr = {i ≤ r : σ(i) > p} and where σ ∈ Sp+q is the permutation on p + q letters
such that
0 ≤ tσ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ tσ(p+q) ≤ 1.
One can check that this is well defined. It is worth mentioning that Segal gives a
much more elegant description of this group law in [36]. Segal takes the viewpoint
that one may regard EG as the space of step functions on [0, 1] with values in G, ie
a G valued function constant on each half open interval (ti, ti+1] for some partition
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tp < tp+1 = 1 of [0, 1]. The group law on EG is then the pointwise
multiplication of these step functions.
The unit of EG is the obvious one and an element ξ = |t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| has
inverse given by
ξ−1 = |t1, . . . , tp, h−10 [k1| · · · |kp]|,
where
ki = h0h1 · · ·hp−1h−1p h−1p−1 · · ·h−11 h−10 .
It is worth noting that there is a method of calculating the cohomology of the geo-
metric realisation |X| of a simplicial space X , at least in the case where the homotopy
equivalence ||X|| ≃ |X| is available, from the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a simplicial space. Then there is an isomorphism
H•(||X||;R) ∼= H•(S•,•(X);R),
where H•(S•,•(X);R) denotes the total cohomology of the double complex Sp,q(X) =
Sq(Xp;R) with boundary operators d and δ. Here d is the singular coboundary operator
and δ : Sq(Xp;R) → Sq(Xp+1;R) is the simplicial coboundary formed by adding the
pullback face operators d∗i with an alternating sign.
For a proof see either [17], or [3]. As explained in both of these papers, the singular
functor S can be replaced by the de Rham functor Ω in the above theorem if X is a
simplicial manifold.
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2.3 Classifying spaces
Recall [23] that a topological principal G bundle for G a topological group is defined
as follows.
Definition 2.4 ([23]). A topological principal G-bundle is a triple (π, P,M) where P
and M are topological spaces such that
1. There is an effective action of G on the right of P (effective means that p · g = p
implies g = 1).
2. π : P →M is a surjection whose fibres are the orbits of the G-action on P .
3. Let P [2] = P ×M P denote the fibre product of P with itself. Then the natural
map τ : P [2] → G is continuous. We say that the action of G on P is strongly
free.
4. There exist local sections of π, ie there is an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I ofM together
with sections si : Ui → P of π.
Recall, see for example [23], that one way of defining a universal G bundle is to say
that it is a principal G bundle whose total space is contractible. The base space of such
a bundle is called a classifying space and is unique up to homotopy equivalence. The
classifying space has the property that isomorphism classes of topological principal G
bundles are in a bijective correspondence with homotopy classes of maps from M into
the classifying space. A choice of representative f of the homotopy class corresponding
to the bundle P has the property that the pullback of the universal G bundle by f is
isomorphic to P .
It is not to difficult to see that the space EG constructed above is contractible with
contracting homotopy
ht(|(x0, . . . , xp), (g1, . . . , gp)|) = |(1− t, tx0, . . . , txp), (1, g1, . . . , gp)|,
as given in [17]. Since G is a subgroup of EG, there is a right action of G on EG. By
the formula 2.1 above, we have that the right action of G on EG is given by
|t1, . . . , tp, h0[h1| · · · |hp]| · g = |t1, . . . , tp, h0g[h1| · · · |hp]|.
Clearly p is invariant under this right action of G.
In [36], it is shown that p : EG → BG has local sections, provided that G is a
locally contractible group, and so p : EG→ BG is a principal G bundle and therefore
a universal G bundle. We shall list some properties of EG and BG for G abelian in
the next section.
2.4 BpC× bundles
In this section we are interested in some properties of EG and BG for G = C×.
Because C× is abelian, both EC× and BC× are groups — in fact they are abelian
groups. The formula of equation 2.1 now takes a particularly simple form. We have
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for |t1, . . . , tp, z0[z1| · · · |zp]| and |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, z′0[zp+1| · · · |zp+q]| elements of EC× the
following formula for their product (see [18]).
|t1, . . . , tp, z0[z1| · · · |zp]| · |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, z′0[zp+1| · · · |zp+q]|
= |tσ(1), . . . , tσ(p+q), z0z′0[zσ(1)| · · · |zσ(p+q)]|,
where σ ∈ Sp+q is a permutation on p+ q letters such that
0 ≤ tσ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ tσ(p+q) ≤ 1.
The group law on BC× is given as follows (see [18]). If |t1, . . . , tp[z1| · · · |zp]| and
|tp+1, . . . , tp+q[zp+1| · · · |zp+q]| are elements of BC× then their product is given by
|t1, . . . , tp[z1| · · · |zp]| · |tp+1, . . . , tp+q[zp+1| · · · |zp+q]|
= |tσ(1), . . . , tσ(p+q)[zσ(1)| · · · |zσ(p+q)]|,
where σ is as above. Clearly the projection p : EC× → BC× is now a group homomor-
phism. In fact there is a short exact sequence of groups
1→ C× → EC× → BC× → 1.
This is a generalisation of the exponential short exact sequence
1→ Z→ C→ C× → 1.
Since BC× is now an abelian topological group, we can iterate the classifying space
construction to form the abelian topological group BBC× = B2C× and in general
B · · ·BC× = BpC×. Again we have the iterated exponential short exact sequence
1→ BpC× → EBpC× → Bp+1C× → 1.
In [18], Gajer develops a theory of smooth principal BpC× bundles. To do this he
introduces a differentiable space structure on EBpC× and BpC× and defines the notion
of a smooth (in this differentiable space sense) BpC× bundle. It is important to note
that this differentiable space structure is not the same as a differentiable structure on
a smooth manifold. Indeed, this differentiable space structure on a Hausdorff space M
is defined in [16] (see also [32]) by requiring that there is a family of continuous maps
γ : U →M called plots, each of whose domain is a convex set in some Euclidean space
(the dimension of which need not be fixed), which satisfy
• if γ : U → M is a plot, V a convex set and θ : V → U a smooth map, then
γ ◦ θ : V →M is also a plot,
• every constant map from a convex set into M is also a plot,
• if U is a convex set and {Ui}i∈I is a covering of U by convex sets Ui each of which
is open in U , and γ : U → M is a map such that each restriction γi = γ|Ui is a
plot, then γ is also a plot.
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Clearly every smooth manifold has a differentiable space structure, but not every Haus-
dorff space with a differentiable space structure is a smooth manifold.
Gajer then goes on to show how every BpC× bundle is induced by pullback from
the universal BpC× bundle EBpC× → Bp+1C× and shows that there is an bijection
between isomorphism classes of BpC× bundles and Hp+2(M ;Z). For us the most
important thing about all of this is that B2C× provides us with an explicit realisation of
an Eilenberg-Maclane space K(Z, 3). We see this as follows. From the exact homotopy
sequence of the fibering BpC× → EBpC× → Bp+1C× and the contractibility of EBpC×
we get πq(B
p+1C×) = πq−1(BpC×). Hence by induction we get πq(BpC×) = πq−p(C×)
if q ≥ p and πq(BpC×) = 0 if q < p. Hence
πq(B
pC×) =
{
Z if q = p+ 1
0 otherwise.
So BpC× is a K(Z, p + 1). A theorem of algebraic topology asserts that for a given
space M and a cohomology class ω ∈ H3(M ;Z) there is a map f : M → K(Z, 3),
unique up to homotopy, such that ω is the pullback f ∗ι of the fundamental class
ι ∈ H3(K(Z; 3);Z) = Z (see for example [38]). Thus every class ω ∈ H3(M ;Z) is the
pullback of the generator of H3(B2C×;Z) by some map M → B2C× which is unique
up to homotopy.
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Chapter 3
Review of bundle gerbes
3.1 Properties of C× bundles
Let GM denotes the sheaf of smooth G valued functions on M for G an abelian Lie
group. For the definitions and basic properties of sheaves see Chapter 1 of Brylinski’s
book [7]. For us, it is sufficient to know that a sheaf S of abelian groups on a manifold
M gives rise to sheaf cohomology groups H i(M ;S) for i = 0, 1, . . . and that given an
exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups
0→ A→ B → C → 0,
on M , there is a long exact sequence of sheaf cohomology groups
· · · δ→ Hn(M ;A)→ Hn(M ;B)→ Hn(M ; C) δ→ Hn+1(M ;A)→ · · ·
The homomorphism δ : Hn(M ; C) → Hn+1(M ;A) is called the connecting homomor-
phism. In [7][Corollary 1.1.9], Brylinski proves that the sequence of sheaves of abelian
groups on M ,
0→ ZM → CM → C×M → 0
is exact. Hence there is a long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology
· · · δ→ Hn(M ;ZM)→ Hn(M ;CM)→ Hn(M ;C×M) δ→ Hn+1(M ;ZM)→ · · · (3.1)
In Chapter 1 of his book [7], Brylinski defines the notion of a soft sheaf of abelian
groups and proves that the sheaf cohomology groups associated to a soft sheaf are all
zero. It is a fact that CM is a soft sheaf. Since the sequence of sheaf cohomology
groups 3.1 is exact, we have in particular that H1(M ;C×M) ∼= H2(M ;ZM), the iso-
morphism being provided by the connecting homomorphism δ. Brylinski in [7] proves
that if M is a paracompact manifold, as we will always assume, then Cˇech coho-
mology is canonically isomorphic to sheaf cohomology. Thus we have isomorphisms
Hˇ1(M ;C×M) ∼= H1(M ;C×M) and Hˇ2(M ;ZM) ∼= H2(M ;ZM). Finally, it is shown in
[4] that the Cˇech cohomology groups Hˇn(M ;ZM) and the singular cohomology groups
Hn(M ;Z) coincide. Thus we have an isomorphism Hˇ1(M ;C×M) ∼= H2(M ;Z).
Recall that there are several ways of characterising principal C× bundles. One such
way is to describe a C× bundle P → M by its transition functions gij : Uij → C×
relative to some open cover U = {Ui}i∈I of M . These transition functions are then
representatives of a class in the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇ1(M ;C×M). By the above
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discussion, the transition functions gij define a class in H
2(M ;Z). This is the Chern
class of the C× bundle P . It is a standard fact, see [26], that given smooth maps
gij : Uij → C× satisfying the cocycle condition gjkg−1ik gij = 1, one can construct a C×
bundle P˜ →M with Chern class represented by gij in Hˇ1(M ;C×M).
If P1 and P2 are two C
× bundles on M described by transition functions gij :
Uij → C× and hij : Uij → C× respectively, where the transition functions are both
defined relative to the same cover U = {Ui}i∈I of M , then we can form a C× bundle
with transition functions equal to gijhij . The reason this is possible is because C
× is
abelian. The resulting bundle we call the contracted product of P1 and P2 and denote
by P1⊗P2. Another way of constructing this bundle, see [7][Chapter 2], is to first form
the fibre product P1×M P2 and then factor out by the subgroup of C××C× consisting
of all pairs (z, z−1) for z ∈ C×. The resulting C× bundle is P1 ⊗ P2 and one can check
that P1 ⊗ P2 has transition functions gijhij .
Given a C× bundle P → M with transition functions gij then we can construct a
C× bundle P ∗ → M with transition functions g−1ij . Again the reason this is possible is
because C× is a commutative group. This bundle is easily seen to be the one obtained
from P by changing the action of C× on P to its inverse, that is the C× bundle
associated to P via the isomorphism C× → C×, z 7→ z−1. Notice that if we have a
C× bundle P on M , then the C× bundle P ⊗ P ∗ is canonically trivial (look at the
transition functions).
It is often more convenient to work with complex line bundles than with C× princi-
pal bundles. Given a principal C× bundle P →M we may form a complex line bundle
LP on M by the associated bundle construction. Recall, see [26], that LP is formed
from the product P × C by factoring out by the equivalence relation ∼ defined by
(p, u) ∼ (q, v) if and only if there is a z ∈ C× such that q = p · z and v = uz−1. Con-
versely, given a complex line bundle L on M we can form a principal C× bundle on M
by forming the frame bundle associated to L (see [26]). This correspondence gives an
equivalence of categories between the category of principal C× bundles on M and the
category of complex line bundles on M , see [7][Chapter 2]. Under this correspondence,
the operation of contracted product on principal C× bundles becomes the operation
of tensor product on complex line bundles while the ‘inverse’ of a principal C× bundle
corresponds to taking the dual of the associated complex line bundle.
Recall, see for example [26], that the pullback of a C× bundle π : P → M by a
smooth map f : N → M is the C× bundle f−1π : f−1P → N where f−1P is the
submanifold of N × P consisting of all pairs (n, p) such that f(n) = π(p). Every C×
bundle P on M is induced by pullback from the universal bundle EC× → BC× with
a map g : M → BC×, the classifying map of P . This classifying map g is unique up
to homotopy. If P has transition functions gij : Uij → C× relative to some open cover
U = {Ui}i∈I of M , then a choice of the classifying map g :M → BC× is given by
g(m) = |φ1(m), . . . , φp(m), [gi0i1(m)| · · · |gip−1ip]|, (3.2)
see for example [18]. Here φn(m) = ψi0(m) + · · ·+ψin(m), where {ψi}i∈I is a partition
of unity subordinated to the cover U . We have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let P and Q be principal C× bundles on a smooth manifold M .
Suppose that P has a classifying map f :M → BC× and that Q has a classifying map
g :M → BC×. Then the contracted product P⊗Q has a choice of classifying map given
by f · g :M → BC× and P ∗ has a choice of classifying map given by f−1 :M → BC×.
Here f−1 means the map inv ◦ f , where inv : BC× → BC× is the map ξ 7→ ξ−1.
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Proof. First of all, choose an open covering U = {Ui}i∈I of M such that P and Q have
transition functions gij : Uij → C× and hij : Uij → C× respectively, both relative to
the same open cover U . Then, as we have already seen, choices for f and g are given
by
f(m) = |φ1(m), . . . , φp(m), [gi0i1(m)| · · · |gip−1ip(m)]|,
and
g(m) = |φ1(m), . . . , φp(m), [hi0i1(m)| · · · |hip−1ip(m)]|,
where the φn are defined as above. If one performs the calculation, using the group
law in the abelian group BC× given in Section 2.4, then one finds that
f(m)g(m) = |φ1(m), . . . , φp(m), [gi0i1(m)hi0i1(m)| · · · |gip−1ip(m)hip−1ip(m)]|.
But this is precisely the classifying map we would have obtained for P ⊗ Q using the
recipe of equation 3.2. The other statement of the proposition is proved similarly.
Recall, see [26], that one way of defining a connection on a principal C× bundle
P → M is to specify a family of one forms {ωi}i∈I with ωi ∈ Ω1(Ui), for some open
cover U = {Ui}i∈I of M relative to which P has transition functions gij : Uij → C×,
and to require the ωi to satisfy
ωj = ωi +
dgij
gij
on each overlap Uij = Ui ∩ Uj . A connection on a complex line bundle L → M is a
linear map ∇ : Γ(M,L) → Γ(M,T ∗M ⊗ L) which satisfies the Liebniz rule ∇(fs) =
df ⊗ s + f∇(s) for all s ∈ Γ(M,L) and all f ∈ C∞(M,C). If L1 and L2 are complex
line bundles on M with connections ∇1 and ∇2 respectively, then the tensor product
bundle L1 ⊗ L2 has a connection ∇1 +∇2 defined by (see [7][Chapter 2])
(∇1 +∇2)(s1 ⊗ s2) = ∇1(s1)⊗ s2 + s1 ⊗∇2(s2).
Recall also that if ∇ is a connection on a complex line bundle L on M , then given any
complex valued one form A on M , we can define a new connection ∇+ A on L by
(∇ + A)(s) = ∇(s) + A⊗ s
for a section s of L. Connections on complex line bundles are easier to get a handle
on than connections on principal C× bundles and so in most calculations we will work
with connections on complex line bundles. This is justified by Proposition 2.2.5 of [7].
Let P → M be a C× bundle, and let f : N → M and g : O → N be smooth
maps. There is a canonical natural isomorphism ϕf,g : (f ◦ g)−1P → g−1f−1P , where
by natural we mean natural with respect to isomorphisms ψ : P1 → P2. It has the
property that if ∇L is a connection on the associated line bundle L = LP over M , then
(f ◦ g)−1∇L = ϕ˜f,g ◦ g−1f−1∇L ◦ ϕ˜f,g,
where ϕ˜f,g denotes the isomorphism of line bundles induced by ϕf,g. This means that
we can freely identify (f ◦ g)−1P = g−1f−1P for any calculations.
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3.2 Bundle gerbes and the Dixmier-Douady class
Suppose Y
π→ M is a surjection admitting local sections. We form the fibre product
Y ×M Y = Y [2] in the usual way. That is, Y [2] is the set consisting of all pairs
(y1, y2) ∈ Y × Y such that π(y1) = π(y2). We denote by Y [3] the triple fibre product
Y ×MY ×MY and in general we put Y [p] equal to the p-fold fibre product Y ×M · · ·×MY.
Notice that we have projection maps πi : Y
[p] → Y [p−1] for i = 1, . . . , p, obtained by
omitting the ith factor. It is easy to see that in fact we have a simplicial space Y = {Yp}
with Yp = Y
[p+1] and the obvious face and degeneracy operators.
Definition 3.1 ([33]). A bundle gerbe consists of a triple of manifolds (P,X,M) with
a surjection π : X → M admitting local sections and a C×-bundle P → X [2], such that
P has a product; that is an isomorphism of C×-bundles m : π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P → π−12 P
over X [3], covering the identity and such that the following diagram of C× bundle
isomorphisms over X [4] commutes:
π−12 π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−14 (π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P )
1⊗π−14 m

π−11 (π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−13 P )⊗ π−13 π−13 P
π−11 m⊗1

π−12 π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−14 π−12 P π−11 π−12 P ⊗ π−13 π−13 P
π−12 (π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−13 P )
π−12 m

π−13 (π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−13 P )
π−13 m

π−12 π
−1
2 P π
−1
3 π
−1
2 P.
Here we have used the remarks made at the end of Section 3.1 and the simplicial
identities satisfied by the πi. This last condition gives an ‘associativity’ constraint on
the product m, in the sense that we have m(u ⊗ m(v ⊗ w)) = m(m(u ⊗ v) ⊗ w) for
u ∈ P(x3,x4), v ∈ P(x2,x3) and w ∈ P(x1,x2), where (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ X [4].
We will sometimes denote a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) by a single letter P . A bundle
gerbe is typically depicted as in the diagram below.
P
↓
Y [2]
πi→→ Y
↓ π
M
We will need the definition of a simplicial line bundle — see [8].
Definition 3.2 ([8]). Let X = {Xp} be a simplicial manifold. Let L be a line bundle
on Xp. Denote by δ(L) the line bundle
d−10 L⊗ d−11 L∗ ⊗ d−12 L⊗ · · ·
on Xp+1, where the last factor in the above tensor product line bundle is d
−1
p+1L if p
is even and d−1p+1L
∗ if p is odd or zero, where di : Xp+1 → Xp are the face operators.
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Notice that the line bundle δδ(L) on Xp+2 is canonically trivial. This is a result of the
commutation relations satisfied by the di which allow us to contract off pairs of line
bundles in the tensor product δδ(L). Clearly δ gives rise to a functor from the category
of line bundles on Xp to the category of line bundles on Xp+1. If s is a section of L,
then it induces a section δ(s) of δ(L) defined by
d−10 s⊗ d−11 s∗ ⊗ d−12 s · · ·
where, as above, the last factor in this induced section is d−1p+1s if p is even and d
−1
p+1s
∗
if p is odd or zero. A simplicial line bundle on X consists of a line bundle L on
X1, together with a non-vanishing section s of δ(L) on X2 such that δ(s) equals the
canonical non-vanishing section 1 of δδ(L) on X3.
It is easy to see that the bundle gerbe product mP on a bundle gerbe (P,X,M)
forces the C× bundle
π−11 P ⊗ π−12 P ∗ ⊗ π−13 P → X [3]
to be trivial, and indeed one can define a section s of this bundle as follows. Choose
u ∈ P(x2,x3) and v ∈ P(x1,x2), then mP (u⊗ v) ∈ P(x1,x3). We put
s(x1, x2, x3) = u⊗mP (u⊗ v)∗ ⊗ v.
One can check that this is well defined and one can also show that the associativity of
mP is equivalent to the following condition on s:
π−11 s⊗ π−12 s∗ ⊗ π−13 s⊗ π−14 s∗ = 1.
It follows that the bundle gerbe P can be viewed as a simplicial line bundle on the
simplicial manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = X [p+1]. Simplicial line bundles on the
simplicial manifold NG associated to the classifying space of a Lie group G take a
particularly simple form. We have the following result.
Proposition 3.2 ([8]). A simplicial line bundle on the simplicial manifold NG is a
central extension of G by C×.
Recall from [33] that a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) has two important algebraic struc-
tures; an identity and an inverse. The identity is a section e of the pullback C× bundle
∆−1P over X , where ∆ : X → X [2] is the inclusion of the diagonal. The inverse is an
isomorphism given fibrewise by P(x1,x2) → P(x2,x1) and denoted p 7→ p−1. The identity
section and inverse satisfy the properties one would expect; for instance mP (p⊗ e) = p
and mP (p⊗ p−1) = e.
It is useful sometimes, particularly when we discuss bundle gerbe connections and
curvature, to have a slightly different formulation of the definition of a bundle gerbe
(see [13]). In Definition 3.1 above we replace the C× bundle P → X [2] by a line bundle
L. We then require that there is a line bundle isomorphism mL : π
−1
1 L⊗π−13 L→ π−12 L.
The product on L defined bymL is then required to be associative in the sense described
above. The two definitions are easily seen to be equivalent.
Example 3.1. The basic example of a bundle gerbe is the tautological bundle gerbe (see
[33] and also [14]). Let M be a smooth manifold with a base point m0 and suppose
ω is a closed, integral three form on M . Assume that M is 2-connected. Form the
path fibration π : PM → M , where PM is the path space of M so PM consists
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of all piecewise smooth paths γ : [0, 1] → M with γ(0) = m0. The projection π is
given by π(γ) = γ(1). The fibre product PM [2] consists of all pairs of paths (γ1, γ2) in
PM which have the same endpoint. There is an identification of PM [2] with ΩM , the
based, piecewise smooth loop space of M , which is given by sending a pair of paths
(γ1, γ2) to the loop obtained by going along γ1 at double speed and then going along
the path γ2 at double speed but in the reverse direction. Define a closed integral two
form F on PM [2] = ΩM by pulling back ω to ΩM × [0, 1] via the evaluation map
ev : ΩM × [0, 1]→M and integrating out [0, 1]. Here the evaluation map ev is defined
by ev(γ, t) = γ(t) for γ ∈ ΩM and t ∈ [0, 1]. We have π0(PM [2]) = π0(ΩM) =
π1(M) = 0. Note also that PM [2] is simply connected. We would like to construct
the tautological C× bundle on PM [2] with Chern class F . So let (γ1, γ2) be a point
in PM [2]. A path from (m0, m0) to (γ1, γ2) is the same thing as a piecewise smooth
homotopy µ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M with endpoints fixed from γ1 to γ2. This means µ
satisfies µ(0, t) = γ1(t), µ(1, t) = γ2(t), µ(s, 0) = m0 and µ(s, 1) = γ1(1) = γ2(1).
Introduce an equivalence relation ∼ on the space P(PM [2]) × C×, where we identify
paths in PM [2] with homotopies µ as above, by saying (µ, z) is equivalent to (µ′, w) if
and only if, for all piecewise smooth homotopies H : [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M with
endpoints fixed between µ and µ′ we have
w = z exp(
∫
I3
H∗ω).
The homotopy H is required to satisfy H(0, s, t) = µ(s, t), H(1, s, t) = µ′(s, t), and for
each fixed r, the map (s, t) 7→ H(r, s, t) is a piecewise smooth homotopy with endpoints
fixed between γ1 and γ2. We let
Q = (P(PM [2])× C×)/ ∼ .
Q is a C× bundle over PM [2]. The triple (Q,PM,M) defines a bundle gerbe with
bundle gerbe product given by
[µ, z]⊗ [ν, w] 7→ [µ ◦ ν, zw]
where the square brackets denote equivalence classes and where µ is a piecewise smooth
homotopy with endpoints fixed between paths γ2 and γ3, ν is a piecewise smooth
homotopy with endpoints fixed between paths γ1 and γ2, and where µ ◦ ν denotes the
piecewise smooth homotopy given by
(µ ◦ ν)(s, t) =
{
ν(2s, t), s ∈ [0, 1/2],
µ(2s− 1, t), s ∈ [1/2, 1].
The proof that this is well defined and associative can be found in [14].
A particularly important example of this construction is when M is G, a simple,
simply connected compact Lie group. In this case we can identify PG[2] with the group
of based, piecewise smooth loops in G, ΩG, by taking a pair of paths (γ1, γ2) in PG[2]
and forming the loop γo2 ◦ γ1, by which we mean the loop which follows γ1 at double
speed and then follows the path γ2 from its endpoint to its start point at double speed.
We can also identify the C× bundle Q → ΩG with the Kac-Moody group Ω̂G which
forms part of the central extension of the loop group C× → Ω̂G → ΩG. This is an
example of the following general method of constructing bundle gerbes from central
extensions.
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Example 3.2. A frequently occurring example of a bundle gerbe is the so-called lifting
bundle gerbe associated to a principal G bundle π : P → M where G is a Lie group
with a central extension
C× → Gˆ→ G.
The lifting bundle gerbe is then formed by pulling back the C× bundle Gˆ to P [2] via
the natural map τ : P [2] → G defined by p2 = p1 · τ(p1, p2) for p1 and p2 in the same
fibre of P . If we let this bundle be Pˆ then it is easy to see that the triple (Pˆ , P,M) is
a bundle gerbe. For more details see [33].
Various operations are possible with bundle gerbes. For example, given a map
f : N → M we can pullback a bundle gerbe P = (P,X,M) to obtain a new bundle
gerbe f−1P = (f−1P, f−1X,N) called the pullback of P by f . Thus f−1X is the
manifold obtained by pulling back π : X → M with f as shown in the diagram below.
f−1X
f−1π

f¯ // Xπ

N
f //M
Then f−1P → (f−1X)[2] is the pullback of P → X [2] by the map f¯ [2]. Clearly f−1P
inherits a bundle gerbe product from P . Suppose we have a second map g : O → N .
Then we have two bundle gerbes g−1f−1P and (f ◦ g)−1P over O. We will make the
convention once and for all that these two bundle gerbes are the same.
Given two bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) we can form their product. This
is a bundle gerbe over M which is described as follows. We first form the fibre product
X×MY →M . There are two projection maps p1 : X×MY → X and p2 : X×MY → Y .
We use these to form the pullback C× bundles (p[2]1 )
−1P and (p[2]2 )
−1Q over (X×M Y )[2]
and then form the contracted product P ⊗Q = (p[2]1 )−1P ⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q over (X×M Y )[2].
This is the bundle whose fibre at ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) is
P(x1,x2) ⊗Q(y1,y2).
The triple (P ⊗ Q,X ×M Y,M) is a bundle gerbe on M which we call the product of
the bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M). If X = Y then we can form the product
above in a slightly different way. If P and Q are as above, then we define a C× bundle
P ⊗Q→ X [2] by forming the contracted product. The triple (P ⊗Q,X,M) is then a
bundle gerbe over M .
Given a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) we can construct a bundle gerbe (P ∗, X,M) called
the ‘inverse’ of P . P ∗ → X [2] is the C× bundle ‘inverse’ to P → X [2], see Section 3.1.
P ∗ inherits a bundle gerbe product via the bundle gerbe product on P using the
isomorphism P ⊗ P ∗ ∼= X [2] × C×.
Recall from [33] that there is a characteristic class associated to a bundle gerbe
(P,X,M) called the Dixmier-Douady class of P . This is a class in H3(M ;Z). A
Cˇech representative for this class (or rather a representative for its image in the Cˇech
cohomology group Hˇ2(M ;C×M) under the isomorphism Hˇ
2(M ;C×M) ∼= H3(M ;Z) — see
Section 3.1) can be constructed as follows — see [33]. Choose an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I
of M , all of whose intersections are either empty or contractible and such that there
exist local sections si : Ui → X of π. Form maps (si, sj) : Uij → X [2] which map
m ∈ Uij to (si(m), sj(m)) ∈ X [2]. Denote by Pij the pullback C× bundle (si, sj)−1P on
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Uij . Since Uij is contractible, there exists a section σij : Uij → Pij of Pij → Uij. Define
a map gijk : Uijk → C× by
mP (σjk ⊗ σij) = σik · gijk.
The associativity of the bundle gerbe product mP implies that gijk satisfies the cocycle
condition
gjklg
−1
iklgijlg
−1
ijk = 1
on Uijkl. gijk is then a representative for a class in the Cˇech cohomology group
Hˇ2(M ;C×M) and it therefore defines a class [gijk] in H
3(M ;Z) under the isomorphism
Hˇ2(M ;C×M) ≃ H3(M ;Z) mentioned in Section 3.1. This class in H3(M ;Z) is the
Dixmier-Douady class of the bundle gerbe P and is usually denoted by DD(P ) or
DD(P,X).
Suppose we have our usual map π : Y → M admitting local sections and also
a C× bundle Q → Y . Then we can construct a bundle gerbe (δ(Q), Y,M) where
δ(Q) → Y [2] is the C× bundle δ(Q) = π−11 Q ⊗ π−12 Q∗ of Definition 3.2. δ(Q) has an
associative product because we can regard such a product as a section of δδ(Q) which
satisfies the coherency condition 3.2 in δδδ(Q). Such a section is provided by the
canonical trivialisation 1 of δδ(Q) and one can check that δ(1) matches the canonical
trivialisation of δδδ(Q).
Definition 3.3 ([33]). A bundle gerbe (P,X,M) is said to be trivial if there exists a
C× bundle Q→ X together with an isomorphism φ : δ(Q)→ P such that the following
diagram commutes:
π−11 δ(Q)⊗ π−13 δ(Q) //
π−11 φ⊗π−13 φ

π−12 δ(Q)
π−12 φ

π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P
mP // π−12 P,
where the map π−11 δ(Q) ⊗ π−13 δ(Q) → π−12 δ(Q) denotes the bundle gerbe product in
the bundle gerbe (δ(Q), X,M). The pair (Q, φ) is called a trivialisation of the bundle
gerbe P .
The Dixmier-Douady class behaves as one would expect under operations such as
pullbacks and the like. It also has the property that a bundle gerbe P is trivial if
and only if its Dixmier-Douady class is zero. More precisely, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.3 ([33]). Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes with Dixmier-
Douady classes DD(P ) and DD(Q) respectively. Then we have
1. The product bundle gerbe (P ⊗M Q,X ×M Y,M) has Dixmier-Douady class
DD(P ⊗M Q) = DD(P ) +DD(Q).
2. If P ∗ denotes the bundle gerbe inverse to P then it has Dixmier-Douady class
DD(P ∗) equal to −DD(P ).
3. If f : N → M is a smooth map then the Dixmier-Douady class DD(f−1P ) of the
pullback bundle gerbe (f−1P, f−1X,N) is equal to f ∗DD(P ).
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4. The Dixmier-Douady class DD(P ) is the obstruction to P being trivial.
Proposition 3.4 ([33]). Suppose (P,X,M) is the lifting bundle gerbe for some prin-
cipal G bundle X →M where G is part of a central extension
C× → Gˆ→ G,
see example 3.2. Then the Dixmier-Douady class of P is the obstruction to lifting the
structure group of X to Gˆ.
Finally we note that it is possible to consider ‘A bundle gerbes’ where A is an
abelian Lie group. For this we need to know that there is a well defined notion of
contracted product of principal A bundles. To define the contracted product P1⊗A P2
of two principal A bundles P1 and P2 we simply mimic the procedure for the case
A = C×, ie we set P1 ⊗A P2 to be the quotient of the A× A bundle P1 ×M P2 by the
anti-diagonal subgroup of A×A consisting of all pairs (a, a−1). Now we can define an
A-bundle gerbe to be a triple (P,X,M) where P → X [2] is a principal A bundle with
an associative product π−11 P ⊗A π−13 P → π−12 P . Such an A bundle gerbe will then give
rise to class in the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇ2(M ;AM) rather than H
3(M ;Z).
3.3 Bundle gerbe connections and the extended
Mayer-Vietoris sequence
Let π : Y → M be a surjection admitting local sections. Then we have seen that we can
define a simplicial space Y = {Yp} with Yp = Y [p+1] and face operators πi : Y [p+1] → Y [p]
given by omitting the ith factor as mentioned above. Then for p = 0, 1, . . . we can
form a complex K• with Kq = Ωp(Y [q]) and δ : Kq → Kq+1 given by the alternating
sum of pullbacks π∗i . The simplicial identities satisfied by the πi ensure that δ
2 = 0.
Proposition 3.5 ([33]). The complex
0→ Ωp(M) π∗→ Ωp(Y ) δ→ · · · δ→ Ωp(Y [q]) δ→ · · · (3.3)
is exact for p = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
We also have an analogue of this proposition with the de Rham functor Ω replaced
by the singular functor S. For the definitions and basic properties of singular cohomol-
ogy see for example [38]. Again we make Sp(Y [q];Z) a complex for fixed p by defining
δ : Sp(Y [q];Z)→ Sp(Y [q+1];Z) by the alternating sum of pullbacks π∗i . As before δ2 = 0
and we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. For fixed p = 0, 1, 2, . . . the complex
0→ Sp(M ;Z) π∗→ Sp(Y ;Z) δ→ · · · · · · δ→ Sp(Y [q];Z) δ→ · · · (3.4)
is acyclic.
The following proof is due to M. Murray.
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Proof. Consider first the case of a map π : Z → X which is onto. Here Z and X only
have to be sets and π is a function. Denote as usual by Z [p] the p-fold fibre product
over π. Then define
δ : Map(Z [p],Z)→ Map(Z [p+1],Z)
by δ =
∑p
i=0(−1)iπ∗i where πi(z1, . . . , zp) = (z1, . . . , zˆi, . . . , zp). In the case that X is
a point there is a standard proof that this complex has no cohomology, see for example
[38]. This can be adapted completely to the present case by choosing a section s of
π. Notice that because we are dealing with sets the question of existence of a section
depends only on the fact that π is onto. Indeed if f ∈ Map(Z [p],Z) and δ(f) = 0 then
define F ∈ Map(Z [p−1],Z) by
F (z1, . . . , zp−1) = f(s(π(z1)), z1, . . . , zp−1)
and it is straightforward to check that δ(F ) = f . Notice that if f : Z → Z then δ(f) = 0
means that f is constant on the fibres of π so f descends to a map F :M → Z. Clearly
f = π∗F . Now return to the case at hand and define X to be the space of all singular
simplices inM and Z to be the space of all singular simplices in Y . π : Y → M induces
a surjective map π∗ : Z → X . Notice that the space of all singular simplices in Y [p] is
just Z [p] with respect to π∗. To prove the proposition we just have to notice that the
space of all singular cochains in Y [p] is just Map(Z [p],Z).
Note 3.1. One could think of the complexes 3.3 and 3.4 above as generalisations of the
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of an open cover (see [4]). One sees this by choosing an
open cover {Ui}i∈I of M and letting Y be the disjoint union∐
i∈I
Ui.
Then the fibre products Y [2] and Y [3] correspond to disjoint unions of double intersec-
tions
∐
Uij and disjoint unions of triple intersections
∐
Uijk and so on. Thus we can
identify the exact sequences 3.3 and 3.4 with the de Rham and singular Mayer-Vietoris
sequences of an open cover respectively.
In fact we can think of surjections π : Y → M admitting local sections as being
‘generalised open sets’ of M . This is the viewpoint adopted in Chapter 5 of [7] where
open sets are replaced by local homeomorphisms. In this framework fibre products
correspond to intersections of open sets and the relationship between the extended
Mayer-Vietoris sequences 3.3 and 3.4 and the more familiar Mayer-Vietoris sequences
associated to an open covering of M discussed in [4] becomes more apparent.
Recall from [33] that there is a notion of bundle gerbe connection and curving for
a bundle gerbe connection. We will briefly recall these definitions. Let (P,X,M) be a
bundle gerbe and let L→ X [2] denote the line bundle on X [2] associated to P . We let
mL denote the line bundle isomorphism induced by the bundle gerbe product mP on
P . As we noted earlier, mL defines a product on L which is associative. We make the
following definition.
Definition 3.4 ([33]). A bundle gerbe connection on L is a connection ∇L on L such
that
π−11 ∇L + π−13 ∇L = m−1L ◦ π−12 ∇L ◦mL (3.5)
on the line bundle π−11 L⊗ π−13 L over X [3].
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∇L induces a connection ∇P on P and we say that ∇P is a bundle gerbe connection
on P . Bundle gerbe connections always exist since we can choose a connection ∇L on
L and then notice that the two connections π−11 ∇L+π−13 ∇L and m−1L ◦π−12 ∇L ◦mL on
π−11 L⊗π−13 L differ by the pullback of a one form A on the base X [3]. The associativity
condition on mL forces δ(A) = 0 and so we conclude by Proposition 3.5 that there
exists a one form B on X [2] such that δ(B) = A. The connection ∇L−B on L defines
a bundle gerbe connection on P . It is shown in [33] that the space of all bundle gerbe
connections on P is an affine space for Ω1(X).
If we let F∇L denote the curvature of ∇L then equation 3.5 implies that we must
have δ(F∇L) = 0, and so by Proposition 3.5 again we see that there is a two form f on
X such that F∇L = δ(f). Note that f is unique only up to pullbacks of two forms on
M . A choice of f is called a curving for the bundle gerbe connection ∇L. Therefore we
have δ(df) = 0 and hence there exists a closed three form ω on M such that df = π∗ω.
Furthermore it can be shown that ω is an integral three form, ie the integral of ω over
any closed three manifold in M is 2πi times an integer. We call ω the three curvature
of the bundle gerbe connection and curving. In [33] it is shown that ω is a de Rham
representative for the image of the Dixmier-Douady class in H3(M ;R). Note that a
bundle gerbe can have a non-zero Cˇech representative for its Dixmier-Douady class
but, due to the phenomenon of torsion, the de Rham representative for the image of
the Dixmier-Douady class inside H3(M ;R) can be zero.
Example 3.3. Recall from example 3.1 the tautological bundle gerbe (Q,PM,M) as-
sociated to a closed integral three form ω on a 2-connected manifold M . In [33] it is
shown that there is a connection ∇ on the C× bundle Q → PM [2] which is compatible
with the bundle gerbe product on Q and whose curvature equals δ(f) where f is the
two form on PM defined by f = ∫
I
ev∗ω (here ev : PM×I →M is the evaluation map
sending (γ, t) to γ(t)). Therefore ∇ and f is an example of a bundle gerbe connection
and curving on Q.
3.4 Bundle gerbe morphisms and the 2-category of
bundle gerbes
Recall the following definition from [33].
Definition 3.5 ([33]). Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,N) be bundle gerbes on M and N
respectively. A bundle gerbe morphism f¯ : P → Q consists of a triple f¯ = (fˆ , f, f ′)
of smooth maps f
′
: M → N , f : X → Y covering f ′ and fˆ : P → Q covering the
induced map f [2] : X [2] → Y [2]. The map fˆ is required to commute with the bundle
gerbe products on P and Q.
As an example, consider the situation in which we have a smooth map f : N →M
and a bundle gerbe (P,X,M). We can pullback the bundle gerbe P to a bundle gerbe
(f−1P, f−1X,N) on N . By definition of the pullback construction there is a bundle
gerbe morphism f¯ : f−1P → P .
We will almost always be interested in the case whereM = N and f
′
is the identity.
In this case, a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ : P → Q is a triple (fˆ , f, idM).
Definition 3.6 ([34]). Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes. A bundle gerbe
isomorphism f¯ : P → Q is a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ = (fˆ , f, idM) from P to Q such
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that f : X → Y is a diffeomorphism and fˆ : P → Q covering f [2] : X [2] → Y [2] is a C×
bundle isomorphism.
Unfortunately, bundle gerbe isomorphisms seldom appear in practice. Given bundle
gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M), it is not clear when a bundle gerbe morphism between
them exists. Obviously, a necessary condition is that DD(P ) = DD(Q). One way of
dealing with this problem is to consider stable isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes
on M .
Definition 3.7 ([12], [34]). We say that bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) are
stably isomorphic if there exist C× bundles T1 and T2 over X ×M Y such that there is
an isomorphism
(p
[2]
1 )
−1P ⊗ δ(T1) ∼= δ(T2)⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q
covering the identity on (X ×M Y )[2] and commuting with the bundle gerbe products.
(Here p1 and p2 are the two projections of X ×M Y onto X and Y respectively).
Suppose bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) have DD(P ) = DD(Q). Then the
product bundle gerbe (P ⊗Q∗, X ×M Y,M) has DD(P ⊗Q∗) = 0. Therefore there is
a C× bundle T → X ×M Y together with an isomorphism P ⊗Q∗ → δ(T ) covering the
identity on (X ×M Y )[2] and commuting with the respective bundle gerbe products.
Now form the bundle gerbe (P ⊗Q∗)⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q→ (X×M)[2]. The isomorphism above
translates into
(P ⊗Q∗)⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q→ δ(T )⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q.
We have
(P ⊗Q∗)⊗ (p[2]2 )−1Q = (p[2]1 )−1P ⊗ (p[2]2 )−1(Q∗ ⊗Q).
The bundle gerbe Q∗ ⊗ Q → Y [2] has zero Dixmier-Douady class, hence it is trivial.
Therefore its pullback to (X ×M Y )[2] is trivial and so P and Q are stably isomorphic.
Conversely, if P and Q are stably isomorphic, then it is easy to see that DD(P ) =
DD(Q). Thus we have the proposition (see [34]):
Proposition 3.7 ([34]). Two bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) have the same
Dixmier-Douady class if and only if they are stably isomorphic.
This shows that the notion of stable isomorphism is an equivalence relation and so
we can form the set of equivalence classes. Taking products of bundle gerbes clearly
respects stable isomorphism and indeed there is a group structure on the set of stable
isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes. In Chapter 4 we shall see that there is an
isomorphism between stable isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes and H3(M ;Z).
There is another way of looking at the question of whether a bundle gerbe morphism
exists between two given bundle gerbes or not. Before we explain this, we need to
digress for a moment. Let P → X be a principal C× bundle on X and let π : X →M
be an onto map admitting local sections. We have the following lemma (see [7][pages
185–186]).
Lemma 3.1 ([7]). A necessary and sufficient condition for P to descend to a bundle
on M is that there is an isomorphism φ : π−11 P → π−12 P covering the identity on X [2]
which satisfies the gluing law
π−13 φ ◦ π−11 φ = π−12 φ (3.6)
over X [3]. φ is known as a descent isomorphism. P descends to a bundle on M means
that there is a C× bundle Q→M together with an isomorphism P ≃ π−1Q.
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Note that another way of looking at this is that a necessary and sufficient condition
for P to descend to a bundle onM is that there is a section φˆ of δ(P )→ X [2] such that
δ(φˆ) = 1, where 1 is the canonically trivialising section of δδ(P ), see Definition 3.2.
We have the following slight generalisation of this lemma.
Suppose πX : X → M and πY : Y → M are surjections admitting local sections.
Then X ×M Y is also a surjection admitting local sections. Given a C× bundle P on
X ×M Y [p], let δY (P ) denote the C× bundle on X ×M Y [p+1] whose fibre at a point
(x, y1, y2, . . . , yp+1) of X ×M Y [p+1] is
P(x,y1) ⊗ P ∗(x,y2) ⊗ · · · ,
where the last factor is P(x,yp+1) if p is even and P
∗
(x,yp+1)
if p is odd — compare with
Definition 3.2. As in Definition 3.2 it is easy to check that δY δY (P ) is canonically
trivialised. We will denote this canonical trivialisation by 1.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose πX and πY are as above and that P is a C
× bundle on X×M Y
such that there is a section φˆ of δY (P ) on X ×M Y [2] which satisfies the coherency
condition δY (φˆ) = 1 on X ×M Y [3]. Then P descends to a bundle Q on X, ie there is
an isomorphism P ≃ p−11 Q, where p1 : X ×M Y → X is the projection onto the first
factor.
Proof. Choose an open cover U = {Uα}α∈Σ of M such that there exist local sections
tα : Uα → Y of πY . Let Xα = π−1X (Uα). Define a C× bundle Pα on Xα by Pα = tˆ−1α P ,
where tˆα : Xα → X ×M Y sends x ∈ Xα to (x, tα(m)), where m = πX(x) ∈ Uα.
The section φˆ of δY (P ) induces a section φˆαβ of Pβ ⊗ P ∗α and hence an isomorphism
φαβ : Pα → Pβ. The coherency condition on φˆ ensures that the φαβ satisfy the glueing
condition φβγφαβ = φαγ. Hence we can use the standard clutching construction to
form a C× bundle Q from the Pα and one can check that there is an isomorphism
P ≃ p−11 Q.
As an example of this, suppose we have a closed, integral two form F on a non-
simply connected manifold M . If M˜ denotes the simply connected universal covering
space of M then we can lift F to a closed integral two form on M˜ which we denote
by F˜ . We cannot construct the tautological line bundle on M directly, but we can
on M˜ . Let L˜ denote the line bundle on M˜ with curvature F˜ constructed by the
tautological method. We know that L˜ descends to a line bundle L on M . In [14] it is
shown that if π1(M) has no non-trivial extensions by C
×, then there is an isomorphism
φ : π−11 L˜→ π−12 L˜ satisfying 3.6 above.
Suppose we are given two bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) together with
bundle gerbe morphisms f¯ , g¯ : P → Q. Let f¯ = (fˆ , f, idM) and g¯ = (gˆ, g, idM). Form
a C× bundle Dˆ → X by letting Dˆ = (f, g)−1Q, where (f, g) : X → Y [2] is the map
which sends x ∈ X to (f(x), g(x)) ∈ Y [2]. We have the following series of lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Dˆ descends to a bundle Df¯ ,g¯ →M , that is, we have Dˆ ∼= π−1X Df¯ ,g¯, where
πX denotes the projection X → M .
Proof. We first define a map φ : π−11 Dˆ → π−12 Dˆ. If ξ ∈ π−11 Dˆ(x1,x2) = Q(f(x2),g(x2)) then
choose p ∈ P(x1,x2) and define
φ(ξ) = mQ(mQ(gˆ(p)
∗ ⊗ ξ)⊗ fˆ(p)).
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Here mQ is the bundle gerbe multiplication in Q. Clearly φ is independent of the choice
of p. We need to show that φ is a descent isomorphism, ie that the following diagram
commutes
π−11 π
−1
1 Dˆ = π
−1
2 π
−1
1 Dˆ
π−11 φ **UU
UUUU
UUUU
UUU
UUU
π−12 φ // π−12 π
−1
2 Dˆ = π
−1
3 π
−1
2 Dˆ
π−11 π
−1
2 Dˆ = π
−1
3 π
−1
1 Dˆ
π−13 φ
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So let ξ ∈ Q(f(x3),g(x3)), p ∈ P(x1,x2), and p′ ∈ P(x2,x3). Then
π−13 φ ◦ π−11 φ(ξ) = π−3 φ(mQ(mQ(gˆ(p′)∗ ⊗ ξ)⊗ fˆ(p′)))
= mQ(mQ(gˆ(p)
∗ ⊗mQ(mQ(gˆ(p′)∗ ⊗ ξ)⊗ fˆ(p′)))⊗ fˆ(p))
=
...
= mQ(mQ(gˆ(mP (p
′ ⊗ p))∗ ⊗ ξ)⊗ fˆ(mP (p′ ⊗ p)))
= π−12 φ(ξ).
Therefore Dˆ descends to a bundle Df¯ ,g¯.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose we are given bundle gerbes (P,X,M) , (Q, Y,M) and three
bundle gerbe morphisms f¯i = (fˆi, fi, idM) : P → Q for i = 1, 2, 3. Then we have
the following isomorphism of C× bundles on M
Df¯2,f¯3 ⊗Df¯1,f¯2 ∼= Df¯1,f¯3.
Proof. The bundle gerbe product in Q defines an isomorphism ψ : (f2, f3)
−1Q ⊗
(f1, f2)
−1Q → (f1, f3)−1Q. We need to check that this isomorphism is compatible
with the descent isomorphism defined in Lemma 3.3. That is, we need to check that
the following diagram over X [2] commutes:
π−11 (f2, f3)
−1Q⊗ π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q
π−11 ψ //
φ23⊗φ12

π−11 (f1, f3)
−1Q
φ13

π−12 (f2, f3)
−1Q⊗ π−12 (f1, f2)−1Q
π−12 ψ // π−12 (f1, f3)
−1Q,
where φij : π
−1
1 (fi, fj)
−1Q→ π−12 (fi, fj)−1Q is the descent isomorphism constructed in
Lemma 3.3. Let ξ23 ∈ π−11 (f2, f3)−1Q(x1,x2), ξ12 ∈ π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q(x1,x2), and p ∈ P(x1,x2).
Then
π−12 ψ ◦ (φ23 ⊗ φ12)(ξ23 ⊗ ξ12)
= π−12 ψ(mQ(mQ(fˆ3(p)
∗ ⊗ ξ23)⊗ fˆ2(p))⊗mQ(mQ(fˆ2(p)∗ ⊗ ξ12)⊗ fˆ1(p)))
= mQ(mQ(mQ(fˆ3(p)
∗ ⊗ ξ23)⊗ fˆ2(p))⊗mQ(mQ(fˆ2(p)∗ ⊗ ξ12)⊗ fˆ1(p)))
= · · ·
= mQ(mQ(fˆ3(p)
∗ ⊗mQ(ξ23 ⊗ ξ12))⊗ fˆ1(p))
= φ13 ◦ π−11 ψ(ξ23 ⊗ ξ12).
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Lemma 3.5. Given three bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) and (R,Z,M) to-
gether with pairs of bundle gerbe morphisms
f¯i = (fˆi, fi, idM) : P → Q
g¯i = (gˆi, gi, idM) : Q→ R
for i = 1, 2. Then we have the following isomorphism of C× bundles on M .
Dg¯1◦f¯1,g¯2◦f¯2
∼= Df¯1,f¯2 ⊗Dg¯1,g¯2.
Proof. First of all define a map < g1, g2 >: Y
[2] → Z [2] by mapping a point (y1, y2) of
Y [2] to the point (g1(y1), g2(y2)) of Z
[2]. We then have (g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2) =< g1, g2 >
◦(f1, f2). Note that < g1, g2 >−1 R ∼= (g[2]2 )−1R ⊗ π−12 (g1, g2)−1R. We therefore have
the following series of isomorphisms of C× bundles
(g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2)−1R = (< g1, g2 > ◦(f1, f2))−1R
= (f1, f2)
−1 < g1, g2 >−1 R
= (f1, f2)
−1((g[2]2 )
−1R ⊗ π−12 (g1, g2)−1R)
= (f1, f2)
−1(g[2]2 )
−1R⊗ f−12 π−1Z Dg¯1,g¯2
= (f1, f2)
−1(g[2]2 )
−1R⊗ π−1X Dg¯1,g¯2,
where πX denotes the projection πX : X → M and so on. The C× bundle map
gˆ2 : Q→ R pulls back to define an isomorphism
ψ = (f1, f2)
−1gˆ2 : (f1, f2)−1Q→ (f1, f2)−1(g[2]2 )−1R.
We need to show that ψ is compatible with the descent isomorphisms:
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q
π−11 ψ //
φQ

π−11 (f1, f2)
−1(g[2]2 )
−1R
φR

π−12 (f1, f2)
−1Q
π−12 ψ // π−12 (f1, f2)
−1(g[2]2 )
−1R.
This is clearly true, since ψ is induced by the bundle gerbe morphism gˆ2. Therefore
there is an isomorphism π−1X Dg¯1◦f¯1,g¯2◦f¯2
∼= π−1X (Df¯1,f¯2⊗Dg¯1,g¯2) which is compatible with
the descent isomorphisms. Therefore we must have Dg¯1◦f¯1,g¯2◦f¯2
∼= Df¯1,f¯2 ⊗Dg¯1,g¯2.
Motivated by the results above, we make the following definitions.
Definition 3.8. Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes and suppose f¯ =
(fˆ , f, idM) and g¯ = (gˆ, g, idM) are bundle gerbe morphisms f¯ , g¯ : P → Q. A transfor-
mation of bundle gerbe morphisms θ : f¯ ⇒ g¯ is a section of the C× bundle Df¯ ,g¯ on
M .
Definition 3.9. Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes. A bundle gerbe equiv-
alence consists of a pair of bundle gerbe morphisms f¯ = (fˆ , f, idM) and g¯ = (gˆ, g, idM)
with f¯ : P → Q and g¯ : Q→ P such that there exist transformations of bundle gerbe
morphisms θ1 : g¯ ◦ f¯ ⇒ idP and θ2 : f¯ ◦ g¯ ⇒ idQ.
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Now we can look at bundle gerbe morphisms in a different light. We can view
the collection of all bundle gerbes on a manifold M as objects of a 2-category B (for
the definition of a 2-category we refer to Section 8.1). For given two bundle gerbes P
and Q on M we can define a category Hom(P,Q) whose objects consist of all bundle
gerbe morphisms from P to Q. Given two objects f¯1 and f¯2 of Hom(P,Q), that is
1-arrows of B, the arrows from f¯1 to f¯2, ie 2-arrows of B, consist of all transformations
θf1,f2 from f¯1 to f¯2. Composition of arrows in Hom(P,Q) is by tensor product, with
the identifications of Lemma 3.4. (For details on 2-categories and bicategories see
Chapter 8). We have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.8. B as defined above is a 2-category.
All we really need to do is show that there is composition functor, in other words
if P , Q and R are three objects of B, then there is a functor
m : Hom(Q,R)×Hom(P,Q)→ Hom(P,R)
which is associative. If we define the action of m on objects to be composition of
bundle gerbe morphisms and the action of m on 2-arrows to be tensor product, with
the identifications of Lemma 3.5, then this condition is clearly satisfied.
As mentioned in [33], an annoying feature of bundle gerbes is that two bundle gerbes
can have the same Dixmier-Douady class and yet fail to be isomorphic by a bundle
gerbe isomorphism nor even equivalent by a bundle gerbe equivalence. There is a way
to circumvent this problem by introducing the notion of a stable morphism between
bundle gerbes. The following definition is due to M. Murray.
Definition 3.10. Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes. A stable morphism
f : P → Q is a choice of trivialisation (Lf , φf) of the bundle gerbe P ∗⊗Q, ie a choice
of C× bundle Lf → X ×M Y and a choice of isomorphism φf : δ(Lf ) → P ∗ ⊗ Q such
that the diagram below commutes:
π−11 δ(Lf )⊗ π−13 δ(Lf )
π−11 φf⊗π−13 φf//

π−11 (P
∗ ⊗Q)⊗ π−13 (P ∗ ⊗Q)

π−12 δ(Lf )
π−12 φf // π−12 (P
∗ ⊗Q),
see Definition 3.3. Suppose we have two stable morphisms f, g : P → Q corresponding
to choices of trivialisations (Lf , φf) and (Lg, φg) of P
∗ ⊗ Q respectively. Then we
have an isomorphism φ−1g ◦ φf : δ(Lf) → δ(Lg) which corresponds to a section φˆf,g ∈
Γ(δ(L∗f ⊗ Lg)). Because the isomorphisms φf and φg commute with the bundle gerbe
products, the section φˆf,g will satisfy the coherency condition δ(φˆf,g) = 1. Therefore
there is a C× bundle Df,g on M and an isomorphism L∗f ⊗ Lg ≃ Df,g. We define a
transformation θ : f ⇒ g to be a section θˆ of L∗f ⊗ Lg such that δ(θˆ) = φˆf,g. Thus θˆ
will descend to a section θ of Df,g.
Note 3.2. 1. Note that a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ = (fˆ , f, idM) : P → Q gives rise
to a stable morphism f : P → Q because we can define a trivialisation Lf of
P ∗⊗Q by letting Lf have fibre Lf(x, y) at (x, y) ∈ X ×M Y equal to Q(f(x),y) —
the bundle gerbe product on Q and the isomorphism P ≃ (f [2])−1Q provides an
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isomorphism Q(f(x2),y2) ⊗ Q∗(f(x1),y1) ≃ Q(y1,y2) ⊗ P ∗(x1,x2). Suppose we have stable
morphisms f : P → Q and g : P → Q arising from bundle gerbe morphisms
f¯ , g¯ : P → Q. Then the C× bundle Df,g of Definition 3.10 above is the C×
bundle Df¯ ,g¯ of Lemma 3.3.
2. Note that a stable morphism exists if and only if P and Q have the same Dixmier-
Douady class.
3. Suppose we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) and stable morphisms
f, g, h : P → Q corresponding to trivialisations (Lf , φf), (Lg, φg) and (Lh, φh)
respectively. Suppose also that we have transformations θf,g : f ⇒ g and θg,h :
g ⇒ h corresponding to sections θˆf,g ∈ Γ(L∗f ⊗ Lg) and θˆg,h ∈ Γ(L∗g ⊗ Lh)
respectively. We would like to define a composed transformation θg,hθf,g : f ⇒ h.
We do this as follows. Let θg,hθf,g denote the image of the section θˆf,g ⊗ θˆg,h of
L∗f ⊗ Lg ⊗ L∗g ⊗ Lh under the isomorphism can : L∗f ⊗ Lg ⊗ L∗g ⊗ Lh → L∗f ⊗ Lh
induced by contraction. To show that θg,hθf,g defines a transformation we need
to show that δ(θg,hθf,g) = φˆf,h. We have δ(θˆf,g⊗ θˆg,h) = φˆf,g⊗ φˆg,h and φˆf,g⊗ φˆg,h
is mapped to φˆf,h under the isomorphism δ(Lf )
∗ ⊗ δ(Lg) ⊗ δ(Lg)∗ ⊗ δ(Lh) →
δ(Lf )
∗ ⊗ δ(Lh) = δ(L∗f ⊗ Lh). Therefore we can compose transformations. This
operation of composition is clearly associative. Note that there is an identity
transformation 1f : f ⇒ f and so it follows that we have defined a category
Homs(P,Q) whose objects consist of the stable morphisms P → Q and whose
arrows are the transformations between these stable morphisms. Finally note
that all the arrows in Homs(P,Q) are invertible.
Suppose we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M), (Q, Y,M) and (R,Z,M) and stable
morphisms f : P → Q and g : Q → R corresponding to trivialisations (Lf , φf) and
(Lg, φg) of P
∗⊗Q and Q∗⊗R respectively. So φf is an isomorphism P ∗⊗Q ≃ δ(Lf) =
π−11 Lf⊗π−12 L∗f and φg is an isomorphism Q∗⊗R ≃ π−11 Lg⊗π−12 L∗g. Both isomorphisms
respect the bundle gerbe products. Fibrewise, φf is an isomorphism
P ∗(x1, x2)⊗Q(y1, y2) ≃ Lf (x2, y2)⊗ L∗f (x1, y1)
which can be rewritten as
P (x1, x2)⊗ Lf (x2, y2) ≃ Q(y1, y2)⊗ Lf (x1, y1).
Similarly we can write
Q(y1, y2)⊗ Lg(y2, z2) ≃ R(z1, z2)⊗ Lg(y1, z1).
We want to define a trivialisation (Lg◦f , φg◦f) of P ∗ ⊗ R corresponding to a stable
morphism g ◦ f : P → R. Consider the C× bundle L on X ×M Z ×M Y [2] whose fibre
at a point (x, z, y1, y2) ∈ X ×M Z ×M Y [2] is
L(x, z, y1, y2) = Lf (x, y1)⊗ Lg(y2, z)⊗Q(y1, y2).
We will show there is a section φˆ of δY [2](L) onX×MZ×M(Y [2])[2] satisfying δY [2](φˆ) = 1.
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We construct φˆ as an isomorphism given fibrewise by L(x, z, y1, y2)→ L(x, z, y3, y4).
Lf(x, y1)⊗ Lg(y2, z)⊗Q(y1, y2)
≃ Lf(x, y1)⊗ Lg(y2, z)⊗Q(y4, y2)⊗Q(y3, y4)⊗Q(y1, y3)
≃ Lf(x, y3)⊗ P (x, x)⊗ Lg(y2, z)⊗Q(y4, y2)⊗Q(y3, y4)
≃ Lf(x, y3)⊗ Lg(y2, z)⊗Q(y4, y2)⊗Q(y3, y4)
≃ Lf(x, y3)⊗ Lg(y4, z)⊗ R(z, z)⊗Q(y3, y4)
≃ Lf(x, y3)⊗ Lg(y4, z)⊗Q(y3, y4).
One can check that this isomorphism is coherent given a third point (y5, y6) of Y
[2].
Hence by Lemma 3.2 L descends to a C× bundle Lg◦f on X ×M Z. We now need to
show that Lg◦f trivialises P ∗ ⊗R. Consider δ(L) on (X ×M Z ×M Y [2])[2]. It has fibre
at a point ((x1, z1, y1, y2), (x2, z2, y
′
1, y
′
2)) of (X ×M Z ×M Y [2])[2] equal to
δ(L)((x1, z1, y1, y2), (x2, z2, y
′
1, y
′
2))
= L(x2, z2, y
′
1, y
′
2)⊗ L∗(x1, z1, y1, y2)
= Lf(x2, y
′
1)⊗ Lg(y
′
2, z2)⊗Q(y
′
1, y
′
2)⊗ L∗f (x1, y1)⊗ L∗g(y2, z1)⊗Q∗(y1, y2)
≃ P ∗(x1, x2)⊗Q(y1, y′1)⊗Q(y2, y
′
2)⊗ R(z1, z2)⊗Q(y
′
1, y
′
2)⊗Q∗(y1, y2)
≃ P ∗(x1, x2)⊗ R(z1, z2).
This isomorphism commutes with the bundle gerbe products on δ(L) and P ∗ ⊗R and
is also compatible with the descent isomorphism for δ(L) induced from the descent
isomorphism for L. Hence this isomorphism descends to (X ×M Z)[2] to provide a
trivialisation φg◦f : δ(Lg◦f ) ≃ P ∗ ⊗ R. We define the composite stable morphism
g ◦ f : P → R to be the trivialisation (Lg◦f , φg◦f).
Given bundle gerbes (P,X,M), (Q, Y,M) and (R,Z,M) and stable morphisms
f1, f2 : P → Q and g1, g2 : Q → R together with transformations θ : f1 ⇒ f2 and
ρ : g1 ⇒ g2, one can define a composed transformation ρ ◦ θ : g1 ◦ f1 ⇒ g2 ◦ f2 using
a similar technique to that in the preceding paragraph (except that we now descend a
morphism). One can show that this operation of composing transformations is com-
patible with the operations of composing transformations in the categories Homs(P,Q)
and Homs(Q,R). It follows that we have defined a functor
◦ : Homs(P,Q)× Homs(Q,R)→ Homs(P,R).
We would like to know whether or not this operation of composition is associative.
Suppose we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M), (Q, Y,M), (R,Z,M) and (S,W,M) together
with stable morphisms f : P → Q, g : Q → R and h : R → S. Let p : X ×M Y [2] ×M
Z [2]×M W → X×M W denote the natural projection obtained by omitting the factors
Y [2] and Z [2] in the fibre product. Then there is an isomorphism
p−1Lh◦(g◦f)(x, y1, y2, z1, z2, w) ≃ Lh(z2, w)⊗Lg(y2, z1)⊗Lf (x, y1)⊗Q(y1, y2)⊗R(z1, z2)
of fibres at a point (x, y1, y2, z1, z2, w). At the same point there is an isomorphism
p−1L(h◦g)◦f (x, y1, y2, z1, z2, w) ≃ Lh(z2, w)⊗Lg(y2, z1)⊗Lf (x, y1)⊗Q(y1, y2)⊗R(z1, z2).
It follows from this that p−1Lh◦(g◦f) ≃ p−1L(h◦g)◦f and hence that Lh◦(g◦f) ≃ L(h◦g)◦f .
Furthermore this isomorphism is compatible with the isomorphisms φh◦(g◦f) and φ(h◦g)◦f
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and hence defines a transformation θf,g,h : h ◦ (g ◦ f) ⇒ (h ◦ g) ◦ f . One can show
that this transformation θf,g,h satisfies a coherency condition given a fifth bundle gerbe
(T, V,M) and a fourth stable morphism k : S → T . This coherency condition is
(θg,h,k ◦ 1f)θf,h◦g,k(1k ◦ θf,g,h) = θf,g,k◦hθg◦f,h,k.
Given a stable morphism f : P → Q between bundle gerbes P = (P,X,M) and
Q = (Q, Y,M), there is a natural stable morphism f˜ : Q → P . If f is given by
a trivialisation (Lf , φf) of P
∗ ⊗ Q, then f˜ corresponds to the trivialisation (L∗f , φ∗f)
of Q∗ ⊗ P . Let us calculate the trivialisation of P ∗ ⊗ P corresponding to the stable
morphism f˜ ◦ f . First we form the C× bundle L on X ×M X ×M Y [2] whose fibre at a
point (x1, x2, y1, y2) of X
[2] ×M Y [2] is
L(x1, x2, y1, y2) = Lf (x1, y1)⊗ L∗f (x2, y2)⊗Q(y1, y2).
Since (Lf , φf) is a trivialisation of P
∗ ⊗Q, we see there is an isomorphism
L(x1, x2, y1, y2) ≃ P (x1, x2).
This isomorphism preserves the descent isomorphism for L and so we see there is an
isomorphism Lf˜◦f ≃ P . This is a transformation f˜ ◦ f ⇒ 1P , where 1P is the stable
morphism P → P induced by the identity bundle gerbe morphism P → P . Similarly
there is a transformation f ◦ f˜ ⇒ 1Q. These transformations are compatible with the
transformations θf,g,h in the sense of Definition 8.2. We have the following Proposition.
Proposition 3.9. Given a manifold M , we can form a bicategory Bs whose objects
are the bundle gerbes on M and where the 1-arrows are the objects of the categories
Homs(P,Q) and where the 2-arrows are the arrows of the categories Homs(P,Q). This
bicategory is in fact a bigroupoid.
We refer to Definitions 8.1 and 8.2 for the precise meanings of the terms bicategory
and bigroupoid.
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Chapter 4
Singular theory of bundle gerbes
4.1 Construction of a classifying map
Definition 4.1. The universal bundle gerbe (E˜BC×, EBC×, BBC×) is the lifting bun-
dle gerbe associated to the principal BC× bundle EBC× → BBC× via the short exact
sequence of abelian groups
C× → EC× → BC×.
So E˜BC× → (EBC×)[2] is the pullback τ−1EC× of the universal C× bundle EC× →
BC× via the canonical map τ : (EBC×)[2] → BC×.
Let E˜BC× have Dixmier-Douady class ω in H3(BBC×;Z) = Z. Suppose (P, Y,M)
is a bundle gerbe on M with Dixmier-Douady class DD(P ) in H3(M ;Z). We will
review a construction of [18] which shows how to construct a map g : M → BBC×
from a Cˇech cocycle gijk representing the Dixmier-Douady class of P . It will follow
from this that the two classes DD(P ) and g∗ω are equal.
Suppose the class DD(P ) is represented by a Cˇech 2-cocycle gijk : Uijk → C×,
relative to a Leray cover U = {Ui}i∈I ofM , in the Cˇech cohomology group Hˇ2(M ;C×M)
via the isomorphism induced by the short exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups
on M
1→ ZM → CM → C×M → 1,
see Section 3.1. Thus gijk satisfies the Cˇech 2-cocycle condition
gjklg
−1
iklgijlg
−1
ijk = 1 (4.1)
on Uijkl. We will construct maps gij : Uij → BC× which satisfy the Cˇech 1-cocycle
condition gjkg
−1
ik gij = 1 on Uijk. These will be transition functions for a BC
× bundle
on M , whose classifying map will be the map g :M → BBC× referred to above.
We will make the assumption that every manifold M we deal with has a locally fi-
nite, countable Leray cover U such that there is a smooth partition of unity {φi}i∈I sub-
ordinate to the open cover U . For each m ∈ M form the subset Im = {i0, i1, . . . , in(m)}
of I consisting of those i ∈ I such that φi(m) is not zero. Since our Leray covering is
locally finite, this subset will always be finite. For r = 0, 1, . . . , n(m), let
ψr(m) = φi0(m) + · · ·+ φir−1(m).
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Then we will have ψ0(m) ≤ · · · ≤ ψn(m)(m) and using the non-homogenous coordi-
nates on BC×, see Section 2.2 and [18], we can define gij : Uij → BC× by
gij(m) = |ψ1(m), . . . , ψn(m), [giji0(m)−1giji1(m)| · · · |gijin−1(m)−1gijin(m)]|
where m ∈ Uij , n = n(m) and {i0, . . . , in(m)} is the set Im above. Notice that this
makes sense, that is respects the face and degeneracy operators, precisely because each
g−1ijirgijis defines a trivial cocycle. By Lemma 1.2 of [18] we have that gij : Uij → BC×
is smooth — that is smooth in the differentiable space sense of [16] and [32] — see also
Section 2.4 — and hence is continuous.
Lemma 4.1. The maps gij : Uij → BC× satisfy the 1-cocycle condition
gjk(m)gik(m)
−1gij(m) = 1
on Uijk.
Proof. To show this we need to use the group multiplication in BC× using the non-
homogenous coordinates on BC× as reviewed in [18] and see also Section 2.2. We
get
gijgjk
= |ψ0, . . . , ψn, [g−1iji0giji1g−1jki0gjki1| · · · |g−1ijin−1gijing−1jkin−1gjkin]|
= |ψ0, . . . , ψn, [g−1iki0giki1| · · · |gikin−1gikin]|
= gik,
where we have used the 2-cocycle condition 4.1 to write g−1iji0giji1g
−1
jki0
gjki1 equal to
g−1iki0giki1 and so on.
Hence the gij represent transition functions for a BC
× bundle XP on M . We want
to show that the class in H3(M ;Z) determined by XP and the Dixmier-Douady class
DD(P ) of the bundle gerbe P are the same.
Lemma 4.2. Let (X˜P , XP ,M) denote the lifting bundle gerbe associated to XP via the
short exact sequence of groups
1→ C× → EC× → BC× → 1.
Then DD(X˜P ) = DD(P ).
Proof. We will calculate the Dixmier-Douady class of X˜P relative to the same open
cover U of M used above. We choose sections si of XP → M above each Ui and form
the pullback C× bundles (si, sj)−1X˜P over Uij . Since the sections si and sj are related
by the transition cocycles gij, we see that a classifying map for (si, sj)
−1X˜P is given by
gij : Uij → BC×.
Thus choosing sections σij of (si, sj)
−1X˜P → Uij corresponds to choosing lifts gˆij :
Uij → EC× of the gij. We have a canonical choice for the gˆij given in the non-
homogenous coordinates by
gˆij(m) = |ψ0(m), . . . , ψn(m), giji0(m)[giji0(m)−1giji1(m)| · · ·
|gijin−1(m)−1gijin(m)]|,
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where again n = n(m) and the ψr are defined as above. The gˆij need not be cocycles
and indeed their failure to be is measured exactly by the 2-cocycle gijk for a calculation
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.1 above shows that
gˆjkgˆ
−1
ik gˆij = i(gijk),
where i : C× → EC× is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion of the subgroup
C×. In other words, the lifting bundle gerbe X˜P has Dixmier-Douady class equal to
[gijk].
4.2 The singular theory of C× bundles
In this section we will show that there is an analogue of the curvature two form F
associated to a connection one form A on a principal C× bundle π : P → X in singular
cohomology. To be more precise, we will construct a singular 1-cochain A ∈ S1(P ;Z)
and a singular 2-cocycle F ∈ S2(X ;Z) such that π∗F = dA.
We first digress for a moment. Recall from Chapter 3 that we can replace the
structure group C× of a bundle gerbe P → X [2] with any abelian Lie group A and still
get a well defined notion of bundle gerbe. In particular we can replace C× by Z and get
the notion of a ‘Z bundle gerbe’. Z bundle gerbes arise whenever we have a C× bundle
P → X , since we have the canonical map τ : P [2] → C× defined by p2 = p1τ(p1, p2)
for p1 and p2 points in the same fibre of P . Then we can pullback the universal Z
bundle C → C× with the map τ to get a Z bundle P˜ → P [2]. Because the map τ
satisfies τ(p2, p3)τ(p1, p2) = τ(p1, p3) we clearly get an associative product on P˜ and
hence the triple (P˜ , P,X) defines a Z bundle gerbe. Of course this is a rather artificial
construction, but it does have the useful property that if one calculates the class in
H2(X ;Z) defined by the Z bundle gerbe P˜ then one finds that it is equal to the Chern
class of the C× bundle P (as one would hope). To see this we first choose an open cover
{Ui} of X such that there exist local sections si : Ui → P of P → X . We then form the
pullback Z bundles (si, sj)
−1P˜ = P˜ij and choose sections σij : Uij → P˜ij — this is like
choosing lifts zij : Uij → C of the transition functions gij : Uij → C× of P . Finally we
can define an integer valued Cˇech 2-cocycle nijk : Uijk → Z by m(σjk⊗Zσij) = σik+nijk
— this translates into the condition zjk+zij = zik+nijk. From this it is clear that [nijk]
is the image of [gij] under the isomorphism Hˇ
1(M ;C×M) ≃ Hˇ2(M ;ZM) induced from
the long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology arising from the short exact sequence of
sheaves of abelian groups
ZM → CM → C×M .
Therefore the class [nijk] in H
2(M ;Z) is the Chern class of the C× bundle P .
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. There exists a singular cocycle c ∈ Z1(C×;Z) and a singular cochain
b ∈ S0(C× × C×;Z) such that
d∗0c− d∗1c+ d∗2c = db (4.2)
and
d∗0b− d∗1b+ d∗2b− d∗3b = 0. (4.3)
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Here the di denote the face operators in the simplicial manifold NC
×.
Proof. First of all note that a singular 0-chain in S0(Z;Z) is a linear combination of
0-simplices σ : ∆0 → Z with integer coefficients. Since ∆0 is just a point, it follows
that we may identify a singular 0-chain of S0(Z;Z) with a formal linear combination
n1m1 + · · · + nkmk. A singular 0-cochain is a linear map S0(Z;Z) → Z. There is a
canonical choice of a singular 0-cochain in S0(Z;Z), namely the linear map which sends
a formal linear combination n1m1+ · · ·+nkmk to the integer n1m1+ · · ·+nkmk. Let us
call this singular 0-cochain a. It has the property that pr∗1a+pr
∗
2a = m
∗a, where pr1 and
pr2 are the projections on the first and second factors of Z×Z respectively, and where
m : Z×Z→ Z is addition. This is because a singular 0-chain of Z×Z may be identified
in the same way as above with a formal linear combination n1(m1, m
′
1)+· · ·+nk(mk, m′k)
and it is easy to see that the value of m∗a on such a 0-chain is equal to the value of
pr∗1a+pr
∗
2a on such a 0-chain. We also have da = 0, where d is the singular coboundary,
since a singular 1-chain of S1(Z;Z) must be a linear combination of constant maps
∆1 → Z with integer coefficients from which it follows that da evaluated at such a
1-chain must be zero.
Next we have the short exact sequence of groups Z → C → C×, where Z → C is
the inclusion and C → C× is the map sending z ∈ C to exp(2π√−1z). We will think
of C as a ‘principal Z bundle’ on C×. Form the fibre product C[2]. We then have a
canonical map τ : C[2] → Z. Form a 0-cochain τ ∗a of S0(C[2];Z) by pullback with
τ . The property pr∗1a + pr
∗
2a = m
∗a of a shows that δ(τ ∗a) = 0 in S0(C[3];Z), where
δ : S0(C[2];Z) → S0(C[3];Z) is the coboundary defined in Proposition 3.6 by adding
the pullback maps π∗i with alternating signs. It follows from Proposition 3.6 that there
exists cˆ ∈ S0(C;Z) such that τ ∗a = δ(cˆ). Since da = 0, we have δ(dcˆ) = 0 so by
Proposition 3.6 again we get dcˆ = p∗c for some c ∈ S1(C×;Z), where p : C → C× is
the projection.
Denote multiplication in C× by m and denote multiplication (addition) in C by mˆ.
We have a commutative diagram
(C× C)[2]
mˆ[2]

(τ◦pr[2]1 ,τ◦pr[2]2 )// Z× Z

C[2]
τ // Z,
where now pr1 : C × C → C and pr2 : C × C → C denote the projections on the
first and second factors in C × C respectively and Z × Z → Z is addition in Z. From
this diagram we get (mˆ[2])∗τ ∗a = (τ ◦ pr[2]1 )∗a + (τ ◦ pr[2]2 )∗a and since τ ∗a = δ(cˆ), this
becomes δ(mˆ∗cˆ) = δ(pr∗1cˆ+pr
∗
2cˆ). Using Proposition 3.6 again, we see that there exists
b ∈ S0(C××C×;Z) such that (p×p)∗b = pr∗1cˆ−mˆ∗cˆ+pr∗2cˆ, where p×p is the projection
C×C→ C××C×. From this last equation, it is easy to see that b satisfies equation 4.3
above. Also from the last equation we see that (p×p)∗db = (p×p)∗(pr∗1c−m∗c+pr∗2c),
in other words equation 4.2 is satisfied.
Note 4.1. We will briefly check here that the singular cochains cˆ and c defined above are
not identically zero and that c is not the coboundary of a 0-cochain. To solve τ ∗a = δ(cˆ)
for cˆ, recall from the proof of Proposition 3.6 that we put cˆ equal to the 0-cochain that
sends a 0-simplex σ : ∆0 → C to τ ∗a(σ, s(p(σ))), where s : S0(C×;Z) → S0(C;Z) is
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a section of the set map p∗ : S0(C;Z) → S0(C×;Z). Since we may identify S0(C;Z)
and S0(C
×;Z) with the free abelian groups on the points of C and C× respectively,
choosing such a section s amounts to choosing a section of p : C→ C× where we regard
C and C× as sets so s need not be continuous. The obvious candidate in this case is
the map s : C× → C sending r exp(√−1θ) (where 0 ≤ θ < 2π) to 1
2π
√−1(log r+
√−1θ).
Now consider the 0-simplex 1 sending the point 1 of ∆0 to 1 ∈ C. We have cˆ(1) =
a(τ( 1
2π
√−1 log(1), 1))) = a(τ(0, 1)) = a(1) = 1. In a similar way one can show that dcˆ is
not identically zero, and so c is not identically zero. We will now check that we do not
have c = de, for some e ∈ S0(C×;Z). Suppose we did, then we would have d(cˆ−p∗e) = 0
in S1(C;Z). This means that cˆ − p∗e must be constant on the 0-simplexes ∆0 → C.
Let this constant value be n say. Then e+ n defines a new 0-cochain of S0(C×;Z) and
we have d(e + n) = c. Also we have cˆ = p∗(e + n) = p∗e + n and so δ(cˆ) = 0, which
contradicts the fact that δ(cˆ) = τ ∗a 6= 0. In fact, one can give an explicit formula for
c. First of all suppose we have chosen a set map s : C× → C which is also a section
of p : C → C×. We need to find a section of p∗ : S1(C;Z) → S1(C×;Z). There is a
canonical way of doing this. Let σ : ∆1 → C× be a 1-simplex. Then there is a unique
way of lifting σ to a 1-simplex σ˜ : ∆1 → C with p ◦ σ˜ = σ and σ˜(0) = s(σ(0)). Now we
can write down a formula for c:
cσ = σ˜(1)− s(σ(1)),
where σ : ∆1 → C× is a 1-simplex. It is not hard to check that c defined in this
manner is closed and it value on the canonical generator of H1(C
×;Z), a triangle in C×
around 0, is the winding number of the triangle ie 1. Hence c represents the generator
or fundamental class of H1(C×;Z). Similarly one can write down a formula for b,
bσ1,σ2 = s(σ1σ2)− s(σ1)− s(σ2),
where σ1 : ∆
0 → C× and σ2 : ∆0 → C× are 0-simplexes.
Now suppose we are given a principal C× bundle P → X . Let πP denote the
projection P → X . Let, as usual, P [2] denote the fibre product of P with itself
over X and let P [p] denote the p-fold such fibre product. We have the natural map
τ : P [2] → C× defined by p2 = p1 · τ(p1, p2) for p1 and p2 in the same fibre of P . τ
satisfies
τ(p2, p3)τ(p1, p2) = τ(p1, p3) (4.4)
for (p1, p2, p3) ∈ P [3]. We have the following commutative diagram:
P˜
π
P˜

τ˜ // C
p

P [2]
τ // C×.
Let α = τ ∗c and let αˆ = τ˜ ∗cˆ so dαˆ = π∗
P˜
α. Notice that even if P has zero Chern class
in H2(X ;Z), in which case the structure group of P will reduce to Zn for some n, α
will be non zero since the map τ : P [2] → C× is onto C×. Then equations 4.2 and 4.4
imply that
π∗1α− π∗2α + π∗3α = dβ, (4.5)
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where β ∈ S0(P [3];Z) is defined by β = (τ ◦ π1, τ ◦ π3)∗b. Another way of seeing this is
to note that we have the commutative diagram
π−11 P˜ ×P [3] π−13 P˜
m˜
P˜

(π−11 τ˜◦pr1,π−13 τ˜◦pr2) // C× C
mˆ

π−12 P˜
π−12 τ˜ // C,
where m˜P˜ : π
−1
1 P˜ ×P [3] π−13 P˜ → π−12 P˜ is induced by mP˜ . From the commutativity of
this diagram and the equation pr∗1cˆ + pr
∗
2cˆ = mˆ
∗cˆ + (p × p)∗b in S0(C × C;Z), we get
the following equation in S0(π−11 P˜ ×P [3] π−13 P˜ ;Z):
pr∗1π
−1
1 αˆ + pr
∗
2π
−1
3 αˆ = m˜
∗
P˜
π−12 αˆ + (πP˜ × πP˜ )∗β. (4.6)
Taking d of this equation gives equation 4.5. Also it follows from equation 4.6 or
equation 4.3 that δ(β) = 0 in S0(P [4];Z). Hence Proposition 3.6 implies that there
exists γ ∈ S0(P [3];Z) such that δ(γ) = β. Then, from equation 4.5, we get δ(α) = δ(dγ)
and hence from Proposition 3.6 again, we get α = dγ + δ(A) for some A ∈ S1(P ;Z).
Since dα = 0 we have that δ(dA) = 0 and hence there exists F ∈ S2(X ;Z) such that
π∗PF = dA.
Lemma 4.4. F is a representative of the Chern class of P → X in H2(X ;Z).
Proof. The problem is to show that F is a representative in singular cohomology of the
Chern class of P . A singular representative for the Chern class of P can be constructed
by observing as above that P gives rise to a Z bundle gerbe (P˜ , P,X) on X — the
lifting Z bundle gerbe associated to the short exact sequence of groups Z→ C→ C×.
As we saw above, the Cˇech 2-cocycle nijk : Uijk → Z relative to some open cover
U = {Ui}i∈I of X associated to the Z bundle gerbe P˜ maps to the Chern class of P
under the isomorphism Hˇ2(X ;ZM) ≃ H2(X ;Z).
To construct the singular cocycle representing the Chern class of P we use the fact
(see [4] and the note following Proposition 3.6) that the singular Mayer-Vietoris se-
quence for the open covering {Ui}i∈I is exact. Thus we view nijk as living in S0(Uijk;Z)
and use the exactness of the singular Mayer-Vietoris sequence to solve nijk = δ(uij)
for some uij ∈ S0(Uij;Z). Since nijk is locally constant we have dnijk = 0 and so
δ(duij) = 0. Applying the exactness of the singular Mayer-Vietoris sequence again im-
plies that there is an Ai ∈ S1(Ui;Z) so that duij = δ(Ai). Applying d to this equation
gives us δ(dAi) = 0 and so there exists F
′
in S2(X ;Z) with dF
′
= 0 and δ(F
′
) = dAi.
We want to show that F and F
′
represent the same class in cohomology. We use the
same open cover {Ui}i∈I as above and form the principal Z bundles P˜ij = (si, sj)−1P˜
over Uij . We have the following commutative diagram:
P˜ij

¯(si,sj) // P˜

τ˜ // C

Uij
(si,sj) // P [2]
τ // C×,
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which yields by composition the commutative diagram
P˜ij

g¯ij // C

Uij
gij // C×.
We let αˆij ∈ S0(P˜ij;Z) denote the pullback g¯∗ij cˆ and we let αij ∈ S1(Uij;Z) denote the
pullback g∗ijc. By pulling back equation 4.6 to S
0(P˜jk ×Uijk P˜ij ;Z) we get
pr∗1αˆjk + pr
∗
2αˆij = m˜
∗
P˜
αˆik + (πP˜jk ×Uijk πP˜ij )∗βijk,
where βijk = (si, sj, sk)
∗β. Since β = δ(γ), we may rewrite βijk as γjk− γik + γij where
γij = (si, sj)
∗γ. Now the lifts zij : Uij → C of the gij furnish us with sections σij of P˜ij .
Also it follows that we have m˜P˜ (σjk, σij) = σik + nijk. Hence from the equation above
we get
σ∗jkαˆjk + σ
∗
ijαˆij = (σik + nijk)
∗αˆik + γjk − γik + γij.
It follows from the definition of αˆik that (σik+nijk)
∗αˆik = σ∗ikαˆik+nijk. This is because
(σik + nijk)
∗αˆik = (σik + nijk)∗g¯∗ikcˆ = (zik + nijk)
∗cˆ so if we can show that cˆ(σ + n) =
cˆ(σ) + n for a 0-simplex σ : ∆0 → C and n ∈ Z then we will be done. By definition
cˆ(σ + n) = (τ ∗a)(σ + n, s(p(σ + n))) = (τ ∗a)(σ + n, s(p(σ))) = (τ ∗a)(σ, s(p(σ))) + n =
cˆ(σ) + n. Hence we have
σ∗jkαˆjk − γjk + σ∗ijαˆij − γij = σ∗ikαˆik − γik + nijk.
Therefore σ∗ijαˆij − γij plays the role of uij. Note that d(σ∗ijαˆij − γij) equals σ∗ijp∗αij −
dγij = αij − dγij = s∗jA− s∗iA. It follows from this that F and F ′ represent the same
class in cohomology.
4.3 The singular theory of bundle gerbes
In this section we utilise the results of Section 4.2 to show that there are singular
analogues of the curving and three curvature of a bundle gerbe. So let (Q, Y,M) be a
bundle gerbe. We will assume that we have constructed αˆ ∈ S0(Q˜;Z), α ∈ S1(Q[2];Z)
and β ∈ S0(Q[3];Z) satisfying equations 4.5 and 4.6 leading to A ∈ S1(Q;Z) and
F ∈ S2(Y [2];Z).
Form the pullback C× bundles π−1i Q over Y
[3] for i = 1, 2, 3 so that there exist C×
bundle morphisms π¯i : π
−1
i Q→ Q covering πi as pictured in the following diagram.
π−1i Q
π¯i //

Q

Y [3]
πi // Y [2]
The natural map τ : Q[2] → C× induces maps τ ′ : (π−1i Q)[2] → C× such that τ ′ = τ◦π¯[2]i .
Form the fibre product π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q. Let τ1 denote the map
(τ ◦ π¯1[2] ◦ p[2]1 , τ ◦ π¯[2]3 ◦ p[2]2 ) : (π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q)[2] → C× × C×.
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where p1 and p2 denote the projections π
−1
1 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q → π−11 Q and π−11 Q ×Y [3]
π−13 Q→ π−13 Q respectively. Also, let τ2 denote the map τ ◦ π¯[2]2 : (π−12 Q)[2] → C×. The
bundle gerbe product mQ gives rise to a map m˜Q : π
−1
1 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q → π−12 Q and we
have a commutative diagram
(π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q)[2]
m˜
[2]
Q //
τ1

(π−12 Q)
[2]
τ2

C× × C× m // C×
Hence we have τ ∗2 (m˜
[2]
Q )
∗c = τ ∗1m
∗c. Using equation 4.2 we get
τ ∗1m
∗c
= (p
[2]
1 )
∗(π¯[2]1 )
∗α + (p[2]2 )
∗(π¯[2]3 )
∗α− d(τ ◦ π¯[2]1 × τ ◦ π¯[2]3 )∗b
= (m˜
[2]
Q )
∗(π¯[2]2 )
∗α.
We can rewrite this as
δ(p∗1π¯
∗
1A + p
∗
2π¯
∗
3A)− d(τ ◦ π¯[2]1 ◦ p[2]1 × τ ◦ π¯[2]3 ◦ p[2]2 )∗b− d(m˜[2]Q )∗(π¯[2]2 )∗γ
= δ(m˜∗Qπ¯
∗
2A)− d(p[2]1 )∗(π¯[2]1 )∗γ − d(p[2]2 )∗(π¯[2]3 )∗γ. (4.7)
Let ρ ∈ S0((π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q)[2];Z) be defined by
ρ = (τ ◦ π¯[2]1 , τ ◦ π¯[2]3 ◦ p[2]2 )∗b+ (m˜[2]Q )∗(π¯[2]2 )∗γ − (p[2]1 )∗(π¯[2]1 )∗γ − (p[2]2 )∗(π¯[2]3 )∗γ.
Then equation 4.7 above becomes
δ(p∗1π¯
∗
1A+ p
∗
2π¯
∗
3A) = δ(m˜
∗
Qπ¯
∗
2A) + dρ. (4.8)
Lemma 4.5. δ(ρ) = 0 in S0((π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q)[3];Z).
We will omit the straightforward but tedious proof of this lemma.
Thus there exists B ∈ S0(π−11 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q;Z) such that ρ = δ(B). Hence from
equation 4.8 we get δ(p∗1π¯
∗
1A + p
∗
2π¯
∗
3A) = δ(m˜
∗
Qπ¯
∗
2A + dB). Therefore there exists
C ∈ S1(Y [3];Z) such that
p∗1π¯
∗
1A+ p
∗
2π¯
∗
3A = m˜
∗
Qπ¯
∗
2A + dB + π
∗
QC, (4.9)
where we abuse notation and denote by πQ the projection π
−1
1 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q → Y [3].
Taking d of equation 4.9 implies π∗(π∗1F +π
∗
3F ) = π
∗(π∗2F +dC) and hence δ(F ) = dC.
We would like to show that δ(C) = 0. A singular 1-simplex in S1(Y
[2];Z) is a pair
(σ1, σ2) of 1-simplexes σi : ∆
1 → Y such that π(σ1) = π(σ2). Given such a pair (σi, σj)
there exists a lift σij : ∆
1 → Q of the 1-simplex (σi, σj). Notice that (σjk, σij) is then
a 1-simplex in S1(π
−1
1 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q;Z) which satisfies πQ(σjk, σij) = (σi, σj, σk). From
equation 4.9 and from the associativity of mQ we see that
Am˜Q(σ34,σ23) + Aσ12 − dB(m˜Q(σ34,σ23),σ12) − C(σ1,σ2,σ4)
= Aσ34 + Am˜Q(σ23,σ12) − dB(σ34,m˜Q(σ23,σ12)) − C(σ1,σ3,σ4)
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which, using equation 4.9 again, gives
Aσ34 + Aσ23 + Aσ12 − dB(σ34,σ23) − dB(m˜Q(σ34,σ23),σ12) − C(σ2,σ3,σ4) − C(σ1,σ2,σ4)
= Aσ34 + Aσ23 + Aσ12 − dB(σ23,σ12) − dB(σ34,m˜Q(σ23,σ12)) − C(σ1,σ2,σ3) − C(σ1,σ3,σ4).
and hence
δ(C)(σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4) = dB(σ23,σ12) − dB(m˜Q(σ34,σ23),σ12) + dB(σ34,m˜Q(σ23,σ12)) − dB(σ34,σ23).(4.10)
Notice that if the σij are now all zero simplices and we can show
B(σ23,σ12) − B(m˜Q(σ34,σ23),σ12) +B(σ34,m˜Q(σ23,σ12)) − B(σ34,σ23) = 0, (4.11)
then we will have δ(C) = 0 as we want. To establish equation 4.11 we first need a
more explicit formula for B. To achieve this we need to digress for a moment. Notice
that if we regard Q and Y [2] as sets then because πQ : Q→ Y [2] is onto we can find a
section s say, of πQ (obviously s will not be continuous unless Q is trivial). Then we
can define a set map c : Y [3] → C× satisfying
c(y2, y3, y4)c(y1, y3, y4)
−1c(y1, y2, y4)c(y1, y2, y3)−1 = 1,
for yi all lying in the same fibre of Y over M , by defining mQ(s(y2, y3), s(y1, y2)) =
s(y1, y3)c(y1, y2, y3) for (y1, y2, y3) ∈ Y [3]. Since π : Y → M is onto, we can find a
set map σ : M → Y which is a section of π. Therefore we can define a function
c
′
: Y [2] → C× by c′(y1, y2) = c(y1, y2, σ(m)), where m = π(y1) = π(y2). Then it is
easy to check that c
′
(y2, y3)c
′
(y1, y3)
−1c
′
(y1, y2) = c(y1, y2, y3). Hence we can rescale
our section s so that it satisfies
mQ(s(y2, y3), s(y1, y2)) = s(y1, y3). (4.12)
Next, observe from the proof of Proposition 3.6 that a formula for B(σ23,σ12) is then
given by
B(σ23,σ12) = b(τ(s(p(σ23)),σ23),τ(s(p(σ12)),σ12)).
From this and equation 4.12 we see that B satisfies equation 4.11. Therefore C satisfies
δ(C) = 0 and so we may find D ∈ S1(Y [2];Z) such that C = δ(D). Thus if we rename
F to F − dD then we have δ(F ) = 0 and F is still a representative for the Chern class
of Q→ Y [2]. Also we can solve F = δ(f) for some f ∈ S2(Y ;Z) which must therefore
satisfy δ(df) = 0. Hence there exists ω ∈ S3(M ;Z) satisfying π∗ω = df and dω = 0.
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. The class in H3(M ;Z) defined by the singular 3-cocycle ω is a rep-
resentative for the Dixmier-Douady class of the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,M).
We will assume this result for the moment and delay a proof until later. We use
Proposition 4.1 to give an alternative proof of the following theorem from [11].
Theorem 4.1 ([11]). Let ν ∈ S2(G;Z) be a representative for the Chern class of Gˆ.
Then the transgression of [ν] in the principal bundle P → M is the Dixmier-Douady
class of the lifting bundle gerbe (Q,P,M) associated to P →M via the central extension
C× → Gˆ→ G.
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The fact that the transgression of [ν] is the Dixmier-Douady class DD(Q) of Q and
not minus DD(Q), as is the case in [11], is due to differing sign conventions.
Proof. Suppose in the above construction of the singular 2-cocycle F ∈ S2(Y [2];Z) and
the singular 2-cochain C ∈ S1(Y [3];Z) that we had been unable to define a set map
s : Y [2] → Q which was a section of πQ : Q → Y [2] and which satisfied equation 4.12.
We rewrite equation 4.10 as
(πQ ×Y [4] πQ ×Y [4] πQ)∗δ(C)(σ34,σ23,σ12) = dB
′
(σ34,σ23,σ12)
(4.13)
where πQ ×Y [4] πQ ×Y [4] πQ denotes the projection from π−11 (π−11 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q) ×Y [4]
π−13 π
−1
3 Q = π
−1
2 π
−1
1 Q×Y [4] π−14 (π−11 Q×Y [3] π−13 Q) def= Q1234 to Y [4] (compare with Defi-
nition 3.1) and where B
′ ∈ S0(Q1234;Z) is defined by
B
′
= 1× B + (1× m˜Q)∗B − B × 1− (m˜Q × 1)∗B.
If we can show that δ(B
′
) = 0 in S0(Q
[2]
1234;Z) then we will have B
′
= δ(E) for some
E ∈ S0(Y [4];Z) and hence δ(C) = dE. Also it is easy to see that we must have
δ(E) = 0 in S0(Y [5];Z). We see that δ(B
′
) = 0 as follows. Recall that δ(B) = ρ ∈
S0((π−11 Q ×Y [3] π−13 Q);Z). Hence we get δ(B′) = ρ′ where ρ′ ∈ S0(Q[2]1234;Z) is defined
by
1× ρ+ (1× m˜[2])∗ρ− ρ× 1− (m˜[2] × 1)∗ρ.
It is a tedious but straightforward calculation to verify, using equation 4.3, that ρ
′
= 0
and we will omit it. Notice that we could have considered a simplicial line bundle
(Definition 3.2) on an arbitrary simplicial manifold, the constructions above will still
work but we will replace the πi by the face operators di for whatever simplicial manifold
we are working with. Of course we will not be able to use Proposition 3.5, as that only
applies for the special simplicial manifold Y = {Yp} with Yp = Y [p+1]. So it follows
that we could consider the central extension C× → Gˆ → G as defining a simplicial
line bundle (or simplicial C× bundle rather) on the simplicial manifold NG as per
Proposition 3.2 and constructed ν ∈ S2(G;Z) representing the Chern class of Gˆ in
H2(G;Z), µ ∈ S1(G2;Z) such that d∗0ν − d∗1ν + d∗2ν = dµ and λ ∈ S0(G3;Z) such that
d∗0µ − d∗1µ + d∗2µ − d∗3µ = dλ and d∗0λ − d∗1λ + d∗2λ − d∗3λ + d∗4λ = 0. (Thus the triple
(ν, µ, λ) represents a class in H3(S•,•(NG);Z) — the cohomology of the total complex
of the double complex S•,•(NG) of Theorem 2.1 — and hence a class in H3(BG;Z)).
We have the natural map τ : P [2] → G defined by p2 = p1τ(p1, p2) for p1 and
p2 in the same fibre of P . In fact τ gives rise to a simplicial map P → NG where
P = {Pn} is the simplicial manifold with Pn = P [n+1], a portion of which is pictured
in the following diagram:
P [3] //
 
G×G
 
P [2]
τ //
 
G
 
P // {1}.
By pulling back ν, µ and λ to S2(P [2];Z), S1(P [3];Z) and S0(P [4];Z) respectively by this
simplicial map and using the conditions d∗0ν−d∗1ν+d∗2ν = dµ, d∗0µ−d∗1µ+d∗2µ−d∗3µ = dλ
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and d∗0λ−d∗1λ+ d∗2λ−d∗3λ+ d∗4λ = 0 it follows from Proposition 3.6 that we can adjust
τ ∗ν by a coboundary dα so that F = τ ∗ν + dα satisfies δ(F ) = 0 in S2(P [3];Z).
It follows that there exists f ∈ S2(P ;Z) such that δ(f) = F and hence there exists
ω ∈ S3(M ;Z) with dω = 0 and π∗ω = df . We need to show that [ω] is the transgression
of [ν]. Recall from [2] that the transgression [t(ν)] of [ν] is characterised by the property
that there exists e ∈ S2(P ;Z) such that de = π∗c, where c is a representative of [t(ν)],
and [i∗e|Pm] = [ν], where i : G→ Pm is the injection of the fibre G into Pm and where
e|Pm denotes the restriction of e to the fibre Pm. So we need to show that [i∗f |Pm] = [ν].
The injection i is defined by choosing a point p of Pm and mapping g to pg (this needs
G connected). If we consider {p} × Pm ⊂ P [2] then δ(f) = F = τ ∗ν + dα gives us
[i∗f |Pm] = [ν]. Thus ω is the transgression of ν. Hence from Proposition 4.1 we have
that the transgression and the Dixmier-Douady class are equal.
In general, given a central extension of groups A → Gˆ → G, if one gives each of
the groups the discrete topology then there will not exist a homomorphism s : G→ Gˆ
which is also a section of Gˆ→ G. In certain circumstances however, such a section can
be shown to exist. An example of this occurs if A is an abelian topological group and
we consider the central extension of groups A → EA → BA. Let Aδ, EAδ and BAδ
denote the groups A, EA and BA equipped with the discrete topology. Then we can
define a section s : BAδ → EAδ of EAδ → BAδ which is also a group homomorphism
as follows. A point of BA is of the form
|(x0, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ap)|,
or, in the non-homogenous coordinates,
|(t1, . . . , tp), [a1| · · · |ap]|,
where ti = x0 + · · ·+ xi−1. A point of EA is of the form
|(x0, . . . , xp), (a′0, . . . , a
′
p)|,
or, expressed in the non-homogenous coordinates,
|t1, . . . , tp, a′0[(a
′
0)
−1a
′
1| · · · |(a
′
p−1)
−1a
′
p]|.
The projection p : EA→ BA is given by
p(|(x0, . . . , xp), (a′0, . . . , a
′
p)|) = |(x0, . . . , xp), ((a
′
0)
−1a
′
1, . . . , (a
′
p−1)
−1a
′
p)|
or, alternatively,
p(|t1, . . . , tp, a′0[(a
′
0)
−1a
′
1| · · · |(a
′
p−1)
−1a
′
p]|) = |t1, . . . , tp, [(a
′
0)
−1a
′
1| · · · |(a
′
p−1)
−1a
′
p]|.
So what we seek is a homomorphism s : BAδ → EAδ such that p ◦ s = 1. Let
|(x0, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ap)| be a point of BAδ and assume that there are no 0′s appearing
amongst the xi. Define
s(|(x0, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ap)|) = |(x0, . . . , xp), (1, a1, a1a2, . . . , a1 · · · ap)|.
We just need to check that s is well defined with respect to degeneracies. We have
s((x0, . . . , xi + xi+1, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ap−1))
= ((x0, . . . , xi + xi+1, . . . , xp), (1, a1, a1a2, . . . , a1 · · · ap−1))
= ((x0, . . . , xp), (1, a1, . . . , a1 · · · ai−1, a1 · · ·ai, a1 · · · ai, a1 · · · ai+1, . . . , a1 · · ·ap−1.
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On the other hand we have
s((x0, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ai, 1, ai+1, . . . , ap−1))
= ((x0, . . . , xp), (1, a1, . . . , a1 · · · ai−1, a1 · · · ai, a1 · · · ai, a1 · · · ai+1, . . . , a1 · · · ap−1))
= s((x0, . . . , xi + xi+1, . . . , xp), (a1, . . . , ap−1)).
Hence s is well defined. To check that s is a homomorphism of discrete groups we will
use the non-homogenous coordinates. The condition that there are no xi’s equal to
zero in (x0, . . . , xp) translates into no ti’s repeated in (t1, . . . , tp). s expressed in the
non-homogenous coordinates is
s(|t1, . . . , tp, [a1| · · · |ap]|) = |t1, . . . , tp, 1[a1| · · · |ap]|.
Let |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, [ap+1| · · · |ap+q]| be another point of BAδ. We have
s(|t1, . . . , tp, [a1| · · · |ap]|)s(|tp+1, . . . , tp+q, [ap+1| · · · |ap+q]|)
= |t1, . . . , tp, 1[a1| · · · |ap]| · |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, 1[ap+1| · · · |ap+q]|
= |tσ(1), . . . , tσ(p+q), 1[aσ(1)| · · · |aσ(p+q)]|,
where σ is a permutation of {1, . . . , p+ q} such that tσ(1) ≤ · · · ≤ tσ(p+q). This equals
|tσ(1), tσ(i), . . . , tσ(p+q), 1[aσ(1)|a′| · · · |a′′ ]|
for some a
′
, a
′′
upon removing all repeated t’s. This is exactly the result of applying s
to the point
|t1, . . . , tp, [a1| · · · |ap]| · |tp+1, . . . , tp+q, [ap+1| · · · |ap+q]|.
Therefore s : BAδ → EAδ is a homomorphism and it is straightforward to check that
s is also a section of p. Note however that s considered as a map s : BA→ EA is not
continuous.
It now follows from the remarks made during the course of the proof of Theorem 4.1
that if we regard the central extension C× → EC× → BC× as a simplicial C× bundle
on the simplicial manifold NC× then we can choose a representative F ∈ S2(BC×;Z)
of the Chern class of EC× → BC× so that there exists C ∈ S1((BC×)2;Z) such that
the following two equations are satisfied:
d∗0F − d∗1F + d∗2F = dC, (4.14)
d∗0C − d∗1C + d∗2C − d∗3C = 0. (4.15)
It also follows that we can find A2 ∈ S1(EC×;Z) such that p∗F = dA2, δ(A2) =
τ ∗c−dα, and such that there also exists B2 ∈ S0(EC××EC×;Z) so that the following
equation in S1(EC× ×EC×;Z) is valid:
p∗1A2 −m∗A2 + p∗2A2 = (p× p)∗C + dB2.
Let us rename F to ι2 and C to κ2. If one examines the construction of ι2 and κ2
then one notices the construction relies upon the fact proved in Lemma 4.3 that there
exist c ∈ S1(C×;Z) and b ∈ S0((C×)2;Z) satisfying the analogues of equations 4.14
and 4.15.
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Let us see what happens if we try to iterate this procedure using ι2 in place of c
and κ2 in place of b. So we start with the principal BC
× bundle EBC× → BBC×.
We form the canonical map τ : (EBC×)[2] → BC× and pullback ι2 to a class τ ∗ι2 on
(EBC×)[2]. Then as above we get δ(τ ∗ι2) = d(τ ◦ π1, τ ◦ π3)∗κ2. Because κ2 satisfies
the analogue of equation 4.3 we get δ((τ ◦ π1, τ ◦ π3)∗κ2) = 0 and hence there exists
α3 ∈ S1((EBC×)[2];Z) such that (τ◦π1, τ◦π3)∗κ2 = δ(α3). Therefore τ ∗ι2−dα3 satisfies
δ(τ ∗ι2−dα3) = 0 and so we can solve τ ∗ι2−dα3 = δ(A3) for some A3 ∈ S2(EBC×;Z).
Hence there exists ι3 ∈ S3(BBC×;Z) with p∗ι3 = dA3. Following this procedure
through leads in a straightforward way to the following analogue of equation 4.9:
p∗1A3 + p
∗
2A3 = m
∗A3 + dB3 + (p× p)∗κ3,
where κ3 ∈ S2(BBC× × BBC×;Z) and where B3 ∈ S1(EBC× ×EBC×;Z) satisfies
δ(B3) = (τ ◦ p[2]1 × τ ◦ p[2]2 )∗κ2 − (p[2]1 )∗α3 − (p[2]2 )∗α3 + (m[2])∗α3.
This time however there will not exist a section s : S1(BBC
×;Z) → S1(EBC×;Z)
compatible with the group structures on S1(BBC
×;Z) and S1(EBC×;Z) induced by
the group structures on BBC× and EBC× and so we can only conclude, following the
argument of Theorem 4.1, with ι2 in place of c and κ2 in place of b, that there exists
λ3 ∈ S1((EBC×)3;Z) such that
d∗0κ3 − d∗1κ3 + d∗2κ3 − d∗3κ3 = dλ3 (4.16)
d∗0λ3 − d∗1λ3 + d∗2λ3 − d∗3λ3 + d∗4λ3 = 0. (4.17)
Therefore it follows that we have defined ι3 ∈ S3(BBC×;Z), A3 ∈ S2(EBC×;Z),
κ3 ∈ S2((BBC×)2;Z), B3 ∈ S1((EBC×)2;Z) and λ3 ∈ S1((EBC×)3;Z) such that
dι3 = 0, p
∗ι3 = dA3 and
p∗1A3 + p
∗
2A3 = m
∗A3 + dB3 + (p× p)∗κ3
d∗1ι3 − d∗1ι3 + d∗2ι3 = dκ3
d∗0κ3 − d∗1κ3 + d∗2κ3 − d∗3κ3 = dλ3,
and λ3 and κ3 satisfy equations 4.17 and 4.17 above. It is clear that ι3 is the trans-
gression of ι2 in the principal BC
× bundle EBC× → BBC×. It is also clear that
ι2 is the transgression of c in the C
× bundle EC× → BC×. The fundamental class
of Hp+1(BpC×;Z) is mapped to the fundamental class of Hp+2(Bp+1C×;Z) under the
transgression in the principal BpC× bundle EBpC× → Bp+1C×. Indeed if we consider
the long exact sequence in homotopy for the fibering BpC× → EBpC× → Bp+1C× then
we get πp+1(B
pC×) ≃ πp+2(Bp+1C×). Moreover, since these are Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces we have the sequence of isomorphisms πq+1(B
qC×) ≃ Hq+1(BqC×;Z) ≃ Z and
with respect to these isomorphisms the isomorphism πp+1(B
pC×) ≃ πp+2(Bp+1C×) can
easily be seen to be the transgression (in the case we are considering the transgres-
sion Hp+1(BpC×;Z) → Hp+2(Bp+1C×;Z) is an isomorphism). It follows that ι2 is a
representative of the fundamental class of H2(BC×;Z) and that ι3 represents the fun-
damental class of H3(BBC×;Z). It would not be too hard to go further and prove a
similar result by induction for the fundamental class ιn ∈ Sn(Bn−1C×;Z) although we
will not do so here.
Recall from Section 4.1 above the recipe for constructing from a Cˇech cocycle gijk :
Uijk → C× maps gij : Uij → BC× satisfying the cocycle condition gijgjk = gik and
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maps gˆij : Uij → EC× lifting gij such that gˆjkgˆ−1ik gˆij = gijk. It is not difficult to
go further and construct maps gi : Ui → BBC× such that gi = gj on Uij and lifts
gˆi : Ui → EBC× of gi which satisfy gˆj gˆ−1i = gij. The map g :M → BBC× is obtained
from the gi. Suppose we are given such a cocycle gijk. We will use the Cˇech-singular
double complex (see [4]) to show that the class in H3(M ;Z) represented by gijk and
the class represented by g∗ι3 are equal.
Let iUi : Ui → M denote the inclusion map. We have i∗Uig∗ι3 = g∗i ι3 = (p ◦ gˆi)∗ι3 =
dgˆ∗iA3. Next, gˆ
∗
jA3 − gˆ∗iA3 = (gˆi, gˆj)∗δ(A3) = (gˆi, gˆj)∗(τ ∗ι2 − dα3). Since gˆj gˆ−1i = gij
we get that gˆ∗jA3 − gˆ∗iA3 = g∗ijι2 − d(gˆi, gˆj)∗α3. Using p(gˆij) = gij we get g∗ijι2 = dgˆ∗ijA2
,where A2 ∈ S1(EC×;Z) is constructed as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 4.4. Let
αi = gˆ
∗
iA2 and let βij = gˆ
∗
ij − (gˆi, gˆj)∗α3. Since δ(α3) = (τ ◦ π1, τ ◦ π3)∗κ2, we get
βjk − βik + βij = gˆ∗jkA2 − gˆ∗ikA2 + gˆ∗ijA2 − (gjk, gij)∗κ2.
Using the equation p∗1A2 + p
∗
2A2 = m
∗A2 + dB2 + (p× p)∗κ2, we get
δ(βij) = (gˆik · gijk)∗A2 − gˆ∗ikA2 + d(gˆjk, gˆij)∗B2.
Using the same equation again we get
(i(gijk))
∗A2 − d(gˆik, i(gijk))∗B2 + d(gˆjk, gˆij)∗B2 − (gik, 1)∗κ2.
It is straightforward to check that (gik, 1)
∗κ2 = 0. It is also not difficult to check that
i∗A2 = c. Let gˆijk : Uijk → C be a lift of gijk. We have
βjk − βik + βij = d(gˆ∗ijkcˆ− (gˆik, i(gijk))∗B2 + (gˆjk, gˆij)∗B2),
where cˆ ∈ S0(C;Z) is constructed in Lemma 4.4. Put γijk = gˆ∗ijkcˆ− (gˆik, i(gijk))∗B2 +
(gˆjk, gˆij)
∗B2. Define zij , zjk and zik in C× by zij = τ(s(gij), gij), zjk = τ(s(gjk), gjk)
and zik = τ(s(gik), gik) respectively. Then one can check that γijk is given by
gˆ∗ijkcˆ− (σ(zjk)− σ(zik) + σ(zij)),
where σ : (C×)δ → (C)δ is the section constructed in Lemma 4.4. It now follows that
γjkl − γikl + γijl − γijk = nijkl where nijkl : Uijkl → Z is the image of the cocycle gijk
under the coboundary map Hˇ2(M ;C×M)→ Hˇ3(M ;ZM). Hence gijk and g∗ι3 represent
the same class in H3(M ;Z). This argument constitutes a proof of Proposition 4.1
As an application of this, if we are given a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) on M then
we know that there is a map g : M → BBC×, unique up to homotopy, such that
the Dixmier-Douady class DD(P ) of P is equal to g∗ι3. It follows that the pullback
π∗Xg
∗ι3 of the Dixmier-Douady class to X is cohomologous to zero. Hence there is a
lift gˆ : X → EBC× of the map g ◦ πX : X → BBC×, ie a map gˆ : X → EBC× making
the following diagram commute:
X
gˆ //
πX

EBC×
p

M g
// BBC×
Notice that we can therefore define a map f : X [2] → BC× satisfying
f(x2, x3)f(x1, x2) = f(x1, x3)
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for x1, x2 and x3 in the same fibre of X , by f(x1, x2) = i
−1(gˆ(x2)gˆ(x1)−1). It is easy
to see that the C× bundle f−1EC× → X [2] has a bundle gerbe product and that the
resulting bundle gerbe (f−1EC×, X,M) has Dixmier-Douady class equal to DD(P ).
Therefore the bundle gerbes f−1EC× and P are stably isomorphic and so there exists a
C× bundle L→ X such that P ≃ f−1EC×⊗ δ(L). Let fL : X → BC× be a classifying
map for L and redefine gˆ to gˆ · fL. Denote the rescaled f by the same letter as well.
It follows that the bundle gerbes P and f−1EC× are isomorphic. In effect we have
proved the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let (P,X,M) be a bundle gerbe. Then there is a bundle gerbe
morphism g¯ : (P,X,M) → (E˜BC×, EBC×, BBC×) with g¯ = (g˜, gˆ, g). The map g :
M → BBC× is unique up to homotopy.
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Chapter 5
Open covers
5.1 Bundle gerbes via open covers
We now turn to some calculations involving bundle gerbe connections and curvings on
open covers. Similar results for gerbes appear in the lecture notes [22].
Suppose (P, Y,M) and (Q,X,M) are bundle gerbes. and we have a bundle gerbe
morphism f¯ = (fˆ , f, id) which maps (P, Y,M) to (Q,X,M). It is easily seen that P
and Q must have the same Dixmier-Douady class. We will exploit this fact to give a
method of calculating the Dixmier-Douady class of a bundle gerbe P on M from an
open cover of M .
Let {Uα}α∈Σ be an open cover of M , and suppose we are given line bundles Lαβ →
Uαβ . Suppose further that we have sections σαβγ of the line bundles Lβγ ⊗ L∗αγ ⊗ Lαβ
over Uαβγ . These sections are required to satisfy
σβγδσ
−1
αγδσαβδσ
−1
αβγ = 1,
where 1 is the non-vanishing section induced by the canonical trivialisation of
δ(Lαβγ) = Lβγδ ⊗ L∗αγδ ⊗ Lαβδ ⊗ L∗αβγ
over Uαβγδ and where we have put Lαβγ = Lβγ ⊗ L∗αγ ⊗ Lαβ . Assume that we are also
given connections ∇αβ on each Lαβ . Denote the induced connection on Lαβγ by ∇αβγ .
Hence we can find 1-forms Aαβγ on Uαβγ such that
∇αβγ(σαβγ) = Aαβγσαβγ .
If we denote the induced connection on δ(Lαβγ) by δ(∇αβγ) then δ(∇αβγ)(1) = 0 so
clearly we will have
Aβγδ − Aαγδ + Aαβδ −Aαβγ = 0. (5.1)
Suppose we have a partition of unity {ψα}α∈Σ subordinate to the cover {Uα}α∈Σ of M .
Define a 1-form Bαβ on Uαβ as follows. Let Bαβ =
∑
γ∈Σ ψγAαβγ . Then it is easily
checked that we have
Bβγ − Bαγ +Bαβ = Aαβγ (5.2)
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Define new connections on the Lαβ by ∇αβ −Bαβ . If Fαβ denotes the curvature of the
connection ∇αβ, then the new connection will have curvature Fαβ equal to Fαβ−dBαβ.
From the equations above, we see that
Fβγ − Fαγ + Fαβ = dAαβγ . (5.3)
Hence the new curvature will satisfy
Fβγ − Fαγ + Fαβ = 0. (5.4)
Using the same trick as before, define 2-forms µα on Uα satisfying µβ − µα = Fαβ by
µα = −
∑
β∈Σ
Fαβψβ . (5.5)
One can check that on Uαβ we have dµα = dµβ, and so the dµα are the restrictions to
Uα of a global 3-form ω on M . It will follow from the discussion in the next section on
Deligne cohomology that ω lies in the image of H3(M ;Z) inside H3(M ;R).
5.2 Bundle gerbes and Deligne cohomology
We now briefly review the notion of sheaf hypercohomology. We refer to [7] or [21] for
more details.
Suppose we are given a complex of sheaves K• on our manifold M . Thus we have
sheaves of abelian groupsKq onM together with morphisms of sheaves dq : K
q → Kq+1
which satisfy dq+1 ◦ dq = 0. Suppose we are given an open cover U = {Uα}α∈Σ of M .
Then we can form a double complex K•,•U with K
p,q
U = C
p(U , Kq), ie the Cˇech p-
cochains with values in the sheaf Kq. The differentials of K•,•U are d : K
p,q
U → Kp,q+1U
and δ : Kp,qU → Kp+1,qU and are induced by the morphism of sheaves d : Kq → Kq+1
and the Cˇech coboundary operator δ : Cp(U , Kq) → Cp+1(U , Kq) respectively. d and
δ clearly satisfy d2 = 0, δ2 = 0 and dδ + δd = 0, thus K•,•U is a double complex.
Let Tot(K•U) denote the total complex ofK
•,•
U . A refinement V < U will induce map-
pings Tot(K•U)→ Tot(K•V) and mappings H•(Tot(K•U))→ H•(Tot(K•V)) of the corre-
sponding cohomology groups. We define the sheaf hypercohomology groups H•(M ;K•)
of M with values in the complex of sheaves K• to be
H•(M ;K•) =Lim→ U H•(Tot(K•U)).
As an example consider the complex of sheaves C×M
dlog→ Ω1M on a manifold M . Then,
relative to an open cover U = {Uα}α∈Σ of M , a class in the hypercohomology group
H1(M ;C×M
dlog→ Ω1M) consists of smooth maps gαβ : Uαβ → C× and one forms Aα on Uα
which together satisfy the conditions
gβγg
−1
αγ gαβ = 1
Aβ − Aα = dgαβg−1αβ
Then it is not hard to see that classes in H1(M ;C×M
dlog→ Ω1M) are in a one to one
correspondence with isomorphism classes of line bundles with connection on M .
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Consider the complex of sheaves
C×M
dlog→ Ω1M d→ Ω2M
on a manifold M . It is shown in [33] (see also [34]) that a bundle gerbe (L, Y,M) with
bundle gerbe connection ∇ and curving f gives rise to a class D(L,∇, f) in the Deligne
hypercohomology group H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M). Let us briefly recall how this class
is constructed.
Choose as usual an open cover U = {Uα}α∈Σ of M such that there exist local
sections of π : Y → M above each Uα and all of whose non-empty finite intersections
Uα0 ∩ · · · ∩ Uαp are contractible. Form the maps (sα, sβ) : Uαβ → Y [2] and choose
sections σαβ of the pullback line bundle Lαβ = (sα, sβ)
−1L over Uαβ . The connection
∇ induces a connection ∇αβ on Lαβ and we get
∇αβ(σαβ) = Aαβ ⊗ σαβ
for some one form Aαβ on Uαβ. Lαβ has curvature Fαβ = (sα, sβ)
∗F∇ with respect to
∇αβ . Since F∇ = δ(f) we get Fαβ = fβ − fα. On the other hand, we clearly have
Fαβ = dAαβ, and so we get
dAαβ = fβ − fα. (5.6)
Finally, the isomorphism of line bundles m : π−11 L⊗ π−13 L→ π−12 L induces an isomor-
phism of line bundles m : Lβγ⊗Lαβ → Lαγ and we have m(σβγ⊗σαβ) = σαγgαβγ where
gαβγ : Uαβγ → C× is a representative of the Dixmier-Douady class of L and satisfies
the cocycle condition
gβγδg
−1
αγδgαβδg
−1
αβγ = 1. (5.7)
Therefore we have on the one hand
(∇βγ +∇αβ)(σβγ ⊗ σαβ) = (Aβγ + Aαβ)⊗ (σβγ ⊗ σαβ),
but on the other, from equation 3.5,
(∇βγ +∇αβ)(σβγ ⊗ σαβ) = m−1 ◦ ∇αγ ◦m(σβγ ⊗ σαβ)
= m−1 ◦ ∇αγ(σαγgαβγ)
= m−1((Aαγ + g−1αβγdgαβγ)⊗ (σαγgαβγ))
= (Aαγ + g
−1
αβγdgαβγ)⊗ (σβγ ⊗ σαβ),
and hence we get
Aβγ − Aαγ + Aαβ = g−1αβγdgαβγ. (5.8)
From equations 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, we see that the triple (fα, Aαβ, gαβγ) represents a class
D(L,∇, f) in the Deligne hypercohomology group H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M) and one
can check that this is independent of the choices made. If we consider bundle gerbes
(L, Y,M) equipped only with a bundle gerbe connection ∇ then the discussion above
shows that every such bundle gerbe L with bundle gerbe connection ∇ gives rise to a
class in the truncated Deligne hypercohomology group H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M).
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Suppose we are given a bundle gerbe (L, Y,M) with bundle gerbe connection∇L and
curving f and suppose moreover that the bundle gerbe L is trivial. Hence there exists
a line bundle J on Y such that there is an isomorphism of bundle gerbes φ : L→ δ(J)
over Y [2]. Suppose that the line bundle J has a connection ∇J . Then δ(J) inherits the
tensor product connection δ(∇J). Therefore there exists a complex valued one form η
on Y [2] such that ∇L = φ−1 ◦ δ(∇J) ◦ φ+ η. Since φ commutes with the bundle gerbe
products, we must have δ(η) = 0 and hence there exists a complex valued one form µ
on Y such that δ(µ) = η. Then if we give J the new connection ∇J−µ and rename this
new connection ∇J , it is not hard to see that we have an isomorphism of bundle gerbes
with bundle gerbe connection φ : L → δ(J) over Y [2]. This result is not surprising
in light of the fact that there is an isomorphism H2(M ;C×M) ∼= H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M) of
cohomology groups.
Suppose that the class D(L,∇L, f) of L in the Deligne hypercohomology group
H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M) is zero, so that (using the notation above) we have
gαβγ = hβγh
−1
αγhαβ
Aαβ = −kβ + kα + dhαβh−1αβ
fα = dkα.
From fα = dkα we see that the three curvature ω of the bundle gerbe L equipped
with the bundle gerbe connection ∇L and curving f is zero. In other words the map
H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M)→ Ω3(M) applied to D(L,∇L, f) is zero. So we must have
df = π∗(ω) = 0. The bundle gerbes L and δ(J) may not have the same curvings, in
general the curvings f and F∇J of L and δ(J) respectively will differ by the pullback of
a two form K on M (here F∇J is the curvature of J with respect to the connection ∇J
defined above). Since F∇J is the curvature two form of a connection on J it is closed
and we have just seen that f is closed, so it follows that K must also be closed. Since
K is also an integral two form, there exists a line bundle I onM with Chern class equal
to the class [K] in H2(M ;Z). We may endow I with a connection ∇I whose curvature
is equal to K. It follows that the line bundles L and δ(J ⊗ π−1I∗) are isomorphic by
an isomorphism which preserves the bundle gerbe products and the connections ∇L
and ∇J − π−1∇I . What is more, the bundle gerbes L and δ(J ⊗ π−1I∗) have the same
curvings. In effect, we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 ([34]). A bundle gerbe (L, Y,M) with bundle gerbe connection ∇L
and curving f has trivial class D(L,∇L, f) in H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M) if and only
if ∇L = δ(∇J), where ∇J is a connection on a line bundle J → Y which trivialises
L and f = F∇J , where F∇J is the curvature of the line bundle J with respect to the
connection ∇J .
Note 5.1. One can define a notion of stable isomorphism of bundle gerbes with bundle
gerbe connection and curving — see [34]. One says that two bundle gerbes (L1, Y1,M)
and (L2, Y2,M) with bundle gerbe connections ∇1 and ∇2 and curvings f1 and f2
respectively are stably isomorphic if there exist line bundles S and T on Y1 ×M Y2
with connections ∇S and ∇T respectively and there is a line bundle isomorphism
(p
[2]
1 )
−1L1⊗ δ(S)→ (p[2]2 )−1L2⊗ δ(T ) which commutes with the bundle gerbe products
and preserves the connections (p
[2]
1 )
−1∇1+δ(∇S) and (p[2]2 )−1∇2+δ(∇T ) and such that
the curvings p∗1f1+F∇S and p
∗
2f2+F∇T are equal. One can then prove ([34]) a version
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of the above proposition for stable isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes with bundle
gerbe connections and curvings. One can also show ([34]) that there is a bijection
between stable isomorphism classes of bundle gerbes with bundle gerbe connections
and curvings and the Deligne hypercohomology group H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M).
Given a bundle gerbe L with bundle gerbe connection ∇L and curving f with trivial
Deligne class D(L,∇L, f) we will explicitly construct a line bundle J → Y which
trivialises L and a connection ∇J on J such that ∇L = δ(∇J) under the isomorphism
L → δ(J) and such that the curvature F∇J of ∇J is equal to f . Since L has trivial
class in H2(M ;C× → Ω1M → Ω2M) then there exists hαβ : Uαβ → C× and kα ∈ Ω1(Uα)
such that
gαβγ = hβγh
−1
αγhαβ (5.9)
Aαβ = −kβ + kα + dhαβ
hαβ
(5.10)
fα = dkα (5.11)
where we have continued to use the notation from above. First we construct the
bundle J → Y which trivialises L. This is done in [33] but we need to review the
construction. We define line bundles Jα → Yα by Jα = sˆ−1α L where sˆα : Yα → Y [2]
is the map y 7→ (y, sα(π(y))). ∇L induces a connection ∇α = sˆ−1α ∇ on Jα. We use
the sections σαβ ∈ Γ(Uαβ, Lαβ) to define line bundle isomorphisms φαβ : Jα → Jβ by
φαβ(u) = m(σαβh
−1
αβ⊗u) for u ∈ Jα. The condition 5.9 above shows that φβγ◦φαβ = φαγ
on Yαβγ. Hence we can glue the Jα together using the φαβ to get a line bundle J on
Y . It is easy to see that if the connections ∇α on the Jα satisfied ∇α = φ−1αβ ◦∇β ◦ φαβ
then we could glue them together to form a new connection ∇J on J . We calculate
φ−1αβ ◦ ∇β ◦ φαβ for an arbitrary section tα ∈ Γ(Yα, Jα) restricted to Yαβ . We have
φ−1αβ ◦ ∇β ◦ φαβ(tα)
= φ−1αβ ◦ ∇β ◦m(σαβh−1αβ ⊗ tα)
= φ−1αβ ◦ (m(π−1∇αβ(σαβh−1αβ)⊗ tα) +m(σαβh−1αβ ⊗∇α(tα)))
= φ−1αβ ◦ (m(((π∗Aαβ − π∗
dhαβ
hαβ
)σαβh
−1
αβ)⊗ tα) +m(σαβh−1αβ ⊗∇α(tα))
= π∗Aαβ − π∗dhαβ
hαβ
+∇α(tα)
= −π∗kβ + π∗kα +∇α(tα).
Hence if we let ∇′α = ∇α+π∗kα then we get ∇′α = φ−1αβ ◦∇
′
β ◦φαβ and so the ∇
′
α patch
together to define a connection ∇J on J . Finally we need to show that ∇L = δ(∇J)
and that f = F∇J . The map m : π
−1
1 L ⊗ π−13 L → π−12 L gives rise to isomorphisms
of bundle gerbes ηα : δ(Jα) → L over Y [2]α and furthermore we have a commutative
diagram
δ(Jα)
δ(φαβ )

ηα
""D
DD
DD
DD
D
L
δ(Jβ)
ηβ
==zzzzzzzz
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over Y
[2]
αβ . Thus we can define an isomorphism of bundle gerbes η : δ(J) → L over
Y [2]. We have δ(∇α + π∗kα) = δ(∇α) which equals η−1α ◦ ∇L ◦ ηα and thus we get
∇J = η−1 ◦ ∇L ◦ η. Finally ∇α + π∗kα has curvature Fα = f |Yα + π∗(dkα − fα which
equals f |Yα by equation 5.11. Thus J has curvature F∇J equal to f .
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Chapter 6
Gerbes and bundle gerbes
6.1 Torsors
In this section we briefly review the definition and basic properties of torsors.
Definition 6.1 ([7]). A G-torsor on a space X (here G is a sheaf of groups on X)
is a sheaf P on X plus an action of G on the right of P , ie a morphism of sheaves
P ×G→ P , with the property that for any point of X there is an open neighbourhood
U of that point such that for any open set V ⊂ U the set P (V ) is a right principal
homogenous space under the group G(V ).
Similarly one can define the notion of a morphism P → Q between two G-torsors
on X . One can show that any such morphism is automatically an isomorphism. A
good example of a torsor is the torsor PX associated to a principal G bundle P on a
space X . Here PX is the sheaf of sections of P . It is then easy to see that the sheaf of
groups GX acts on PX on the right so as to make PX into a GX-torsor.
Suppose we have a morphism of sheaves of groups G → H over a space X and a
G-torsor P on X . Then one can construct (see [7][page 191]) an H-torsor on X denoted
by P ×GH. P ×GH is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U 7→ (P (U)×H(U))/G(U),
where G(U) acts on H(U) via the morphism of sheaves G → H. So a section of this
presheaf would be an equivalence class [p, h], where p is a section of P (U) and h is a
section of H(U), under the equivalence relation (p1, h1) ∼ (p2, h2) if and only if there
is a section g12 of G(U) such that p2 = p1g12 and h2 = g
−1
12 · h1. Clearly H will act on
the right of P ×GH so as to make P ×GH into a H-torsor. From now on we will only
be interested in torsors under the sheaf of groups AX of smooth A valued functions on
X associated to an abelian group A.
Given another space Y and a continuous mapping f : Y → X we have the notion
of the pullback of a AX-torsor P on X (see [7][pages 190–191]). We can pullback the
sheaf P to a new sheaf f−1P on Y . This is now a torsor under the pullback sheaf of
groups f−1AY on Y . There is a canonical morphism of sheaves of groups f
−1AX → AY
over Y . Hence we can construct, using the method outlined above, an AY -torsor
f−1P ×f−1AX AY on Y . We will denote this AY -torsor by f ∗P . Given another space
Z and a continuous mapping g : Z → Y , we can form two AZ-torsors on Z from an
AX -torsor P on X ; namely (fg)
∗P and g∗f ∗P . As mentioned in [7][page 187] these two
torsors are not identical but there is an isomorphism g∗f ∗P → (fg)∗P between them
which satisfies a commutativity condition similar to that of diagram (5-4) on page 187
of [7].
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Given two AX torsors P 1 and P 2 on X we have the notion of the contracted product
AX -torsor P 1 ⊗ P 2 on X (see [7][page 191]). To construct P 1 ⊗ P 2 we first take the
AX × AX -torsor P 1 × P 2 on X and then using the canonical morphism of sheaves
AX × AX → AX induced by the product map A × A → A, we form the AX - torsor
(P 1 × P 2)×AX×AX AX := P 1 ⊗ P 2.
6.2 Sheaves of categories and gerbes
Definition 6.2 ([5],[7]). A presheaf of categories C on X consists of the following
data.
1. for each open set U ⊂ X a category C(U).
2. given open sets V ⊂ U ⊂ X there is a functor ρV,U : C(U) → C(V ) — the
‘restriction’ functor. We will sometimes denote the image ρV,U(C) of an object
C of C(U) by C|V and the image ρV,U(φ) of an arrow φ in C(U) by φ|V .
3. given open sets W ⊂ V ⊂ U ⊂ X we have ρW,V ◦ ρV,U = ρW,U .
Strictly speaking we should require that rather than the functors ρW,V ◦ρV,U and ρW,U
coinciding, they should differ by an invertible natural transformation which satisfies a
certain coherency condition given a fourth open subset of X . In most examples that
we meet however we will not need this generality. A morphism or functor φ : C → D
of presheaves of categories C and D on X consists of the assignment to every open set
U ⊂ X of a functor φU : CU → DU in such a way that if V is another open set of X
with V ⊂ U ⊂ X then the following diagram commutes:
CU φU //

DU

CV φV // DV
where the two vertical functors are the restriction functors in the presheaves of cate-
gories C and D. A natural transformation τ : φ⇒ ψ between morphisms of presheaves
of categories φ, ψ : C → D consists of a natural transformation τU : φU ⇒ ψU for every
open set U ⊂ X which is compatible with restrictions to smaller open sets.
Definition 6.3. A stack or sheaf of categories on X is a presheaf of categories C on
X which satisfies the following ‘gluing’ laws or ‘effective descent’ conditions on objects
and arrows. The effective descent conditions on objects are as follows. Given an open
set U ⊂ X and an open cover {Ui}i∈I of U together with objects Ci ∈ ObC(Ui) and
arrows φij : ρUij ,Ui(Ci)→ ρUij ,Uj(Cj) satisfying ρUijk ,Ujk(φjk)ρUijk ,Uij(φij) = ρUijk,Uik(φik)
then there is an object C of C(U) and isomorphisms ψi : ρUi,U(C) → Ci compatible
with the φij. The effective descent conditions for arrows are that given an open set
U ⊂ X , objects C1 and C2 of C(U) and an open cover {Ui}i∈I of U together with
arrows φi : ρUi,U(C1) → ρUi,U(C2) satisfying ρUij ,Ui(φi) = ρUij ,Uj(φj) then there is a
unique arrow φ : C1 → C2 in C(U) such that ρUi,U(φ) = φi for all i ∈ I. In other words
the set of arrows from C1 to C2 in C(U) forms a sheaf Hom(C1, C2).
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A morphism or functor of sheaves of categories is just a morphism of the underlying
presheaves of categories. A natural transformation between morphisms of sheaves of
categories is defined in a similar way. An equivalence of stacks φ : C → D is a morphism
of stacks φ such that there is a morphism of stacks ψ : D → C together with natural
transformations ψ ◦ φ ⇒ idC and φ ◦ ψ ⇒ idD. If such an equivalence exists then the
sheaves of categories C and D are said to be equivalent.
The objects and arrows in an arbitrary presheaf of categories may not satisfy the ef-
fective descent conditions listed above however, in analogy with the case for presheaves
and sheaves of abelian groups, there is a functor, the ‘sheafification’ functor or ‘associ-
ated sheaf’ functor C → C˜ which transforms a presheaf of categories C on X into a sheaf
of categories C˜. This is subject to the usual universal condition, namely that given a
sheaf of categoriesD together with a morphism of presheaves of categories C → D, there
is a unique morphism of sheaves of categories C˜ → D making the following diagram
commute:
C //
?
??
??
??
? C˜

D.
We will briefly discuss the construction of C˜ and refer to [7][pages 192–194] for a more
complete discussion. Given an open set U ⊂ X the category C˜U has objects consisting
of triples ({Ui}i∈I , {Pi}i∈I , {fij}i,j∈I) where {Ui}i∈I is an open cover of U , Pi is an object
of CUi for each i ∈ I, and fij : Pi|Uij → Pj|Uij are arrows in CUij which satisfy the descent
condition fjk|Uijkfij |Uijk = fik|Uijk in CUijk . Given such objects ({Ui}, {Pi}, {fij}) and
({Vα}, {Qα}, {gαβ}) of C˜U , an arrow ({Ui}, {Pi}, {fij}) → ({Vα}, {Qα}, {gαβ}) is an
equivalence class [{Wi,α}, {hi,α}] where {Wi,α}i∈I,α∈Σ is an open cover of U such that
Wi,α ⊂ Ui ∩ Vα for all i ∈ I, α ∈ Σ and hi,α : Pi|Wi,α → Qα|Wi,α is an arrow in CWi,α
which is compatible with the descent data fij and gαβ in the sense that the following
diagram of arrows in CWi,α∩Wj,β commutes:
Pi|Wi,α∩Wj,β
hi,α|Wi,α∩Wj,β //
fij |Wi,α∩Wj,β

Qα|Wi,α∩Wj,β
gαβ |Wi,α∩Wj,β

Pj |Wi,α∩Wj,β hj,β |Wi,α∩Wj,β
// Qβ|Wi,α∩Wj,β ,
and where two such pairs ({Wi,α}, {hi,α}) and ({W ′i,α}, {h′i,α}) are declared to be equiv-
alent if there is an open cover {W ′′i,α}i∈I,α∈Σ of U such that W ′′i,α ⊂ Wi,α ∩W ′i,α for all
i ∈ I and all α ∈ Σ and such that hi,α|W ′′i,α = h
′
i,α|W ′′i,α for all i ∈ I and all α ∈ Σ.
If the presheaf of categories C has the property that given any two objects P and Q
of CU for some open set U ⊂ X , the set of arrows Hom(P,Q) is a sheaf then one
can show that C˜ is a sheaf of categories. Otherwise it is not too hard to see that the
presheaf of categories C˜ has this property and hence ˜˜C is a sheaf of categories (this is
analogous to the case for the associated sheaf of a presheaf, in general one has to apply
the sheafification procedure twice to yield a sheaf — see [28] for more details on this).
It can also be shown that there is a morphism of presheaves of categories C → C˜ with
the universal property referred to above.
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Definition 6.4 ([5],[7]). A gerbe G on X is a sheaf of categories G on X such that
the following three conditions are satisfied:
1. G is a sheaf of groupoids on X , so for each open set U ⊂ X the category G(U) is
a groupoid.
2. G is locally non-empty. This means that there is an open cover {Ui}i∈I of X so
that the groupoid G(Ui) is non-empty for each i ∈ I.
3. G is locally connected. This means that for every open set U ⊂ X and all pairs
of objects P1 and P2 in G(U), there is an open covering {Ui}i∈I of U such that
Hom(ρUi,U(P1), ρUi,U(P2)) is non-empty.
Example 6.1. Let G be a sheaf of groups on X . For each open subset U ⊂ X , let
Tors(G)U be the groupoid with objects the G torsors P on U and morphisms the
isomorphisms between G torsors on U . Given another open set V ⊂ U ⊂ X there is a
natural pullback functor ρV,U : C(U)→ C(V ) induced by the restriction functors of the
G torsors. By definition of a sheaf these satisfy ρW,V ρV,U = ρW,U given a third open set
W ⊂ V ⊂ U ⊂ X . It is straightforward to show that the assignment U 7→ Tors(G)U
defines a sheaf of groupoids on X . Tors(G) is locally non-empty since to any open
covering {Ui}i∈I of X there is an object of each groupoid Tors(G)Ui — namely the
trivial G torsor on Ui. Tors(G) is also locally connected: given an open set U ⊂ X
and G torsors P 1 and P 2 then locally P 1 and P 2 are isomorphic to the trivial G torsor
and hence to each other. Therefore Tors(G) is a gerbe on X .
Note 6.1. In several examples that we will encounter we will be given a presheaf of
groupoids G on X which is locally non-empty and locally connected. One can show
that the associated sheaf of groupoids G˜ on X will be locally non-empty and locally
connected as well and hence will define a gerbe on X .
Definition 6.5. We say that a gerbe G on X is neutral if there is a global object of
G; ie if GX is non-empty.
Example 6.2. The gerbe Tors(G) is neutral since it has a global object — namely the
trivial G torsor on X .
Definition 6.6. Let G be a gerbe on X and let A be a sheaf of abelian groups on X .
We say that G is bound by A, or has band equal to A if for any object P of G(U),
where U ⊂ X is an open set, there is an isomorphism of sheaves of groups
Aut(P )
ηP→ A
over U which is compatible with restriction to smaller open sets. If P1 and P2 are
two objects of G(U) and f : P1 → P2 is an isomorphism between them then we also
require that ηP2Aut(f) = ηP1 . Here Aut(f) : Aut(P1) → Aut(P2) is the isomorphism
of sheaves of groups induced by f .
We will only be interested in gerbes with band equal to C×X . A morphism of gerbes
G to H is a morphism φ : G → H of the underlying sheaves of categories which satisfies
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the extra condition that given an open set U ⊂ X and an object P of GU , then the
following diagram commutes:
AutGU (P )
φU //
ηP
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
AutHU (φU(P ))
ηφU (P )

C×U .
A natural transformation between morphisms of gerbes is defined similarly (notice that
any natural transformation between morphisms of gerbes must be invertible). There is
also the notion of an equivalence of gerbes and hence the notion of equivalent gerbes.
Equivalence of gerbes is clearly an equivalence relation.
Recall from Definition 6.3 above that the set of arrows between two objects P1 and
P2 in a sheaf of categories is a sheaf Hom(P1, P2). If P1 and P2 are objects of a gerbe
then more is true. The sheaf of groups Aut(P2) acts on Hom(P1, P2) on the right and
in fact makes Hom(P1, P2) into a C
×
X torsor. We have the following Proposition from
[7].
Proposition 6.1 ([7]). Let G be a gerbe on X with band equal to A for some sheaf of
commutative groups A on X. Then we have
1. Let U ⊂ X be an open subset and let P1 and P2 be two objects of GU . Then the
sheaf of arrows Hom(P1, P2) is an A-torsor.
2. Let P be an object of GU for some open set U ⊂ X and let I be an A-torsor on U .
Then there is an object Q of GU such that there is an isomorphism Hom(P,Q) ≃ I
of A-torsors on U . The object Q is unique up to isomorphism and is denoted by
P ×A I.
6.3 Properties of gerbes
We will briefly review some ways of constructing new gerbes from existing gerbes from
[7][pages 198–200]. First of all suppose we have a gerbe G on X with band equal to
the sheaf of abelian groups A on X . Suppose that there is a morphism of sheaves of
abelian groups A → B on X . Then we can construct a new gerbe on X , bound by
B and denoted G ×A B as follows. First we construct a presheaf of groupoids on X
by letting (G ×A B)U have objects the objects of GU but given two objects P1 and P2
of (G ×A B)U we let Hom(G ×A B)U(P1, P2) = HomGU (P1, P2)×A B. This presheaf of
groupoids is clearly locally non-empty and locally connected. We define G ×A B to be
the sheaf of groupoids associated to this presheaf.
Given two gerbes G1 and G2 on X bound by C×X we have the notion of the contracted
product gerbe G1 ⊗ G2 on X . This is also a gerbe bound by C×X . It is constructed
as follows. We first form the gerbe G1 × G2 on X , ie the sheaf of groupoids U 7→
G1(U) × G2(U). This is gerbe bound by C×X × C×X . Ordinary multiplication in C×
induces a morphism of sheaves of abelian groups C×X×C×X → C×X . We define G1⊗G2 =
(G1 × G2)×C×X×C×X C×X — see [7][page 200] for a direct description of this gerbe.
Suppose G is a gerbe on X . Then we have the notion of the dual gerbe G∗ on X
associated to G. G∗ is defined as follows. We let G∗ have fibre G∗(U) at open set U ⊂ X
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equal to the opposite groupoid G(U)◦ of G(U). Given open sets V ⊂ U ⊂ X , G∗ inherits
restriction functors G∗(U) → G∗(V ) from the ρU,V : G(U) → G(V ). These restriction
functors satisfy the compatibility condition given a third open set W ⊂ V ⊂ U ⊂ X .
It is not hard to see that the assignment U 7→ G∗(U) defines a sheaf of categories and
it is also easy to see that this stack is locally non-empty and locally connected and
hence defines a gerbe.
Given a smooth map f : Y → X between smooth manifolds X and Y and a gerbe C
on X bound by C×X , we have the notion of the pullback gerbe f
−1C on Y — see [7][page
198]. This is a gerbe bound by the sheaf of groups f−1C×X on X . f
−1C is obtained by
sheafifying the presheaf of categories U 7→ f−1CU , where f−1CU is the groupoid whose
objects consist of pairs (V, P ), where V ⊂ X is an open set of X such that f(U) ⊂ V
and P is an object of CV . An arrow (V1, P1)→ (V2, P2) is an equivalence class [W12, α12],
where W12 ⊂ X is an open subset of X such that f(U) ⊂W12 and W12 ⊂ V1 ∩ V2 and
α12 : P1|W12 → P2|W12 is an arrow in CW12 , under the equivalence relation (W12, α12) ∼
(W
′
12, α
′
12) if there exists an open set W
′′
12 ⊂ X with W ′′12 ⊂ W12 ∩W ′12, f(U) ⊂ W ′′12
and α12|W ′′12 = α
′
12|W ′′12 . If we have a third object (V3, P3) and an arrow [W23, α23] from
(V2, P2) to (V3, P3), then the composite arrow [W23, α23][W12, α12] : (V1, P1)→ (V2, P2)
is defined by [W23, α23][W12, α12] = [W23 ∩W12, α23|W23∩W12α12|W23∩W12 ]. One can check
that this respects the equivalence relation ∼ defined above. One can check (see
[7][Proposition 5.2.6]) that the presheaf of groupoids f−1C is locally non-empty and
locally connected and hence the same will be true of the sheaf of groupoids associated
to f−1C.
We will usually want f−1C to be a gerbe bound by C×Y . We can arrange this
as follows (see [7][page 203]). Observe that we have a morphism of sheaves of groups
f−1C×X → C×Y and hence we can form a new gerbe bound by C×Y in the manner described
above. We will use the notation of [7] and denote this new gerbe on Y bound by C×Y
by f ∗C.
We also have the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.1 ([6]). Suppose we have smooth manifolds X, Y and Z and smooth maps
f : Y → X and g : Y → Z. Suppose we are also given a gerbe C on X. Then there is an
equivalence of gerbes φf,g : g
−1f−1C ≃→ (fg)−1C on Z such that, given a fourth smooth
manifold W and a smooth map h : W → Z then there is a natural transformation
between the equivalences of gerbes as pictured in the following diagram:
h−1g−1f−1Ch
−1φf,g//
φg,h

h−1(fg)−1C
φfg,h
θf,g,hs{ nnn
nnn
nnn
nn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nn
(gh)−1f−1C
φf,gh
// (fgh)−1C.
The natural transformation θf,g,h satisfies the following coherency condition: given a
fifth smooth manifold V and a smooth map k : V →W we require the following diagram
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of natural transformations to commute.
k−1h−1g−1f−1C
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
// k−1h−1(fg)−1C
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
k−1θf,g,hv~ tt
tt
tt
tt
t
tt
tt
tt
t
(hk)−1g−1f−1C
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
k−1(gh)−1f−1C
θg,h,k
ks
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
// k−1(fgh)−1C
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
θf,gh,kow ffffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
ffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
(ghk)−1f−1C // (fghk)−1C
k−1h−1g−1f−1C
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
// k−1h−1(fg)−1C
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
zztt
tt
tt
tt
t
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fff
(hk)−1g−1f−1C
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
// (hk)−1(fg)−1C
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
θf,g,hkv~ tt
tt
tt
tt
t
tt
tt
tt
t
k−1(fgh)−1C
zztt
tt
tt
tt
tθfg,h,k
ks
(ghk)−1f−1C // (fghk)−1C.
There is also a version of this Lemma with f−1 replaced by f ∗.
We now turn to discuss the characteristic class associated to gerbes, the Dixmier-
Douady class. This is a class in the sheaf cohomology group H2(X ;C×X) and hence we
can regard it as a class in H3(X ;Z) via the long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology
induced by the short exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups
1→ ZX → CX → C×X → 1.
We briefly recall how to construct this class and refer to [7] and [5] for more details —
particularly [5] where there is no assumption made about gerbes being bound by sheaves
of abelian groups. We also assume throughout the remainder of the chapter that all the
gerbes we encounter are gerbes over a smooth paracompact manifold X . Let C be such
a gerbe and choose an open covering {Ui}i∈I ofX such that each non-empty intersection
Ui0∩· · ·∩Uip is contractible. Since Ui is contractible we can choose objects Ci of C(Ui).
Choose arrows fij : ρUij ,Ui(Ci) → ρUij ,Uj(Cj) in C(Uij). It is not immediately obvious
that such arrows exist — indeed the axioms for a gerbe only imply that given a choice of
the objects Ci there is an open cover {Uαij}α∈Σij of Uij such that there exist arrows fαij :
ρUαij ,Ui(Ci)→ ρUαij ,Uj(Cj) for each α ∈ Σij . This is the viewpoint taken in [5]. To see that
in fact the arrows fij exist in the present case we use Proposition 6.1 to conclude that
the sheaf Isom(ρUij ,Ui(Ci), ρUij ,Uj(Cj)) is aC
×
Uij
torsor. Such objects are classified by the
sheaf cohomology group H1(Uij ,C
×
Uij
) which is zero, since Uij is assumed contractible.
This means that there is an isomorphism fij : ρUij ,Ui(Ci) → ρUij ,Uj(Cj). Now, in
CUijk , we form the automorphism ρUijk,Uki(fki)ρUijk ,Ujk(fjk)ρUijk,Uij (fij) of ρUijk ,Ui(Ci)
and identify it with a map ǫijk : Uijk → C× under the isomorphism Aut(Ci)→ C×Ui. It
is easy to see that in fact ǫijk defines a C
× valued Cˇech two cocycle which is independent
of all choices involved. The class ǫijk defines inH
2(X ;C×X) is called the Dixmier-Douady
class of the gerbe C, and denoted by DD(C). We summarise the main properties of the
Dixmier-Douady class in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2 ([7]). The Dixmier-Douady class has the following properties:
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1. The Dixmier-Douady class of the trivial gerbe Tors(C×X) is zero.
2. The contracted product C ⊗ D of two gerbes C and D on X has DD(C ⊗ D) =
DD(C) +DD(D).
3. The dual C∗ of a gerbe C has DD(C∗) = −DD(C).
4. If f : Y → X is a smooth map and C is a gerbe on X then f ∗C has Dixmier-
Douady class DD(f ∗C) = f ∗DD(C).
Equivalence between gerbes defines an equivalence relation on the class of all gerbes
on X and the operations of contracted product and duals make the set of equivalence
classes of gerbes on X into an abelian group with identity element the trivial gerbe
of torsors on X. The Dixmier- Douady class supplies an homomorphism from the
group of all equivalence classes of gerbes to H2(X ;C×X). This homomorphism is an
isomorphism.
It is worth noting that given gerbes C and D on X with a morphism φ : C → D
between them which is not necessarily an equivalence, then C and D have the same
Dixmier-Douady class. Indeed, given an open cover {Ui}i∈I ofX and objects Ci of C(Ui)
and arrows fij as above, then we get objects φUi(Ci) of D(Ui) and arrows φUij (fij) of
D(Uij) which give rise to the same Cˇech two cocycle ǫijk as for C.
6.4 The gerbe HOM(P ,Q)
Proposition 6.3 ([19]). Given two gerbes P and Q on M , both bound by C×M , we can
form a new gerbe HOM(P,Q) on M also bound by C×M . The fibre of HOM(P,Q) over
an open set U of M is HOM(P,Q)(U) = Hom(P(U),Q(U)) — that is to say the cate-
gory with objects equal to the morphisms between the gerbes P(U) and Q(U) and whose
arrows are the natural isomorphisms between these morphisms. Furthermore there is
an equivalence of the gerbes HOM(P,Q) and P∗⊗Q on M . There is also a ‘subgerbe’
of HOM(P,Q), namely the gerbe EQ(P,Q) whose fibre at an open set U ⊂ M is
EQ(P,Q)(U) = Eq(P(U),Q(U)), ie the category whose objects are the equivalences
of gerbes PU → QU and whose arrows are the natural transformations between these
equivalences. Clearly there is a morphism of gerbes EQ(P,Q) → HOM(P,Q) and
hence the gerbes EQ(P,Q), HOM(P,Q) and Q⊗ P∗ are all equivalent.
Note that this does not require that P and Q are equivalent gerbes.
Proof. To show that this does indeed define a gerbe we first of all need to show that
the assignment U → HOM(P,Q)(U) defines a stack in groupoids on M — that is
the gluing laws for objects and arrows are satisfied — and that HOM(P,Q) is locally
non-empty and locally connected. Note that by definition HOM(P,Q)U is a groupoid.
Also HOM(P,Q) defines a presheaf of categories by definition of a morphism of gerbes.
Explicitly if V ⊂ U are open subsets of M then there are natural restriction functors
HOM(P,Q)U → HOM(P,Q)V obtained by restricting a morphism φU : PU → QU to
V and similarly for natural transformations. We have to show that in fact HOM(P,Q)
defines a sheaf of categories.
Suppose then that we are given an open set U ⊂ M together with an open cover
{Ui}i∈I of U by open subsets Ui of M such that there exist objects (ie morphisms of
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gerbes) φi ofHOM(P,Q)Ui for every i ∈ I and arrows (ie natural transformations) θij :
φi|Uij ⇒ φj |Uij in HOM(P,Q)Uij which satisfy the gluing condition θjk|Uijkθij |Uijk =
θik|Uijk in HOM(P,Q)Uijk . We need to construct a morphism of gerbes φ : PU → QU
which is isomorphic to φi when restricted to Ui. Let V ⊂ U and suppose P is an object
of PV . Consider the objects φi|V ∩Ui(P |V ∩Ui) of QV ∩Ui . The natural transformations
θij provide arrows θij |V ∩Uij(P |V ∩Uij ) : φi|V ∩Ui(P |V ∩Ui)|V ∩Uij → φj|V ∩Uj(P |V ∩Uj )|V ∩Uij
which are descent data in the gerbe Q because of the condition θjk|Uijkθij |Uijk = θik|Uijk .
Let the descended object of QV be Q say. We put φV (P ) = Q. In a similar way one
can define the action of φV on arrows of PV and it follows from the uniqueness of
gluing in sheaves that this defines a functor. It is also not hard to see that that this
functor is compatible with the restriction functors in P and Q and induces the identity
morphism on the bands of the gerbes P and Q. Finally, note that since Q is the
descended object for the descent data φi|V ∩Ui(P |V ∩Ui) and θij |V ∩Uij(P |V ∩Uij ) there are
isomorphisms χi : Q|V ∩Ui → φi|V ∩Ui(P |V ∩Ui) compatible with the θij |V ∩Uij (P |V ∩Uij ).
These isomorphisms induce natural transformations, also denoted χi from φUi to φi.
We now have to show that arrows glue properly. Suppose we are given morphisms
of gerbes φ, ψ : PU → QU , ie objects of HOM(P,Q)U , and suppose also that we are
given an open cover {Ui}i∈I of U by open subsets Ui ofM such that there exist natural
transformations τi : φUi ⇒ ψUi for each i ∈ I such that τi|Uij = τj |Uij . Let P be an
object of PU and let Pi = P |Ui. The τi provide arrows τi(Pi) : φUi(Pi) → ψUi(Pi)
in QUi. Since φ and ψ are morphisms of gerbes we can think of the τi(Pi) as arrows
φU(P )|Ui → ψU (P )|Ui. We have τi(Pi)|Uij = τi|Uij(P |Uij) = τj |Uij(P |Uij) = τj(Pj)|Uij .
Since Q is a gerbe and hence a sheaf of groupoids, there is a unique arrow τU (P ) :
φU(P )→ ψU (P ) such that τU(P )|Ui = τi(P |Ui). The assignment P 7→ τU(P ) defines a
natural transformation. Hence HOM(P,Q) is a sheaf of groupoids.
We will omit the proof thatHOM(P,Q) is locally non-empty and locally connected
and refer instead to [19] where it is also shown that HOM(P,Q) has band equal to
C×M .
To show that there is an equivalence of gerbes between HOM(P,Q) and P∗⊗Q, we
calculate the Dixmier-Douady class ofHOM(P,Q). Choose an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I
of M such that there exist morphisms φi : Pi → Qi where Pi and Qi denote the
restriction of P and Q to Ui respectively. We can choose the open cover U so that
there exist natural isomorphisms αij : φi|Uij ⇒ φj|Uij in HOM(P,Q)(Uij). Then
the Dixmier-Douady class of HOM(P,Q) will be given by choosing an object P ∈
Ob(P(Uijk)) and forming the cocycle αki|Uijk(P )αjk|Uijk(P )αij|Uijk(P ). We want to
relate this cocycle to the cocycles representing the Dixmier-Douady classes of P and
Q.
To do this we first need to choose objects Pi ∈ Ob (P(Ui)) for each i ∈ I. Again
we can assume that there exist arrows fij : Pi|Uij → Pj |Uij in P(Uij). Since αij is a
natural transformation we get the commutative diagram
φi|Uij(Pi|Uij)
φi|Uij (fij)//
αij(Pi|Uij )

φi|Uij(Pj |Uij)
αij(Pj |Uij )

φj|Uij(Pi|Uij )
φj |Uij (fij)// φj|Uij(Pj|Uij ).
This induces the following diagram of arrows in Q(Uijk) (We have omitted some re-
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striction functors for convenience of notation).
φi(Pi)|Uijk
φi(fij)|Uijk//
αij |Uijk (Pi|Uijk )
 ''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
φi(Pj)|Uijk
φi(fjk)|Uijk//

φi(Pk)|Uijk

φi(fik)|Uijk// φi(Pi)|Uijk

φj(Pi)|Uijk //
αjk(Pi)|Uijk

φj(Pj)|Uijk //
 ''NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
φj(Pk)|Uijk //

φj(Pi)|Uijk

φk(Pi)|Uijk)
αki(Pi)|Uijk

// φk(Pj)|Uijk //

φk(Pk)|Uijk //
 ''NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
φk(Pi)|Uijk

φi(Pi)|Uijk // φi(Pj)|Uijk // φi(Pk)|Uijk // φi(Pi)|Uijk
The diagonal arrow is a cocycle representing the Dixmier-Douady class of the gerbe Q,
while the bottom horizontal arrow is a cocycle representing the class of P. Since the
left vertical arrow represents the Dixmier-Douady class of HOM(P,Q), we must have
DD(HOM(P,Q)) = DD(Q)−DD(P).
For us the main point of this Proposition is that one can glue a family of locally
defined morphisms between two gerbes together to form a global morphism between
the two gerbes. This is also the case for bundle gerbes and stable morphisms between
bundle gerbes. More precisely, suppose we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M)
together with stable morphisms φi : P |Ui → QUi where U = {Ui}i∈I is an open cover
of M . Suppose we also have transformations θij : φi ⇒ φj between the restrictions of
the stable morphisms φi and φj to Uij which satisfy the gluing condition θjkθij = θik
on Uijk. Then there is a stable morphism φ : P → Q together with transformations
ξi : φ|Ui ⇒ φi which are compatible with θij .
To see this suppose the stable morphisms φi correspond to trivialisations Lφi = Li
of P ∗⊗Q on X×UiY . Then the transformations θij provide isomorphisms θ˜ij : Li → Lj
over X×Uij Y . The gluing condition θjkθij = θik translates into the condition θ˜jk ◦ θ˜ij =
θ˜ik. Hence we can use the standard clutching construction to glue the various principal
C× bundles Li together to form a trivialisation L defined on the whole of X ×M Y .
Unfortunately there is no general method for gluing together bundle gerbe mor-
phisms; ie given bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) together with locally defined
bundle gerbe morphisms f¯i : P |Ui → Q|Ui and transformations of bundle gerbe mor-
phisms θij : f¯i|Uij ⇒ f¯j |Uij satisfying the gluing condition θjkθij = θik over Uijk then
there is no general way to construct a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ : P → Q which
restricts to f¯i.
6.5 The gerbe associated to a bundle gerbe
We will briefly review a construction given in [34] which associates a gerbe G(P ) to
a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) in such a way that DD(P ) = DD(G(P )). Given an open
set U ⊂ M we define a groupoid G(P )U as follows. The objects of G(P )U consist
of line bundles L → XU = π−1(U) together with an isomorphism η : δ(L) → PX[2]U
of line bundles covering the identity on X
[2]
U = (π
[2])−1(U) and commuting with the
bundle gerbe products. (Here we regard δ(L) as a trivial bundle gerbe). An arrow in
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G(P )U from an object (L1, η1) to an object (L2, η2) is an isomorphism of line bundles
α : L1 → L2 which is compatible with η1 and η2 in the sense that η2δ(α) = η1. Given
another open set V with V ⊂ U ⊂ M then are canonical pullback functors ρV,U :
G(P )U → G(P )V satisfying ρW,V ρV,U = ρW,U . In [34] it is shown that the assignment
U 7→ G(P )U defines a gerbe. To see that the band of this gerbe is equal to C×M , note
that if (L, η) is an object of G(P )U then, since we may identify an automorphism α
of (L, η) with a function f : XU → C×, the condition ηδ(α) = η forces δ(f) = 1
and so f must descend to a function f˜ : U → C×. In this way we can construct
an isomorphism Aut(L, η) ∼= C×U which is compatible with restriction to smaller open
sets and with isomorphisms Aut(L1, η1) → Aut(L2, η2) induced by an isomorphism
(L1, η1) → (L2, η2). The advantage of this construction is that one does not need to
apply a ‘sheafification’ procedure to force objects and arrows to satisfy the effective
descent conditions. To see that the objects of G(P )U satisfy effective descent note that
if {Ui}i∈I is an open cover of U , (Li, ηi) are objects of G(P )Ui and αij : (Li, ηi)|Uij →
(Lj , ηj)|Uij are arrows of G(P )Uij satisfying αjkαij = αik then we can glue the line
bundles Li together with the αij using the standard clutching construction to form a
line bundle L on XU . The ηi glue together to form an isomorphism η : δ(L) → PX[2]U
which trivialises P
X
[2]
U
. Similarly one can show that the arrows of G(P )U satisfy the
effective descent condition.
To see that G(P ) had Dixmier-Douady class equal to that of the bundle gerbe P ,
choose an open cover {Ui}i∈I of M , all of whose non-empty intersections Ui0 ∩ · · ·∩Uip
are contractible, such that there exist local sections si : Ui → X of π. We can define
objects (Li, ηi) of G(P )Ui by setting Li = sˆ−1i PX[2]Ui , where sˆi : XUi → X
[2]
Ui
is the
map which sends x ∈ XUi to (x, si(π(x))) ∈ X [2]Ui . ηi : δ(Li) → PX[2]Ui is induced by the
bundle gerbe product on P . We can define arrows αij : (Li, ηi)|Uij → (Lj , ηj)|Uij by first
choosing sections σij : Uij → (si, sj)−1P and then defining αij(ui) = mP (σ(πLi(ui))⊗ui)
for ui ∈ Li, where πLi : Li → XUi denotes the projection. If we now calculate the Cˇech
cocycle representative for the Dixmier-Douady class of G(P ) from this data, then we get
it exactly equal to the cocycle for the bundle gerbe P . We summarise this discussion
in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.4 ([34]). Given a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) the assignment U 7→ G(P )U
defined above is a gerbe with Dixmier-Douady class equal to the Dixmier-Douady class
of the bundle gerbe P .
Note 6.2. One can show that a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ : P → Q induces a mor-
phism of gerbes G(f) : G(P ) → G(Q) and that a transformation θ : f¯ ⇒ g¯ induces
a transformation G(θ) : G(f) ⇒ G(g) between the induced morphisms of gerbes.
Thus we can think of G as furnishing us with a 2-functor from the 2-category of
bundle gerbes and bundle gerbe morphisms to the 2-category of gerbes. Given two
bundle gerbes P1 and P2 on M one can show that there is an equivalence of gerbes
G(P1 ⊗ P2) ≃ G(P1)⊗G(P2) and one can show as well that given a bundle gerbe P on
M and a smooth map f : N → M there is an equivalence of gerbes G(f−1P ) ≃ f ∗G(P ).
Unfortunately I have been unable to show that these equivalences behave as one would
like; namely that the equivalence G(f−1P ) ≃ f ∗G(P ) commutes with the equivalences
φf,g of Lemma 6.1 and the equivalence G(P1⊗P2) ≃ G(P1)⊗G(P2) commutes with the
equivalence G1 ⊗ (G2 ⊗ G3) ≃ (G1 ⊗ G2)⊗ G3 of gerbes G1, G2 and G3 on M .
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We now wish to show how a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) with bundle gerbe connection
∇ and curving f gives rise to a connective structure and curving on the associated
gerbe G(P ). We first need to recall the definition of connective structure and curving
from [7] and [8].
Definition 6.7 ([7], [8]). Let G be a gerbe on a smooth manifold M . A connective
structure on G s given by the following data.
1. For every open set U ⊂ M , an assignment to each object P of G(U) of an Ω1M
torsor Co(P ) on U which is compatible with the pullback functors ρV,U . Sections
of Co(P ) are usually denoted by ∇.
2. Given objects P1 and P2 of GU and an isomorphism f : P1 → P2, there is an
isomorphism f∗ : Co(P1) → Co(P2) of Ω1M torsors on U , which is compatible
with composition of morphisms in G(U) and with the pullback functors ρV,U .
3. Given an object P of G(U) and an automorphism f : P → P then we require
that f∗ : Co(P )→ Co(P ) is the automorphism defined by ∇ 7→ ∇+ df/f , where
we regard f as an element of C×U .
A curving for a connective structure on a gerbe G on M consists of an assignment
to each open set U ⊂M , each object P of G(U) and each section ∇ of Co(P ) of a two
form f(P,∇) on U satisfying the following conditions:
1. For objects P1 and P2 of G(U) and isomorphisms φ : P1 → P2 in G(U) we have
f(P1,∇) = f(P2, φ∗(∇)) for all sections ∇ of Co(P1).
2. If A is a one form on U then for any object P of G(U) and any section ∇ of
Co(P ) we have f(P,∇+ A) = f(P,∇) + dA.
3. Given open sets V ⊂ U ⊂ M , an object P of G(U) and a section ∇ of Co(P ),
the assignment (P,∇) 7→ f(P,∇) is required to be compatible with restrictions
to smaller open sets.
We now show how a bundle gerbe connection ∇ with a curving f on a bundle gerbe
(P,X,M) gives rise to a connective structure and a curving on the associated gerbe
G(P ) on M . Let U ⊂ M be an open subset of M . Let (L, η) be an object of G(P )U .
Let ∇L be any connection on L. ∇L induces a connection δ(∇L) on δ(L). We also
have the connection η−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ η on δ(L) induced by ∇. These two connections must
differ by the pullback of a one form A on X
[2]
U . Since ∇ is a bundle gerbe connection,
we must have δ(A) = 0. Hence we can solve A = δ(B) for some one form B on XU .
Therefore if we had originally defined ∇L to be equal to ∇L − B then we would have
δ(∇L) = η−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ η. Therefore we define Co(L, η) to be the Ω1U torsor consisting of
the connections ∇L on L satisfying δ(∇L) = η−1 ◦ ∇ ◦ η. It is clear from the previous
discussion that this does indeed define an Ω1U torsor. It is also clear that the conditions
(1) and (2) above are satisfied. To see that condition (3) is satisfied, let f : U → C×
be an automorphism of (L, η) under the isomorphism Aut(L, η) ∼= C×M . Then if ∇L
is a section of Co(L, η) then we have f∗(∇) = ∇ + π∗(df/f), as required. To define
a curving for this connective structure, simply f(L, η,∇L) be the two form F∇L − f
where F∇L is the curvature of the connection ∇L on L. Since δ(F∇L − f) = 0 we
may identify f(L, η,∇L) with a two form on U . This clearly defines a curving for the
connective structure on G(P ).
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6.6 Higher gluing laws
In this section we discuss how to glue together a family of gerbes Gi defined on an open
cover {Ui}i∈I ofM to get a gerbe defined on the whole of M . This has an extra level of
complication in that the gluing morphisms φij : Gj → Gi need not satisfy φjkφij = φik
but rather there is a natural transformation ψijk : φjkφij ⇒ φik satisfying a certain
cocycle condition over Uijkl. The triple (Gi, φij, ψijk) is called 2-descent data. We will
need the results of this section in Chapter 13.
Proposition 6.5 ([5]). Suppose we are given an open cover {Ui}i∈I of X and gerbes
Gi on Ui for each i ∈ I as well as morphisms of gerbes ϕij : Gi → Gj between the
restrictions of the gerbes Gi and Gj to Uij, which satisfy ϕii = idGi. Suppose we are also
given natural transformations ψijk : ϕjk|Uijkϕij |Uijk ⇒ ϕik|Uijk over Uijk which satisfy
the following condition (the non-abelian 2-cocycle condition): the diagram of natural
transformations below commutes:
Gi
ϕij //
ϕil
 ?
??
??
??
??
??
??
??
?
Gj
ϕjk

ψijk
{ 



Gi
ϕil

ϕij // Gj
ϕjk
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
~~
ψiklks
ψijl
ks
Gl Gkϕkloo Gl Gk.ϕkloo
ψjkl
\dAAAAAAA
What this means is that after pasting together the natural transformations in each
diagram, the two natural transformations between the morphisms bounding the above
diagrams are equal; so in other words we have
ψikl(1ϕkl ◦ ψijk) = ψijl(ψjkl ◦ 1ϕij ).
Then there exists a gerbe G on X and an equivalence of gerbes χi : G|Ui → Gi over
Ui together with natural transformations ξij : ϕijχi|Uij ⇒ χj|Uij which are compatible
with the natural transformations ψijk in the sense that the following diagram of natural
transformations commutes:
G|Uijk χi //
χk

Gi
~~||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
|
ϕij

G|Uijk
χk

χi //
!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
Gi
ξij
{ ~~
~~
~~
~
ϕij

ξik
ks
ξjkks
Gk Gjϕjkoo
ψijk
[c???????
Gk Gj .ϕjkoo
In other words we have
ξik(ψijk ◦ 1χi) = ξjk(1ϕjk ◦ ξij).
We have an analogue of the above proposition for bundle gerbes and stable mor-
phisms. We have to exercise a bit more care here though because composition of
stable morphisms is not strictly associative but rather associative up to a coherent
transformation (see Proposition 3.9).
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Proposition 6.6. Let {Ui}i∈I be an open cover ofM by open subsets Ui ofM . Suppose
for each i ∈ I we have a bundle gerbe (Qi, Yi, Ui) over Ui such that for each pair
i, j ∈ I with the intersection Uij non-empty there is a stable morphism fij : Qi → Qj
corresponding to a trivialisation (Lfij , φfij) of Q
∗
i ⊗ Qj. We require that the stable
morphisms fij satisfy fji = f˜ij in the notation of Section 3.4 so that f˜ij corresponds to
the trivialisation of Q∗j⊗Qi given by (L∗fij , φ∗fij). Suppose also there is a transformation
θijk : fjk ◦ fij ⇒ fik of stable morphisms over Uijk which satisfies the condition
θijl(θjkl ◦ 1fij )θfij ,fjk,fkl = θikl(1fkl ◦ θijk)
over Uijkl. Then there is a bundle gerbe (Q, Y,M) on M together with stable morphisms
gi : Q|Ui → Qi over Ui such that there exist transformations of stable morphisms
ξij : fij ◦ gi ⇒ gj over Uij which satisfy the compatibility condition
ξjk(1fjk ◦ ξij) = ξik(θijk ◦ 1gi)
with θijk over Uijk.
Proof. Recall that the stable morphism fjk ◦ fij corresponds to the trivialisation
(Lfjk◦fij , φfjk◦fij )
of Q∗i ⊗Qk which is obtained by descending the C× bundle Lfjk ⊗ Lfij ⊗Q∗j on Yi ×M
Yk ×M Y [2]j to Yi ×M Yk. In particular, this implies that the following isomorphism is
true on Yi ×M Yk ×M Y [2]j :
Lfjk◦fij ≃ Lfjk ⊗ Lfij ⊗Q∗j . (6.1)
The two trivialisations Lfik and Lfjk◦fij of Q
∗
i ⊗Qk differ by the pullback to Yi ×M Yk
of a C× bundle Jijk on Uijk. So we have
Lfjk◦fij ≃ Lfik ⊗ π−1Yi×MYkJijk. (6.2)
θijk is then a section of the bundle Jijk on Uijk. From equations 6.1 and 6.2 we have
L(fkl◦fjk)◦fij ≃ Lfkl◦fjk ⊗ Lfij ⊗Q∗k
≃ Lfjl ⊗ Lfij ⊗Q∗k ⊗ π−1Jjkl
≃ Lfjl◦fij ⊗Q∗j ⊗Qj ⊗ π−1Jjkl
≃ Lfil ⊗ π−1(Jjkl ⊗ Jijl),
where we have denoted the various projections to M by π. Using equations 6.1 and 6.2
again we get
Lfkl◦(fjk◦fij) ≃ Lfkl ⊗ Lfjk◦fij ⊗Q∗k
≃ Lfkl ⊗ Lfik ⊗Q∗k ⊗ π−1Jijk
≃ Lfkl◦fik ⊗Qk ⊗Q∗k ⊗ π−1Jijk
≃ Lfil ⊗ π−1(Jikl ⊗ Jijk),
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where again we have denoted the projections to M by π. The transformation θfij ,fjk,fkl
provides an isomorphism Lfkl◦(fjk◦fij) ≃ L(fkl◦fjk)◦fij which is compatible with the triv-
ialisations φfkl◦(fjk◦fij) and φ(fkl◦fjk)◦fij . It follows from the series of equations above
and the property of θfij ,fjk,fkl just mentioned that there is an isomorphism
Jjkl ⊗ Jijl ≃ Jikl ⊗ Jijk
over Uijkl. The cocycle condition on θijk is that the section θjkl ⊗ θijl of Jjkl ⊗ Jijl
is mapped to the section θikl ⊗ θijk of Jikl ⊗ Jijk under the this isomorphism. We
now define the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,M) as follows. We put Y equal to the disjoint
union
∐
i∈I Yi with the obvious projection Y → M . The fibre product Y [2] is equal
to the disjoint union
∐
i,j∈I Yi ×Uij Yj. Define a C× bundle Q on Y [2] by putting
Q|Yi×MYj = Lfij . We now need to define a bundle gerbe product on Q. This will be a
C× bundle isomorphism Lfkl ⊗ Lfjk → Lfik covering the identity on Yi ×M Yj ×M Yk
which satisfies the associativity condition. Note that from equations 6.1 and 6.2 we
have the isomorphism
Lfjk ⊗ Lfij ≃ Lfik ⊗Qj ⊗ π−1Jijk
of C× bundles on Yi×M Y [2]j ×M Yk. If we embed Yi×M Yj ×M Yk inside Yi×M Y [2]j ×M
Yk by sending (yi, yj, yk) to (yi, yj, yj, yk), then using the section θijk of Jijk and the
identity section of Qj over the diagonal, we can construct an isomorphism Lfjk⊗Lfij →
Lfik . The coherency condition on θijk shows that this product is associative and hence
(Q, Y,M) is a bundle gerbe.
We now need to show that there is a stable morphism gi : Q|Ui → Qi, ie a trivialisa-
tion (Lgi, φgi) of Q
∗⊗Qi over Ui. The C× bundle Lgi lives over Y ×MYi =
∐
j∈I Yj×MYi.
Let Lgi be the disjoint union of the C
× bundles Lfji . Since fji = f˜ij the isomorphism
Lfkj ⊗Qi ≃ Lfki⊗Lfij becomes L∗fjk ⊗Qi ≃ Lfki ⊗L∗fji which shows that Lgi trivialises
Q∗ ⊗Qi.
Finally we have to define transformations ξij : fij ◦ gi ⇒ gj, compatible with θijk
in the appropriate sense. We have two trivialisations Lfij◦gi and Lgj of Q
∗ ⊗ Qj and
hence there is a C× bundle Dij on Uij such that Lfij◦gi = Lgj ⊗π−1Dij where π denotes
the projection Y ×M Yj → Uj . Therefore we have Lfij◦gi ⊗ Qi ≃ Lgj ⊗ Qi ⊗ π−1Dij ,
an isomorphism of C× bundles on
∐
k∈I Yk ×M Yj ×M Y [2]i . On each constituent Yk ×M
Yj ×M Y [2]i of the above disjoint union this isomorphism takes the form
Lfij ⊗ Lfki ≃ Lfkj ⊗Qi ⊗ π−1Dij .
From equations 6.1 and 6.2 we have
Lfki ⊗ Lfij ≃ Lfki◦fij ⊗Qi
≃ Lfkj ⊗ π−1Jkij ⊗Qi.
This shows that there is an isomorphism π−1Dij ≃ π−1Jkij on Yk ×M Yj ×M Y [2]i .
Therefore π−1θkij induces a section ξˆij of π−1Dij which descends to a section ξij of
Dij . Because of the coherency condition satisfied by θkij , it follows that ξij will be
compatible with θijk.
We have the following generalisation of the above proposition which we will need in
Chapter 13.
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Proposition 6.7. Suppose π : X →M is a surjection admitting local sections and that
(P, Y,X) is a bundle gerbe on X such that there is a stable morphism f : π−11 P → π−12 P
corresponding to a trivialisation (Lf , φf) of π
−1
1 P
∗ ⊗ π−12 P . Suppose also that there is
a transformation ψ : π−11 f ◦ π−13 f ⇒ π−12 f as pictured in the following diagram:
π−11 π
−1
1 P
π−11 f // π−11 π
−1
2 P π
−1
3 π
−1
1 P
ψ
s{ nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
π−13 f

π−12 π
−1
1 P
π−12 f
// π−12 π
−1
2 P π
−1
3 π
−1
2 P.
ψ is required to satisfy the coherency condition that the following diagram of transfor-
mations commutes:
π−13 π
−1
3 f ◦ π−11 π−13 f ◦ π−11 π−11 f
1
pi
−1
3
pi
−1
3
f
◦π−11 ψ

θ +3 π−14 π
−1
3 f ◦ π−14 π−11 f ◦ π−12 π−11 φ
π−14 ψ◦1pi−1
2
pi
−1
1
f

π−13 π
−1
3 f ◦ π−11 π−12 f π−14 π−12 f ◦ π−12 π−11 f
π−13 π
−1
3 f ◦ π−13 π−11 f
π−13 ψ

π−12 π
−1
3 f ◦ π−12 π−11 f
π−12 ψ

π−13 π
−1
2 f π
−1
2 π
−1
2 f.
We will write this condition figuratively as π−11 ψ ⊗ π−12 ψ∗ ⊗ π−13 ψ ⊗ π−14 ψ∗ = 1. Then
there exists a bundle gerbe (Q,Z,M) on M and a stable morphism η : P → π−1Q
together with transformations ξ : π−12 η ◦ φ ⇒ π−11 η which are compatible with the
transformations ψ in the appropriate sense. The converse is also true.
Proof. Choose an open cover {Ui}i∈I of M such that there exist local sections si :
Ui → X of π : X → M . Form the pullback bundle gerbes Pi = s−1i P . The stable
morphism f : π−11 P → π−12 P induces a stable morphism fij : Pj → Pi by pullback:
fij = (si, sj)
−1f , and the transformation ψ induces a transformation ψijk : fij ◦ fjk ⇒
fik by pullback as well: ψijk = (si, sj, sk)
−1ψ. The transformation ψijk satisfies the
condition
ψijl(1φij ◦ ψjkl)θfij ,fjk,fkl = ψikl(ψijk ◦ 1φkl).
Therefore we can apply Proposition 6.6 to find a bundle gerbe (Q,Z,M) on M and
a stable morphism gi : Q|Ui → Pi and transformations ξij : φij ◦ gj ⇒ gi which are
compatible with the transformations ψijk (the fact that the stable morphisms fij go
from Pj to Pi rather than from Pi to Pj is of no consequence). We need to construct a
stable morphism η : π−1Q→ P . Let sˆi : Xi → X [2] denote the map x 7→ (x, si(π(x))).
f induces a map (si◦π)−1P → P |Xi by sˆ−1i f . Therefore we can define a stable morphism
ηi : (π
−1Q)|Xi → P |Xi by composition:
(π−1Q)|Xi = π−1(Q|Ui) π
−1gi→ π−1s−1i P
sˆ−1i f→ P |Xi.
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Next we define transformations θij : ηi ⇒ ηj by composition as indicated in the follow-
ing diagram:
π−1s−1i P
sˆ−1i f
##F
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
F
π−1ξ−1ij
 (H
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
H
H
H
H
H
π−1(Q|Uij )
π−1gi
::uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
π−1gj
$$I
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
I sˆ−1ij ψ
 (H
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
H
H
H
H
H P |Xij
π−1s−1j P
sˆ−1j f
;;xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
π−1fij
OO
ie θij = (sˆ
−1
ij ψ ◦ 1π−1gj)(1sˆ−1i f ◦ π
−1ξ−1ij ). Here sˆij : Xij → X [3] is the map x 7→
(x, si(π(x)), sj(π(x))). Because of the compatibility of ξij with ψijk we have θjkθij = θik.
Hence we can glue the stable morphisms ηi : (π
−1Q)|Xi → P |Xi together to form a stable
morphism η : π−1Q→ P . We now need to define the transformations χ : f ◦ π−11 η ⇒
π−12 η and prove they are compatible with ψ. It is sufficient to define transformations
χi : f ◦ π−11 ηi ⇒ π−12 ηi which are compatible with the gluing transformations θij . χi
is induced from ψ by pullback with the map X
[2]
i → X [3] which sends (x1, x2) ∈ X [2]i
to (x1, x2, si(m)) where π(x1) = π(x2) = m. We try to indicate this in the following
diagram:
π−11 π
−1(Q|Ui)
π−11 π
−1gi // π−11 π
−1s−1i P
π−11 sˆ
−1
i φ //
χi

π−11 P
f

π−12 π
−1(Q|Ui)
π−12 π
−1gi
// π−12 π
−1s−1i P
π−12 sˆ
−1
i f
// π−12 P.
One can check that the χi are compatible with the θij and also that the glued together
transformation χ is compatible with ψ.
We conjecture that there is also a version of this proposition for gerbes:
Conjecture 6.1. Let π : X → M be a surjection admitting local sections. Suppose
there is a gerbe G on X together with a morphism of gerbes φ : π∗1G → π∗2G over X [2]
which makes the following diagram commute:
∆∗π∗1G
≃

∆∗φ //∆∗π∗2G
≃

G idG // G,
where the two vertical equivalences are induced by the equivalence of Lemma 6.1 and
∆ : X → X [2] is the inclusion of the diagonal. Suppose also there is a natural transfor-
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mation ψ between morphisms of gerbes over X [3] as pictured in the following diagram:
π∗1π
∗
1G
π∗1φ //
≃

π∗1π
∗
2G ≃ // (π2 ◦ π1)−1)∗G (π1 ◦ π3)∗G
ψ
s{ ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
o
ooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
ooo
oo
o
≃

(π1 ◦ π1)∗G π∗3π∗1G
π∗3φ

(π1 ◦ π2)∗G
≃

π∗3π
∗
2G
≃

π∗2π
∗
1G π∗2φ
// π∗2π
∗
2G ≃ // (π2 ◦ π2)∗G (π2 ◦ π3)∗G.
We also require the natural transformation ψ to satisfy a coherency condition over X [4].
This is basically the non-abelian 2-cocycle condition referred to in the last proposition
but with the extra complication of having to insert equivalences of gerbes between dou-
ble pullbacks and natural transformations between diagrams of such equivalences as in
Lemma 6.1. Observe that we may pullback the natural transformations ψ to form new
natural transformations π∗1ψ, π
∗
2ψ, and so on between the appropriate morphisms of
gerbes. We can then form the diagrams
π∗1π
∗
1π
∗
2G ≃ // π∗1π∗3π∗1G
π∗1π
∗
3φ //
π∗1ψ
"*M
MM
MMM
MMM
M
MMM
MM
MMM
MM
π∗1π
∗
3π
∗
2G
≃

π∗1π
∗
2π
∗
2G
≃

+3
≃
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3π
∗
3π
∗
1G
π∗3π
∗
3φ

π∗1π
∗
2π
∗
1G
≃

π∗1π
∗
2φ
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3π
∗
1π
∗
2G
≃
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3ψ
"*M
MM
MM
MMM
MM
MM
M
MM
MMM
MM
MM
MMM
M
π∗1π
∗
1π
∗
1G +3
π∗1π
∗
1φ
OO
≃
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3π
∗
1π
∗
1G
π∗3π
∗
1φ
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3π
∗
2π
∗
1G
≃
OO
π∗3π
∗
2φ
//
≃
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗3π
∗
2π
∗
2G ≃ // π∗3π∗3π∗2G
and
π∗2π
∗
1π
∗
2G ≃ //
≃ &&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
π∗4π
∗
1π
∗
1G
≃ &&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM

π∗4π
∗
1φ // π∗4π
∗
1π
∗
2G
≃

π∗2π
∗
3π
∗
1G ≃ //
π∗2π
∗
3φ &&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
π∗4π
∗
2π
∗
1G
π∗4π
∗
2φ
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
π∗4π
∗
3π
∗
1G
π∗4π
∗
3φ

π∗4ψt| qqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
q
π∗2π
∗
1π
∗
1G
π∗2π
∗
1φ
OO
π∗2π
∗
3π
∗
2G
π∗2ψt| qqq
qqq
qq
qq
qqq
qqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
q
≃ //
≃
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
π∗4π
∗
2π
∗
2G

≃
&&MM
MMM
MMM
MMM
π∗2π
∗
2π
∗
1G
≃
OO
π∗2π
∗
2φ
// π∗2π
∗
2π
∗
2G ≃ // π∗4π∗3π∗2G.
Paste together the natural transformations in the first of the above two diagrams to
yield a single natural transformation between the morphisms of gerbes bounding the
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diagram. Finally we can state the coherency condition on the natural transformation
ψ: the following diagram of natural transformations, after being pasted together, is
the same natural transformation as the pasted-together natural transformation in the
second diagram above:
π∗2π
∗
1π
∗
2G
≃
&&MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
≃ // π∗4π
∗
1π
∗
1G
π∗4π
∗
1φ //
≃
t| qqq
qqq
qqq
q
qqq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q π∗4π
∗
1π
∗
2G
≃

≃xxqqqq
qqq
qqq
q
π∗1π
∗
1π
∗
2G ≃ //
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
π∗1π
∗
3π
∗
1G // π∗1π∗3π∗2G
≃

t| qqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
π∗2π
∗
1π
∗
1G
π∗2π
∗
1φ
OO
≃ // π∗1π
∗
1π
∗
1G
OO
t| qqq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
q
qq
qqq
qq
qq
qqq
q
π∗3π
∗
3π
∗
1G

π∗4π
∗
3π
∗
1G≃oo
π∗4π
∗
3φ

qqq
qqq
qqq
qq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qq
π∗3π
∗
2π
∗
1G
≃
OO
// π∗3π
∗
2π
∗
2G ≃ //
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
π∗3π
∗
3π
∗
2G
t| qqq
qq
qqq
qq
qqq
qqq
qq
qq
π∗2π
∗
2π
∗
1G
≃
OO
≃
88qqqqqqqqqq
π∗2π
∗
2φ
// π∗2π
∗
2π
∗
2G
≃
OO
≃ // π∗4π
∗
3π
∗
2G.
≃
ffMMMMMMMMMMM
Then there exists a gerbe D on M together with an equivalence of gerbes χ : π∗D →
G and natural transformations ξ between the morphisms of gerbes as pictured in the
following diagram:
π∗1G φ // π∗2G
π∗1π
∗D
π∗1χ
OO
ξ +3 π∗2π
∗D
π∗2χ
OO
(π ◦ π1)∗D
≃
OO
(π ◦ π2)∗D.
≃
OO
We then require that the natural transformations π∗1ξ, π
∗
2ξ and π
∗
3ξ are compatible with
ψ in the sense that using the natural transformations π∗1ξ, π
∗
2ξ and π
∗
3ξ and the natural
transformations θf,g,h of Lemma 6.1 we can construct a natural transformation between
the morphisms of gerbes bounding diagram (1) above. The compatibility condition is
that this natural transformation and ψ coincide. The converse is also true.
Note 6.3. 1. One should be able to prove this conjecture in a similar manner to the
proof of Proposition 6.7 but with the additional complication of having to insert
the equivalences φf,g and natural transformations θf,g,h of Lemma 6.1.
2. If the equivalences φf,g : g
∗f ∗G → (fg)∗G of Lemma 6.1 were the identity, we
could write the coherency condition on the natural transformation ψ more suc-
cinctly as
π∗3ψ(1π∗3π∗3φ ◦ π∗1ψ) = π∗2ψ(π∗4ψ ◦ 1π∗2π∗1φ).
Unfortunately we have to cope with having the equivalences φf,g and natural
transformations θf,g,h and so, in order to introduce a new notation to avoid the
diagrams above, we will abbreviate the coherency condition on ψ to δ(ψ) = 1.
We will encounter such diagrams again in Chapter 13.
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Chapter 7
Definition of a bundle 2-gerbe
7.1 Simplicial bundle gerbes and bundle 2-gerbes
Recall in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, that we saw how bundle gerbes (P,X,M) could be
regarded as simplicial line bundles on the simplicial manifold X [p]. We will use this
observation to motivate our definition of a bundle two gerbe.
Our first step is to see if there is a workable notion of a simplicial bundle gerbe.
Note that Brylinski and McLaughlin define a notion of simplicial gerbe (see [8], [9] and
also Definition 13.1) so this will also serve to guide us. We will work on the simplicial
manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = X [p+1] associated to a surjective map π : X → M
admitting local sections. Recall, see Definition 3.2 and also [8], that a simplicial line
bundle on a simplicial manifold X = {Xp} consists of a line bundle L on X1, together
with a non-vanishing section s of δ(L) over X2 which satisfies δ(s) = 1 on X3. We
attempt to generalise this to the case of bundle gerbes as follows. Let (Q, Y,X [2]) be a
bundle gerbe on X [2]. We suppose there is a bundle gerbe morphism
m¯ : π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q→ π−12 Q
over X [3]. We think of m¯ as defining a ‘product’ on the bundle gerbe Q. Next observe
that we have
π−11 (π
−1
1 Q⊗ π−13 Q)⊗ π−13 π−13 Q = π−12 π−11 Q⊗ π−14 (π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q),
by virtue of the simplicial identities. The crucial observation is that m¯ gives rise to
two bundle gerbe morphisms over X [4] as indicated in the following diagram.
π−11 (π
−1
1 Q⊗ π−13 Q)⊗ π−13 π−13 Q
π−11 m¯⊗1

π−12 π
−1
1 Q⊗ π−14 (π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q)
1⊗π−14 m¯

π−11 π
−1
2 Q⊗ π−13 π−13 Q π−12 π−11 Q⊗ π−14 π−12 Q
π−13 (π
−1
1 Q⊗ π−13 Q)
π−13 m¯

π−12 (π
−1
1 Q⊗ π−13 Q)
π−12 m¯

π−13 π
−1
2 Q π
−1
2 π
−1
2 Q.
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We define bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 and m¯2 as follows.
m¯1 = π
−1
3 m¯ ◦ (π−11 m¯⊗ 1)
m¯2 = π
−1
2 m¯ ◦ (1⊗ π−14 m¯).
At this point it is convenient to introduce a different notation which avoid cumbersome
diagrams such as the one above. We will denote π−11 Y by Y23, π
−1
2 Y by Y13, π
−1
3 Y by
Y12, π
−1
1 π
−1
3 Y by Y24 and so on. Similarly we will denote the C
× bundle π−11 Q on Y
[2]
23
by Q23 and so forth. More generally we shall denote π
−1
1 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y = Y23×X[3] Y12 by
Y123, π
−1
1 Q⊗π−13 Q by Q123 and similarly for other combinations. Hence m¯ : Q123 → Q13
and m¯1, m¯2 : Q1234 → Q14. Therefore the diagram above becomes in the new notation
Q1234
m¯⊗1

Q1234
1⊗m¯

Q24 ⊗Q12
m¯

Q34 ⊗Q13
m¯

Q14 Q14
Rather than demand the two morphisms m¯1 and m¯2 are equal, we settle for the weaker
condition that there is a transformation a : m¯1 ⇒ m¯2 of bundle gerbe morphisms.
Recall, see Definition 3.8, that this means that a is a section of the descended C×
bundle Dm¯1,m¯2 on X
[4] of Lemma 3.3. The transformation a gives, in some sense,
a measure of the ‘non-associativity’ of the ‘product’ m¯. Accordingly, we will call a
the ‘associator’ transformation or ‘associator’ section and we will call the (trivial) C×
bundle A = Dm¯1,m¯2 on X
[4] the ‘associator’ bundle.
The final condition is a coherency condition on a. To write it down first observe that
Q induces a bundle gerbe (Q12345, Y12345, X
[5]) over X [5]. The bundle gerbe morphism
m¯ induces five bundle gerbe morphisms M¯i : Q12345 → Q15 given as follows.
M¯1 = m¯ ◦ (m¯⊗ 1) ◦ (m¯⊗ 1⊗ 1)
M¯2 = m¯ ◦ (m¯⊗ 1) ◦ (1⊗ m¯⊗ 1)
M¯3 = m¯ ◦ (1⊗ m¯) ◦ (1⊗ m¯⊗ 1)
M¯4 = m¯ ◦ (1⊗ m¯) ◦ (1⊗ 1⊗ m¯)
M¯5 = m¯ ◦ (m¯⊗ 1) ◦ (1⊗ 1⊗ m¯)
Notice that M¯5 can also be written as
M¯5 = m¯ ◦ (1⊗ m¯) ◦ (m¯⊗ 1⊗ 1).
It is not too hard to see that we have the following isomorphisms of C× bundles on
X [5]. We have DM¯1,M¯2 ≃ π−11 A, DM¯2,M¯3 ≃ π−13 A, DM¯3,M¯4 ≃ π−15 A, DM¯4,M¯5 ≃ π−12 A∗
and DM¯5,M¯1 ≃ π−14 A∗. Since DM¯1,M¯1 is canonically trivialised, and the bundle gerbe
product on Q gives an isomorphism
DM¯1,M¯2 ⊗DM¯2,M¯3 ⊗DM¯3,M¯4 ⊗DM¯4,M¯5 ⊗DM¯5,M¯1 ≃ DM¯1,M¯1,
we have that δ(A) on X [5] is canonically trivialised. The final condition that we require
is that the section δ(a) of δ(A) matches this canonical trivialisation.
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Notice that the thing that makes all this possible is the fact that the πi are the
face operators for the simplicial manifold Xp = X
[p+1]. Therefore all that we have said
above applies equally well to an arbitrary simplicial manifold X = {Xp}. Thus we
make the following definition.
Definition 7.1. A simplicial bundle gerbe on a simplicial manifold X = {Xp} consists
of the following data.
1. A bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X1) on X1.
2. A bundle gerbe morphism
m¯ : d−10 Q⊗ d−12 Q→ d−11 Q
over X2.
3. A transformation a : m¯1 ⇒ m¯2 between the two induced bundle gerbe morphisms
m¯1 and m¯2 over X3. m¯1 and m¯2 are defined in the following diagram.
d−10 (d
−1
0 Q⊗ d−12 Q)⊗ d−12 d−12 Q
d−10 m¯⊗1

d−11 d
−1
0 Q⊗ d−13 (d−10 Q⊗ d−12 Q)
1⊗d−13 m¯

d−10 d
−1
1 Q⊗ d−12 d−12 Q
a +3
d−11 d
−1
0 Q⊗ d−13 d−11 Q
d−12 (d
−1
0 Q⊗ d−12 Q)
d−12 m¯

d−11 (d
−1
0 Q⊗ d−12 Q)
d−11 m¯

d−12 d
−1
1 Q d
−1
1 d
−1
1 Q.
So m¯1 = d
−1
2 m¯ ◦ (d−10 m¯⊗ 1) and m¯2 = d−11 m¯ ◦ (1⊗ d−13 m¯). Thus a is a section of
the C× bundle A = Dm¯1,m¯2 over X3.
4. The transformation a satisfies the coherency condition
d−10 a⊗ d−11 a∗ ⊗ d−12 a⊗ d−13 a∗ ⊗ d−14 a = 1,
where 1 is the canonical section of the C× bundle δ(A) over X4.
This definition should be compared with the definition of simplicial gerbe given in
[8] and [9]. With this definition in hand, we now turn to the problem of defining a
bundle 2-gerbe. We make two definitions, the first of which includes the following one
as a special case.
Definition 7.2. A bundle 2-gerbe is a quadruple of manifolds (Q, Y,X,M) where π :
X →M is a smooth surjection admitting local sections, and (Q, Y,X [2]) is a simplicial
bundle gerbe on the simplicial manifold X = {Xp} associated to π : X → M with
Xp = X
[p+1].
Definition 7.3. A strict bundle 2-gerbe is a quadruple of manifolds (Q, Y,X,M) where
π : X →M is a smooth surjection admitting local sections and where (Q, Y,X [2]) is a
bundle gerbe on X [2] such that there is a bundle gerbe morphism m¯ : π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q→
π−12 Q such that the two induced bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 and m¯2 over X
[4] are
equal.
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The following diagram shows what a bundle 2-gerbe looks like.
Q
↓
Y [2]
→→ Y
↓
X [2]
→→ X
↓
M.
For future reference, we will record here some properties of the associator transforma-
tion a and its lift aˆ. So aˆ is a section of the C× bundle Aˆ = (m1, m2)−1Q on Y1234. Since
aˆ descends to the section a of A, it must commute with the descent isomorphism of Aˆ.
This implies that aˆ enjoys the following property: if u34 ∈ Q(y34,y′34), u23 ∈ Q(y23,y′23) and
u12 ∈ Q(y12,y′12) where y34, y
′
34 ∈ Y(x3,x4), y23, y′23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) and y12, y′12 ∈ Y(x1,x2), then
mQ(mˆ2(u34 ⊗ u23 ⊗ u12)⊗ aˆ(y34, y23, y12))
= mQ(aˆ(y
′
34, y
′
23, y
′
12)⊗ mˆ1(u34 ⊗ u23 ⊗ u12)).
The coherency condition on a is a consequence of the following property of aˆ: suppose
y45 ∈ Y(x4,x5), y34 ∈ Y(x3,x4), y23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) and y12 ∈ Y(x1,x2). Then we have the following
equation (we have denoted the bundle gerbe product mQ by ·— since the bundle gerbe
product is associative there is no danger of confusion)
aˆ(m(y45, y34), y23, y12)
−1 · aˆ(y45, y34, m(y23, y12))−1 · mˆ(e(y45)⊗ aˆ(y34, y23, y12))
· aˆ(y45, m(y34, y23), y12) · mˆ(aˆ(y45, y34, y23)⊗ e(y12))
= e(m(m(m(y45, y34), y23), y12))
7.2 Stable bundle 2-gerbes
We also define a notion of bundle 2-gerbe with bundle gerbe morphisms replaced by
stable morphisms. It will turn out that this definition of a ‘stable bundle 2-gerbe’ will
turn out to be the most versatile, for example in Chapter 13 we will show that a stable
bundle 2-gerbe on M gives rise to a 2-gerbe on M .
Definition 7.4. A stable bundle 2-gerbe consists of a quadruple of smooth manifolds
(Q, Y,X,M) where π : X → M is a surjection admitting local sections and where
(Q, Y,X [2]) is a bundle gerbe on X [2]. We suppose there is a stable morphism m :
π−11 Q⊗π−13 Q→ π−12 Q corresponding to a trivialisation δ(Lm) of π−11 Q⊗π−12 Q∗⊗π−13 Q.
We also suppose there is a transformation a : m ◦ (m⊗ 1)⇒ m ◦ (1⊗m) as pictured
in the following diagram:
Q1234
m⊗1 //
1⊗m

Q124
m

a
w ww
ww
ww
ww
w
ww
Q134 m
// Q14.
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a is required to satisfy the coherency condition that the following two diagrams of
transformations are equal:
Q12345
zzuu
uu
uu
uu
u
$$I
II
II
II
II
// Q1235
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
1⊗a2345v~ vvv
vv
vv
v
v
v
vv
Q1345
$$I
II
II
II
II
Q1245
zzuu
uu
uu
uu
u
a1234⊗1ks // Q125
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
a1245
ow ggggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
ggggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
Q145 // Q15
Q12345
zzuu
uu
uu
uu
u
// Q1235
zzvv
vv
vv
vv
v
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
fffff
Q1345
$$I
II
II
II
II
// Q135
$$H
HH
HH
HH
HH
a1345
v~ uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
u
u
Q125a1235
ks
{{www
ww
ww
ww
Q145 // Q15.
Note 7.1. 1. Notice that by (1) of Note 3.2, every bundle 2-gerbe on M gives rise
to a stable bundle 2-gerbe on M .
2. As in Section 7.1 let m1 : Q1234 → Q14 be the stable morphism m◦(m⊗1) and let
m2 : Q1234 → Q14 be the stable morphism m ◦ (1⊗m). Then the transformation
a : m1 ⇒ m2 is a section of the C× bundle A onX [4] such that Lm1 ≃ Lm2⊗π−11234A
on Y1234. As before, the C
× bundle δ(A) on X [4] is canonically trivialised and the
coherency condition on a is that the induced section δ(a) of δ(A) matches this
canonical trivialisation.
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Chapter 8
Relationship of bundle 2-gerbes
with bicategories
8.1 Bicategories
We first recall the definition of a bicategory (see for instance [1])
Definition 8.1 ([1]). A bicategory B consists of the following data:
1. A set Ob(B) whose elements are called the objects of B.
2. Given two objects A and B of B there is a category Hom(A,B). The objects of
Hom(A,B) are called 1-arrows of B while the arrows of Hom(A,B) are called
2-arrows of B. If α and β are 1-arrows of Hom(A,B) and φ is a 2-arrow with
source α and target β then this is denoted by φ : α⇒ β. The following diagram
gives a useful way to picture 2-arrows:
A
α
&&
β
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 φ B
3. Given three objects A,B and C of B, there is a functor, called the composition
functor,
m(A,B,C) : Hom(B,C)×Hom(A,B)→ Hom(A,C).
If α and β are 1-arrows in Hom(B,C) and Hom(A,B) respectively then we usually
write m(A,B,C)(α, β) as α ◦ β and m(A,B,C)(φ, ψ) is usually written as φ ◦ ψ
where φ : α ⇒ α′ and ψ : β ⇒ β ′ are 2-arrows in Hom(B,C) and Hom(A,B)
respectively.
4. For each object A of B there is a 1-arrow IdA in Hom(A,A) called the identity 1-
arrow of A. The identity map of IdA in Hom(A,A) is denoted by idA : IdA ⇒ IdA
and is called the identity 2-arrow of A.
5. Let A,B,C and D be objects of B and let Hom(A,B,C,D) denote the category
Hom(C,D)×Hom(B,C)×Hom(A,B). There is a natural isomorphism, called the
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associativity isomorphism and denoted a(A,B,C,D), as pictured in the following
diagram:
Hom(A,B,C,D)
m(B,C,D)×id//
id×m(A,B,C)

Hom(B,D)× Hom(A,B)
a(A,B,C,D)ow ggggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
ggg
m(A,B,D)

Hom(C,D)× Hom(A,C)
m(A,C,D)
// Hom(A,D).
So a consists of an arrow a(γ, β, α) = a(A,B,C,D)(γ, β, α) in Hom(A,D) from
(γ ◦ β) ◦ α to γ ◦ (β ◦ α) for all 1-arrows γ in Hom(C,D), β in Hom(B,C) and
α in Hom(A,B) such that given 1-arrows γ
′
, β
′
and α
′
together with 2-arrows
φ : γ ⇒ γ ′ , ψ : β ⇒ β ′ and χ : α⇒ α′ then the following diagram commutes:
(γ ◦ β) ◦ α (φ◦ψ)◦χ +3
a(γ,β,α)

(γ
′ ◦ β ′) ◦ α′
a(γ
′
,β
′
,α
′
)

γ ◦ (β ◦ α) φ◦(ψ◦χ) +3 γ ′ ◦ (β ′ ◦ α′).
6. Suppose A and B are objects of B and that α is a 1-arrow of Hom(A,B). Then
there are natural isomorphisms idL(A,B)(α) : α ⇒ α ◦ IdA and idR(A,B)(α) :
α⇒ IdB◦α in Hom(A,B) called left and right identity isomorphisms respectively.
The isomorphisms are natural in the sense that if φ : α ⇒ β is a 2-arrow in
Hom(A,B) then the following diagrams of 2-arrows commute:
α
φ

idL(A,B)(α) +3 α ◦ IdA
φ◦idA

β
idL(A,B)(β) +3 β ◦ IdA,
and
α
φ

idR(A,B)(α) +3 IdB ◦ α
idB◦φ

β
idR(A,B)(β) +3 IdB ◦ β.
7. This axiom forces a coherency condition on the associativity isomorphism a. So
suppose we have objects A,B,C,D and E of B. Suppose we have 1-arrows α
of Hom(A,B), β of Hom(B,C), γ of Hom(C,D) and δ of Hom(D,E). Then we
require that the following pentagonal diagram of 2-arrows in Hom(A,E) com-
mutes:
(δ ◦ (γ ◦ β)) ◦ α
a(δ,γ◦β,α)
&.UU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
U
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
UUU
((δ ◦ γ) ◦ β) ◦ α
a(δ,γ,β)◦1α
08jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj
a(δ◦γ,β,α)
!)J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
δ ◦ ((γ ◦ β) ◦ α)
1δ◦a(γ,β,α)v~ ttt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
(δ ◦ γ) ◦ (β ◦ α)
a(δ,γ,β◦α)
+3 δ ◦ (γ ◦ (β ◦ α))
This condition is called associativity coherence.
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8. Suppose A,B and C are objects of B and α and β are 1-arrows in Hom(A,B)
and Hom(B,C) respectively. We require that the following diagram commutes:
β ◦ (IdB ◦ α) a //
1β◦idR(A,B) &&NNN
NNN
NNN
NN
(β ◦ IdB) ◦ α
idL(B,C)◦1αxxpppp
ppp
ppp
p
β ◦ α.
One can also define a notion of morphism of bicategories, transformations between
morphisms of bicategories and finally a notion of modification between transformations
of morphisms of bicategories, however we will not spell out these definitions and refer
instead to [39]. We will also need the notion of a bigroupoid.
Definition 8.2 ([5]). A bigroupoid consists of a bicategory B which satisfies the fol-
lowing two additional axioms:
1. 1-arrows are coherently invertible. This means that if α is a 1-arrow of Hom(A,B)
there is a 1-arrow β of Hom(B,A) together with 2-arrows φ : β ◦ α ⇒ IdA in
Hom(A,A) and ψ : α ◦ β ⇒ IdB in Hom(B,B), which satisfy the following
compatibility condition. We require that the following diagram of 2-arrows in
Hom(A,B) commutes:
α ◦ (β ◦ α)
1α◦φ
%-SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
(α ◦ β) ◦ α
a(α,β,α)
/7hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
ψ◦1α "*NN
NNN
NN
NN
N
NN
NN
NNN
NN
N
α ◦ IdA
idL(A,B)(α)w xx
xx
xx
xx
x
IdB ◦ α idR(A,B)(α)
+3 α.
2. We also require that all 2-arrows are invertible.
One can show as a consequence of the definition of a bigroupoid that the following
diagram of 2-arrows in Hom(B,A) commutes:
β ◦ (α ◦ β)
1β◦ψ
%-SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
(β ◦ α) ◦ β
a(β,α,β)
/7hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
φ◦1β "*MM
MM
MM
MMM
M
MM
MMM
MM
MMM
β ◦ IdB
idL(B,A)(β)w xx
xx
xx
xx
x
x
IdA ◦ β
idR(B,A)(β)
+3 β.
Example 8.1. LetX be a topological space. Define a bicategory Π2(X) as follows. Take
as the objects of Π2(X) the points of X . Given two points x1 and x2 define a category
Hom(x1, x2) whose objects are the paths γ : I → X with γ(0) = x1 and γ(1) = x2,
where I is the unit interval [0, 1]. Given two such paths γ1 and γ2 we define the set of
arrows from γ1 to γ2 in Hom(x1, x2) to be the homotopy classes [µ] of maps µ : I×I →
X such that µ(0, t) = γ1(t), µ(1, t) = γ2(t), µ(s, 0) = x1 and µ(s, 1) = x2 where it is
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understood that two such maps µ and µ
′
belong to the same homotopy class if and only
if there is a map H : I × I × I → X such that H(0, s, t) = µ(s, t), H(1, s, t) = µ′(s, t),
H(r, 0, t) = γ1(t), H(r, 1, t) = γ2(t), H(r, s, 0) = x1 and H(r, s, 1) = x2. Notice that
every arrow in Hom(x1, x2) is invertible. If we have a third path γ3 from x1 to x2 and
a homotopy class [λ] of maps λ : I × I → X from γ2 to γ3 leaving the endpoints fixed,
then we define the composite arrow [λµ] from γ1 to γ3 to be the homotopy class of the
map λµ : I × I → X given by
(λµ)(s, t) =
{
µ(2s, t), s ∈ [0, 1
2
], t ∈ [0, 1],
λ(2s− 1, t), s ∈ [1
2
, 1], t ∈ [0, 1].
where µ and λ are representatives of the homotopy classes [µ] and [λ] under the ho-
motopies H above. It is straightforward to check that [λµ] is well defined and that
this law of composition makes Hom(x1, x2) into a category. To recap, the objects of
Π2(X) are the points of X , the 1-arrows of Π2(X) are the paths in X and the 2-arrows
of Π2(X) are the homotopy classes of homotopies with endpoints fixed between such
paths. We need to define a composition functor
m(x1, x2, x3) : Hom(x2, x3)× Hom(x1, x2)→ Hom(x1, x3).
If γ23 is a 1-arrow of Hom(x2, x3) and γ12 is a 1-arrow of Hom(x1, x2), then we define
m(x1, x2, x3)(γ23, γ12) = γ23 ◦ γ12, where γ23 ◦ γ12 : I → X is the path
(γ23 ◦ γ12)(t) =
{
γ12(2t), t ∈ [0, 12 ],
γ23(2t− 1), t ∈ [12 , 1].
If we are also given 1-arrows γ
′
23 of Hom(x2, x3) and γ
′
12 of Hom(x1, x2) together with
2-arrows [µ23] : γ23 ⇒ γ ′23 and [µ12] : γ12 ⇒ γ ′12 in Hom(x2, x3) and Hom(x1, x2)
respectively, then we define m(x1, x2, x3)([µ23], [µ12]) = [µ23 ◦ µ12] to be the homotopy
class of the map
(µ23 ◦ µ12)(s, t) =
{
µ12(s, 2t), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, 12 ],
µ23(s, 2t− 1), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [12 , 1].
where µ23 is a representative of [µ23] and µ12 is a representative of [µ12]. Again, it is
straightforward to check that this defines a functor. Next, we need to define identity
1-arrows and identity 2-arrows. Given an object x of Π2(X), we define Idx to be the
constant path at x and we define the identity 2-arrow idx to be the homotopy class of
the constant homotopy from the constant path to itself. Now we need to define the
associator isomorphism. Given 1-arrows γ34 in Hom(x3, x4), γ23 in Hom(x2, x3) and
γ12 in Hom(x1, x2), we need to define a 2-arrow a(γ34, γ23, γ12) : (γ34 ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12 ⇒
γ34 ◦(γ23◦γ12) in such a way that given 1-arrows γ ′34 in Hom(x3, x4), γ ′23 in Hom(x2, x3)
and γ
′
12 in Hom(x1, x2), together with 2-arrows [µ34] : γ34 ⇒ γ ′34, [µ23] : γ23 ⇒ γ ′23 and
[µ12] : γ12 ⇒ γ ′12 then the following diagram commutes:
(γ34 ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12 (µ34◦µ23)◦µ12 +3
a(γ34 ,γ23,γ12)

(γ
′
34 ◦ γ ′23) ◦ γ ′12
a(γ
′
34,γ
′
23,γ
′
12)

γ34 ◦ (γ23 ◦ γ12)
µ34◦(µ23◦µ12)
+3 γ
′
34 ◦ (γ ′23 ◦ γ ′12),
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and that the pentagonal diagram of axiom (7) above commutes. There is a standard
choice for a(γ34, γ23, γ12) — see for example [38]. We set a(γ34, γ23, γ12) to be the
homotopy class of the map a¯(γ34, γ23, γ12) : I × I → X defined by
a¯(γ34, γ23, γ12)(s, t) =

γ12(
4t
2−s), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [0, 2−s4 ],
γ23(4t− 2 + s), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [2−s4 , 3−s4 ],
γ34(
4t−3+s
1+s
), s ∈ [0, 1], t ∈ [3−s
4
, 1].
Next suppose we are given 2-arrows [µ34] : γ34 ⇒ γ ′34, [µ23] : γ23 ⇒ γ ′23 and [µ12] :
γ12 ⇒ γ ′12. We need to show that a¯(γ34, γ23, γ12)((µ12 ◦ µ23) ◦ µ34) ≃ (µ12 ◦ (µ23 ◦
µ34))a¯(γ34, γ23, γ12), where µij is a representative of the homotopy class [µij]. One can
check that a homotopy with endpoints fixed between these two maps is

µ12(2− 2rs, 4t2(1−r−s+rs)+1) , r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, 2(1−r−s+rs)+14 ],
µ23(2− 2rs, 4t− 2(1− r − s+ rs)− 1), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [0, 12 ],
t ∈ [2(1−r−s+rs)+1
4
, 2(1−r−s+rs)+2
4
],
µ34(2− 2rs, 4t−2(1−r−s+rs)−22r+2s−2rs ), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [2(1−r−s+rs)+24 , 1],
µ12(2rs− 2s+ 1, 4tr(1−2s)+1), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, r(1−2s)+14 ],
µ23(2rs− 2s+ 1, 4t− r(1− 2s)− 1), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [12 , 1],
t ∈ [ r(1−2s)+1
4
, r(1−2s)+2
4
],
µ34(2rs− 2s+ 1, 4t−r(1−2s)−22−r(1−2s) ), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [ r(1−2s)+24 , 1].
This proves that a is a natural transformation. We need to check that the associativity
coherence condition is satisfied. So we need to check that the following diagram of
2-arrows is the identity 2-arrow from ((γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12 to itself.
(γ45 ◦ (γ34 ◦ γ23)) ◦ γ12
a(γ45,γ34◦γ23,γ12)
&.VV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VV
((γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12
a(γ45 ,γ34,γ23)◦1γ12
08hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
γ45 ◦ ((γ34 ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12)
1γ45◦a(γ34 ,γ23,γ12)t| qqq
qqq
qqq
q
qqq
qq
qqq
qq
(γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ (γ23 ◦ γ12)
a(γ45◦γ34,γ23,γ12)−1
bj MMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMM
γ45 ◦ (γ34 ◦ (γ23 ◦ γ12)).a(γ45,γ34,γ23◦γ12)
−1
ks
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We have the following expressions for the 2-arrows (here s ∈ [0, 1]):
(a¯(γ45, γ34, γ23) ◦ idγ12)(s, t) =

γ12(2t), t ∈ [0, 12 ],
γ23(
8t−4
2−s ), t ∈ [12 , 6−s8 ],
γ34(8t+ s− 6), t ∈ [6−s8 , 7−s8 ],
γ45(
8t+s−7
1+s
), t ∈ [7−s
8
, 1],
a¯(γ45, γ34 ◦ γ23, γ12)(s, t) =

γ12(
4t
2−s), t ∈ [0, 2−s4 ],
γ23(8t+ 2s− 4), t ∈ [2−s4 , 5−2s8 ],
γ34(8t+ 2s− 5), t ∈ [5−2s8 , 3−s4 ],
γ45(
4t+s−3
1+s
), t ∈ [3−s
4
, 1],
(idγ45 ◦ a¯(γ34, γ23, γ12))(s, t) =

γ12(
8t
2−s), t ∈ [0, 2−s8 ],
γ23(8t+ s− 2), t ∈ [2−s8 , 3−s8 ],
γ34(
8t+s−3
1+s
), t ∈ [3−s
8
, 1
2
],
γ45(2t− 1), t ∈ [12 , 1],
a¯(γ45, γ34, γ23 ◦ γ12)−1(s, t) =

γ12(
8t
1+s
), t ∈ [0, 1+s
8
],
γ23(
8t−s−1
1+s
), t ∈ [1+s
8
, 1+s
4
],
γ34(4t− s− 1), t ∈ [1+s4 , 2+s4 ],
γ45(
4t−s−2
2−s ), t ∈ [2+s4 , 1],
a¯(γ45 ◦ γ34, γ23, γ12)−1(s, t) =

γ12(
4t
1+s
), t ∈ [0, 1+s
4
],
γ23(4t− s− 1), t ∈ [1+s4 , 2+s4 ],
γ34(
8t−2s−4
2−s ), t ∈ [2+s4 , 6+s8 ],
γ45(
8t−s−6
2−s ), t ∈ [6+s8 , 1].
Composing these 2-arrows gives the 2-arrow from ((γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12 to itself. We
want to show that this 2-arrow is the identity 2-arrow at ((γ45◦γ34)◦γ23)◦γ12. The plan
is to find homotopies from each of the individual 2-arrows above to the identity 2-arrow
at ((γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12. Of course such homotopies will not fix endpoints but we will
see that the homotopy obtained by composing each of the individual homotopies will.
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The homotopies are given as follows (here r ∈ [0, 1] and s ∈ [0, 1]):
F1(r, s, t) =

γ12(2t), t ∈ [0, 12 ],
γ23(
8t−4
(r−1)s+2), t ∈ [12 , (r−1)s+68 ],
γ34(8t+ s(1− r)− 6), t ∈ [ (r−1)s+68 , 7−(1−r)s8 ],
γ45(
8t−7+(1−r)s
(1−r)s+1 ), t ∈ [7−(1−r)s8 , 1],
F2(r, s, t) =

γ12(
4t
(r−1)s+2), t ∈ [0, (r−1)s+24 ],
γ23(
8t−2(r−1)s−4
1+r
), t ∈ [ (r−1)s+2
4
, 2(r−1)s+r+5
8
],
γ34(8t− 2(r − 1)s− r − 5), t ∈ [2(r−1)s+r+58 , 2(r−1)s+r+68 ],
γ45(
8t−2(r−1)s−r−6
2−r−2(r−1)s ), t ∈ [2(r−1)s+r+68 , 1],
F3(r, s, t) =

γ12(
8t
(r−1)s+2r+2), t ∈ [0, (r−1)s+2+2r8 ],
γ23(
8t−(r−1)s−2−2r
1+r
), t ∈ [ (r−1)s+2+2r
8
, (r−1)s+3r+3
8
],
γ34(
8t−(r−1)s−3−3r
1−(r−1)s ), t ∈ [ (r−1)s+3r+38 , 3r+48 ],
γ45(
8t−3r+4
4−3r ), t ∈ [3r+48 , 1],
F4(r, s, t) =

γ12(
8t
(1−r)s+3r+1), t ∈ [0, (1−r)s+3r+18 ],
γ23(
8t−(1−r)s−3r−1
(1−r)s+r+1 ), t ∈ [ (1−r)s+3r+18 , (1−r)s+2r+14 ],
γ34(
8t−2(1−r)s−4r−2
2−r ), t ∈ [ (1−r)s+2r+14 , 2(1−r)s+3r+48 ],
γ45(
8t−2(1−r)s−3r−4
4−3r−2(1−r)s ), tin[
2(1−r)s+3r+4
8
, 1],
F5(r, s, t) =

γ12(
4t
s(1−r)+r+1), t ∈ [0, s(1−r)+r+14 ],
γ23(4t− s(1− r)− r − 1), t ∈ [ s(1−r)+r+14 , s(1−r)+r+24 ],
γ34(
8t−2s(1−r)−2r−4
2−r−s(1−r) ), t ∈ [ s(1−r)+r+24 , s(1−r)+r+6] ,
γ45(
8t−s(1−r)−r−6
2−r−s(1−r) , t ∈ [ s(1−r)+r+68 , 1].
It is not too hard to check that if one composes these homotopies then one has a
homotopy with endpoints fixed between a representative of the 2-arrow above and the
identity 2-arrow at ((γ45 ◦ γ34) ◦ γ23) ◦ γ12. This proves the associativity coherence of a.
We now need to define left and right identity transformations idL and idR respec-
tively. If γ ∈ Hom(x1, x2) is a 1-arrow then idL(x1, x2)(γ) is a 2-arrow γ ⇒ γ ◦ Idx1 .
We define idL(x1, x2)(γ) to be the homotopy class of the map
(s, t) 7→
{
x1, t ∈ [0, s2 ],
γ(2t−s
2−s ), t ∈ [ s2 , 1].
We need to prove that the assignment γ 7→ idL(x1, x2)(γ) defines a natural transforma-
tion, so we need to show that if we are given 1-arrows γ and γ
′
of Hom(x1, x2) together
with a 2-arrow [µ] : γ ⇒ γ ′ in Hom(x1, x2) then the following diagram of 2-arrows
commutes.
γ
[µ] +3
idL(x1,x2)(γ)

γ
′
idL(x1,x2)(γ
′
)

γ ◦ Idx1 [µ]◦idx1
+3 γ
′ ◦ Idx1
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We show that the homotopy classes ([µ] ◦ Idx1idL(x1, x2)(γ) and idL(x1, x2)(γ ′)[µ] are
equal. Firstly, idL(x1, x2)(γ
′
)[µ] is represented by the map
(s, t) 7→

µ(2s, t), s ∈ [0, 1
2
], t ∈ [0, 1],
x1, s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, 2s−12 ],
γ(2t−2s+1
3−2s ), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [2s−12 , 1],
where µ : I2 → X is a representative of the homotopy class [µ], and the homotopy
class ([µ] ◦ Idx1)idL(x1, x2)(γ) is represented by the map
(s, t) 7→

x1, s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, s],
γ( t−s
1−s), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [s, 1],
x1, s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, 2s−12 ],
µ(2s− 1, 2t−2s+1
3−2s ), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [2s−12 , 1].
Then
(r, s, t) 7→

x1, r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, rs],
µ(2(1− r)s, t−rs
1−rs), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [rs, 1],
x1, r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, 2s−12 ],
µ((2s− 2)r + 1, 2t−2s+1
3−2s ), r ∈ [0, 1], s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [2s−12 , 1],
is a homotopy with endpoints fixed between (µ◦Idx1)idL(x1, x2)(γ) and idL(x1, x2)(γ ′)µ.
Similarly, if γ is a 1-arrow of Hom(x1, x2) then we define idR(x1, x2)(γ) : γ ⇒ Idx2 ◦ γ
by setting idR(x1, x2)(γ) equal to the homotopy class of the map
(s, t) 7→
{
γ((s+ 1)t), t ∈ [0, 1
s+1
],
x2, t ∈ [ 1s+1 , 1].
Again one can show that given another 1-arrow γ
′
in Hom(x1, x2) and a 2-arrow [µ] :
γ ⇒ γ ′ in Hom(x1, x2) then the diagram of 2-arrows below commutes.
γ
[µ] +3
idR(x1,x2)(γ)

γ
′
idR(x1,x2)(γ
′
)

Idx2 ◦ γ idx2◦[µ]
+3 Idx2 ◦ γ ′
Finally, we need to show that axiom (8) of Definition 8.1 is satisfied. So we need to
show that, given objects xi, xj and xk of Π2(X) and 1-arrows γij and γjk in Hom(xi, xj)
and Hom(xj , xk) respectively, that the following diagram of 2-arrows in Hom(xi, xk)
commutes.
γjk ◦ (Idxj ◦ γij) (γjk ◦ Idxj ) ◦ γija(γjk ,Idxj ,γij)
ks
γjk ◦ γij
idγjk◦idR(xi,xj)(γij )
dl PPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPPPPPPPPP idL(xi,xj)(γjk)◦idγij
2:nnnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnn
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The 2-arrow a(γjk, Idxj , γij)(idL(xi, xj)(γjk) ◦ idγij ) is represented by the map
(s, t) 7→

γij(2t), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, 12 ],
xj , s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [12 , s+12 ],
γjk(
2t−s−1
1−s ), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [ s+12 , 1],
γij(
4t
1−2s), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, 1−2s4 ],
xj , s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [1−2s4 , 2−s2 ],
γjk(
2t+s−2
s
), s ∈ [1
2
, 1], t ∈ [2−s
2
, 1],
while the 2-arrow idγjk ◦ idR(xi, xj)(γij) is represented by the map
(s, t) 7→

γij(2(2s+ 1)t), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, 12(2s+1) ],
xj , s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [ 12(2s+1) , 1],
γjk(2t− 1), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [12 , 1].
We want to show that these two maps are homotopic by a homotopy fixing endpoints.
One can check that such a homotopy is given by
(r, s, t) 7→

γij(2(2rs+ 1)), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [0, 12(2rs+1) ],
xj, s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [ 12(2rs+1) , 1+(1+r)s2 ],
γjk(
2t−(1+r)s−1
1−(1+r)s ), s ∈ [0, 12 ], t ∈ [1+(1+r)s2 , 1],
γij(
2(2rs+2−r)
1−2(1−r)s ), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [0, 1−2(1−r)s2(2rs+2−r) ],
xj, s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [ 1−2(1−r)s2(2rs+2−r) , 2−r−(1−r)s2 ],
γjk(
2t+(1−r)s−2+r
r+(1−r)s ), s ∈ [12 , 1], t ∈ [2−r−(1−r)s2 , 1],
Thus we have shown that Π2(X) is an example of a bicategory. In fact, Π2(X) is a
bigroupoid as we will now show. We will call Π2(X) the homotopy bigroupoid of X .
Firstly we have to show that the 1-arrows of Π2(X) are coherently invertible. So let
x1 and x2 be points of X and let γ be a 1-arrow of Hom(x1, x2). There is an obvious
candidate for the 1-arrow γ−1 which is to be a weak coherent inverse of γ, namely we
set γ−1 to be the path opposite to γ, so γ−1(t) = γ(1 − t). A homotopy µ joining
γ−1 ◦ γ to the constant path at x1 is given by
µ(s, t) =
{
γ(2t(1− s)), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
2
,
γ((1− s)(2− 2t)), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 1
2
≤ t ≤ 1,
while a homotopy ν joining γ ◦ γ−1 to the constant path at x2 is given by
ν(s, t) =
{
γ(1− 2t+ 2ts), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
2
,
γ(2t− 1− 2st+ 2s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 1
2
≤ t ≤ 1.
One can check that these satisfy the conditions in (1) of Definition 8.2. Clearly all
2-arrows in Π2(X) are invertible so Π2(X) is a bigroupoid. We will need this example
when we come to discuss the tautological bundle 2-gerbe.
Another important example of a bicategory is a 2-category. This is a bicategory
in which the composition functor is strictly associative rather than associative up to a
coherent natural transformation and the left and right identity isomorphisms are the
identity. We will write the definition of a 2-category out in full below, as we will refer
to it several times.
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Definition 8.3 ([25],). A 2-category C consists of the following data:
1. A set Ob(C) whose elements are called objects of C.
2. Given two objects x1 and x2 of C there is a category Hom(x1, x2) whose objects
are called 1-arrows of C and whose arrows are called 2-arrows of C. As before if α
and β are 1-arrows of Hom(x1, x2) and φ is a 2-arrow of Hom(x1, x2) with source
α and target β then we indicate this as φ : α⇒ β.
3. Given three objects x1, x2 and x3 of C there is a composition functor
m(x1, x2, x3) : Hom(x2, x3)× Hom(x1, x2)→ Hom(x1, x3)
such that, if x4 is another object of C, then the two functors
m(x1, x3, x4)(1×m(x1, x2, x3))
m(x1, x2, x4)(m(x2, x3, x4)× 1)
from Hom(x1, x2, x3, x4) to Hom(x1, x4) coincide (here Hom(x1, x2, x3, x4) denotes
the category Hom(x3, x4) × Hom(x2, x3) × Hom(x1, x2)). As before, if α and
β are 1-arrows of Hom(x2, x3) and Hom(x1, x2), then we usually write α ◦ β
for m(x1, x2, x3)(α, β). Also if φ : α ⇒ α′ and ψ : β ⇒ β ′ are 2-arrows in
Hom(x2, x3) and Hom(x1, x2) respectively, then we write φ ◦ ψ for the 2-arrow
m(x1, x2, x3)(φ, ψ) in Hom(x1, x3).
4. For each object x of C there is a 1-arrow Idx of Hom(x, x) called the identity
1-arrow of x. The identity map of Idx is denoted by idx and is called the identity
2-arrow of x. If y is another object of C and α is a 1-arrow of Hom(x, y) then we
have Idy ◦ α = α = α ◦ Idx. If β is another 1-arrow of Hom(x, y) and φ : α ⇒ β
is a 2-arrow of Hom(x, y) then idy ◦ φ = φ = φ ◦ idx.
8.2 Bundle 2-gerbes over a point and bicategories
We first review a construction of [33] which shows how to associate a C× groupoid to
a bundle gerbe (P,X,M) restricted to a single point m0 of M . Let Xm0 = π
−1(m0).
Take the objects of the C× groupoid to be the points of Xm0 . Given two such points x1
and x2, let the set of arrows from x1 to x2 be the points of the fibre P(x1,x2). We have to
be able to compose arrows and we also have to show that there exist identity arrows.
Given points x1, x2 and x3 of Xm0 as well as arrows u12 : x1 → x2 and u23 : x2 → x3
(ie points u12 ∈ P(x1,x2) and u23 ∈ P(x2,x3)) define the composed arrow u23u12 : x1 → x3
to be the point mP (u23⊗u12) ∈ P(x1,x3). Here mP denotes the bundle gerbe product in
P . Since the bundle gerbe product is associative, this process of composing arrows is
associative. The identity arrow 1 : x→ x is given by the identity section e(y) ∈ P(x,x).
Note that the category so defined is a groupoid (ie every arrow is invertible) and that
the set of automorphisms of an object is isomorphic to C×.
Now suppose that we have two bundle gerbes (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M). Denote
by Pm0 and Qm0 the C
× groupoids constructed from P and Q respectively. Suppose
we have a bundle gerbe morphism f¯ = (fˆ , f, idM) : P → Q. Then it is easy to see
that because fˆ commutes with the respective bundle gerbe products, we can use f¯
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to define a functor f : Pm0 → Qm0 . If there is a second bundle gerbe morphism
g¯ = (gˆ, g, idM) : P → Q then we can form the C× bundle (f, g)−1Q → Xm0 as in
Lemma 3.3 and, by the results of that Lemma, we know that (f, g)−1Q ‘descends to
m0’. Hence it is possible to choose a section of (f, g)
−1Q which is compatible with the
descent isomorphism. Such a section then gives rise to a natural transformation f ⇒ g.
Bicategories are related to bundle 2-gerbes over a point in the following way. Let
(Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe and let m be a point of M . We define a bicategory
Qm as follows. The objects of Qm the points of Xm = π−1(m). Given two such objects
xi and xj , define a category Hom(xi, xj) as above. So we let the objects of Hom(xi, xj)
(the 1-arrows of Qm) be the points y lying in the fibre Y(xi,xj). Given two such points
y and y
′
we define the set of arrows from y to y
′
to be points u ∈ Q(y,y′ ). Composition
of arrows is via the bundle gerbe product in Q as explained above.
The bundle gerbe morphism m¯ : π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q→ π−12 Q can then be used to define
the composition functor
m : Hom(xj , xk)×Hom(xi, xj)→ Hom(xi, xk)
by mapping an object (yjk, yij) of Hom(xj , xk)×Hom(xi, xj) to the object m(yjk, yij) of
Hom(xi, xk) and mapping an arrow (ujk, uij) in Hom(xj , xk)×Hom(xi, xj) from (yjk, yij)
to (y
′
jk, y
′
ij) to the arrow mˆ(ujk⊗uij) in Hom(xi, xk) fromm(yjk, yij) tom(y′jk, y
′
ij). The
fact that m¯ is a bundle gerbe morphism and hence commutes with the bundle gerbe
products ensures that m is a functor. We now need to define the associator natural
transformation a(xi, xj , xk, xl) between the functors bounding the diagram below:
Hom(xi, xj , xk, xl)
m×1 //
1×m

Hom(xj , xk)× Hom(xi, xj)
m
a(xi,xj ,xk,xl)ow ggggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
ggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
gggg
Hom(xk, xl)× Hom(xi, xk) m // Hom(xi, xk).
Given an object (ykl, yjk, yij) of Hom(xi, xj , xk, xl), we set a(xi, xj, xk, xl)(ykl, yjk, yij) to
be the arrow aˆ(ykl, yjk, yij). The fact that the section aˆ of Aˆ descends to a section a of
A ensures that a(xi, xj , xk, xl) is a natural transformation and the coherency condition
satisfied by the section a guarantees that the natural transformation a(xi, xj , xk, xl)
satisfies the associativity coherency condition.
To define an identity 1-arrow at an object x of Qm, first choose a set map I :
∆(X) → Y which is a section of πY : Y → X [2] (here ∆(X) denotes the image of X
under the diagonal map ∆ : X → X [2], x 7→ (x, x)). So I associates to each point x of
X an element of the fibre Y(x,x). Let Idx = I(x) and let idx : Idx ⇒ Idx be the identity
section of the bundle gerbe Q evaluated at the point I(x) — ie e(I(x)). We now need
to define left and right identity transformations. Ignoring such concepts as continuity
and smoothness, notice that we can define bundle gerbe morphisms I¯dL : Q→ Q and
I¯dR : Q→ Q as follows:
IdL : Y → Y
y 7→ m(y, I(π2(πY (y)))),
IdR : Y toY
y 7→ m(I(π1(πY (y))), y),
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and
IˆdL : Q→ Q
u 7→ mˆ(u⊗ e(I(π2(πY (πQ(u)))))),
IˆdR : Q→ Q
u 7→ mˆ(e(I(π1(πY (πQ(u))))), u).
Therefore we obtain C× bundles (in the set theoretic sense) IL = D1¯Q,I¯dL and IR =
D(1¯Q,I¯dR on X
[2] and hence by restriction set theoretic C× bundles IL and IR on Xm ×
Xm. Choose set maps idL : X
2
m → IL and idR : X2m → IR which are sections of
the projections πIL : IL → X2m and πIR : IR → X2m respectively. We denote also
by idL and idR the lifts of the sections to the set theoretic C
× bundles (1, IdL)−1Q
and (1, IdR)
−1Q respectively. It is easy to see that these sections provide 2-arrows
idL(xi, xj)(y) : y ⇒ m(y, Ixi) and idR(xi, xj)(y) : y ⇒ m(Ixj , y) for a 1-arrow y ∈ Y(xi,xj)
which are natural in the sense of (6) of Definition 8.1. We need to check that the left
and right identity natural transformations are compatible with the associator natural
transformation a(xi, xj , xk, xl). It is easy to see that we have an isomorphism of set
theoretic C× bundles over X3m given fibrewise as follows:
IR(x1, x2)⊗ I∗L(x2, x3) ≃ A(x1, x2, x2, x3).
We can define a set map f : X3m → C× such that
a(x1, x2, x2, x3)idL(x2, x3) = idR(x1, x2) · f(x1, x2, x3).
Therefore if y12 ∈ Y(x1,x2) and y23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) then f satisfies
aˆ(y12, I(x2), y23)(idL(x2, x3)(y23) ◦ 1y12) = 1y23 ◦ idR(x1, x2)(y12) · f(x1, x2, x3).
Similarly we can define a function g : X3m → C× by
a(x1, x1, x2, x3)idL(x1, x3) = idL(x1, x2) · g(x1, x2, x3).
Again, if y12 ∈ Y(x1,x2) and y23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) then g satisfies
aˆ(I(x1), y12, y23)idL(x1, x3)(y23 ◦ y12) = 1y23 ◦ idL(x1, x2)(y12) · g(x1, x2, x3).
By considering the diagram of Axiom TA3 of [20] we have the following equation:
f(x1, x2, x3) = f(x1, x2, x4)g(x2, x3, x4)
−1. (8.1)
We now need to be more specific about our choices of idL and idR. First of all, let us
agree to put idL(x, x) = idR(x, x) so that the two 2-arrows idL(x, x)(Ix) : Ix ⇒ Ix ◦ Ix
and idR(x, x)(Ix) : Ix ⇒ Ix ◦ Ix are equal. Notice also that we can choose idL and
idR so that we have aˆ(Ix, Ix, Ix)(idL(x, x)(Ix) ◦ 1Ix) = 1Ix ◦ idR(x, x)(Ix). Therefore
we have made an explicit choice of idL and idR over the diagonal ∆(X) ⊂ X2m. For
y12 ∈ Y(x1,x2) with x1 6= x2 let us agree to choose idR(x1, x2) so that the 2-arrow
idR(x1, x2)(y12) : y12 ⇒ Ix2 ◦ y12 satisfies
aˆ(y12, Ix2, Ix2)(idL(x2, x2)(Ix2) ◦ 1y12) = 1Ix2 ◦ idR(x1, x2)(y12).
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For y21 ∈ Y(x2,x1) with x1 6= x2 let us agree to choose idL(x2, x1) so that the 2-arrow
idL(x2, x1)(y21) : y21 ⇒ y21 ◦ Ix2 satisfies:
a(Ix2, Ix2, y21)(idL(x2, x1)(y21) ◦ 1Ix2 ) = 1y12 ◦ idR(x2, x2)(Ix2).
Notice that this has now fixed a choice of idR and idL. Also notice that we now have
f(x, x, x) = 1
f(x1, x2, x2) = 1
f(x2, x2, x1) = 1
Put x4 = x2 and x1 = x2 in equation 8.1. Then we get
f(x2, x2, x3) = f(x2, x2, x2)g(x2, x3, x2)
−1.
This implies that g(x2, x3, x2) = 1. Now put x4 = x2 in equation 8.1. We get
f(x1, x2, x3) = f(x1, x2, x2)g(x2, x3, x2)
−1 = 1.
This shows that idL and idR satisfy the compatibility condition with a. We record the
above discussion in the following Proposition.
Proposition 8.1. Given a bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) on M we can associate to each
point m of M a bicategory Qm where Qm is defined as above.
Note 8.1. 1. Recall from [33] that a C× groupoid is a principal C× bundle P over X2
with an associative product. The point of this result was that the existence of an
identity and of inverses was a consequence of the product being associative and
one did not need to impose further axioms. Let us agree to call a ‘C× bicategory’
a bicategory Q such that for any pair of objects A and B of Q, the category
Hom(A,B) is a C× groupoid. It then follows that every C× bicategory arises
from a bundle 2-gerbe over a point, or alternatively, as a simplicial bundle gerbe
on the simplicial manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = Xp where X is the set of objects
of the C× bicategory. In fact one can show that the C× bicategory arising from
a bundle 2-gerbe is a C× bigroupoid and hence any C× bigroupoid would arise
from a bundle 2-gerbe over a point.
2. Notice that we could weaken the definition of a bundle 2-gerbe by removing
the requirement that there exist an ‘associator’ section and still obtain a C×
bicategory (in fact a C× bigroupoid) when one restricts the bundle 2-gerbe to
a point of the base manifold. This is because we could choose a (set theoretic)
section a of the ‘associator bundle’ A → X4m and define a C× valued function
f : X5m → C× satisfying a cocycle condition on X6m by comparing δ(a) with the
canonical trivialisation of δ(A). It then follows that we could rescale a to obtain
the associativity coherence condition δ(a) = 1. However, in order to associate a
class in H4(M ;Z) to a bundle 2-gerbe we need to be able to choose a smoothly.
3. We could require further axioms to hold in the definition of a bundle 2-gerbe so
that the construction of the C× bicategory above was ‘smooth’ in a certain sense,
ie one had a smooth choice of the section I : X → ∆−1Y and smooth choices of
the left and right identity isomorphisms idL and idR. These conditions will in fact
hold in the main examples of bundle 2-gerbes we consider in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Some examples of bundle 2-gerbes
9.1 The lifting bundle 2-gerbe
Suppose we have an extension of groups BC× → Gˆ → G, with BC× central in Gˆ.
Suppose also that P →M is a principal G bundle. Since BC× is an abelian group, we
can form the lifting BC× bundle gerbe (P˜ , P,M). So the bundle gerbe product on P˜
is a BC× bundle isomorphism m : π−11 P˜ ⊗ π−13 P˜ → π−12 P˜ which is associative in the
usual sense. (As we have previously remarked, the fact that BC× is an abelian group
enables us to form the contracted product π−11 P˜ ⊗π−13 P˜ ). Now we can form the lifting
bundle gerbe (Q, P˜ , P [2]). The BC× bundle gerbe product m then induces a bundle
gerbe morphism m¯ : π−11 Q ⊗ π−13 Q → π−12 Q which is strictly associative in the sense
that the two induced bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 and m¯2 are equal. It follows that
the quadruple (Q, P˜ , P,M) defines a bundle 2-gerbe in the strict sense (Definition 7.3).
An example of this situation occurs with the short exact sequence of abelian groups
BC× → EBC× → B2C× and the universal B2C× bundle EB2C× → B3C×. We record
this discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 9.1. Let BC× → Gˆ→ G be a short exact sequence of groups with BC×
central in Gˆ. Let P → M be a principal G bundle. Then the quadruple (Q, P˜ , P,M)
defined above is a strict bundle 2-gerbe.
Another situation in which bundle 2-gerbes arise is the following. Suppose we have
a surjection π : X →M admitting local sections and a BC× bundle P → X [2] together
with a BC× bundle isomorphism m : π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P → π−12 P covering the identity on
X [3]. However we do not assume that the two induced BC× bundle isomorphisms m1
and m2 are equal. Here m1 and m2 are defined as follows
m1 : π
−1
2 π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−14 (π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P )→ π−12 π−12 P
m1 = π
−1
2 m ◦ (1⊗ π−14 m)
m2 : π
−1
1 (π
−1
1 P ⊗ π−13 P )⊗ π−13 π−13 P → π−13 π−12 P
m2 = π
−1
3 m ◦ (π−11 m⊗ 1),
where we have identified π−12 π
−1
1 P⊗π−14 (π−11 P⊗π−13 P ) = π−11 (π−11 P⊗π−13 P )⊗π−13 π−13 P
and π−12 π
−1
2 P = π
−1
3 π
−1
2 P by virtue of the simplicial identities satisfied by the πi on
the simplicial manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = X [p+1]. Therefore m1 and m2 differ by a
map φ : X [4] → BC× which must satisfy δ(φ) = 1 on X [5]. Suppose finally that φ has a
lift φˆ : X [4] → EC× which satisfies δ(φˆ) = 1 on X [5]. Then if we let (P˜ , P,X [2]) denote
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the lifting bundle gerbe associated to the BC× bundle P → X [2] then the quadruple
(P˜ , P,X,M) is a bundle 2-gerbe. As before the BC× bundle isomorphism m provides
a bundle gerbe morphism m¯ : π−11 P˜ ⊗ π−13 P˜ → π−12 P˜ covering the identity on X [3].
One can check that the associator bundle A→ X [4] has classifying map equal to φ and
so φˆ provides a section a of A — the associator section — and the condition δ(φˆ) = 1
is the requirement that δ(a) matches the canonical trivialisation of δ(A) on X [5].
9.2 The tautological bundle 2-gerbe
Here we verify that the tautological bundle 2-gerbe introduced in [14] is still a bundle
2-gerbe as defined in these notes. To be more precise we only verify this for the special
case in which the base manifold is 3-connected or at least has π3(M) = 0.
To define this tautological object recall that we start with a manifold M , which
we assume to be 3-connected, together with a closed four form Θ on M with integral
periods representing a class inH4(M ;Z). Next we take the path fibration π : PM → M
consisting of piecewise smooth paths γ : [0, 1]→M , γ(0) = m0 where m0 is a basepoint
of M and with π the map which sends a path γ to its end point γ(1).
The fibre product PM [2] consists of all pairs of piecewise smooth paths (γ1, γ2) with
the same end point, that is γ1(1) = γ2(1). Denote by γ
◦ the path γ traversed in the
opposite direction and denote by γ1 ∗ γ2 the path formed from a pair of paths γ1, γ2
by traversing γ1 at double speed and then γ2 at double speed. Of course, this is only
a piecewise smooth path if γ1(1) = γ2(0). Thus if (γ1, γ2) ∈ PM [2] then γ1 ∗ γ◦2 ∈ ΩM ,
where ΩM is the based piecewise smooth loop space of M .
Therefore we can define a map ev : PM [2]×S1 →M by evaluating the loop γ1 ∗ γ◦2
against the angle θ. Therefore we may define a closed three form ω on PM [2] by pulling
back Θ to PM [2] with ev and then integrating ev∗(Θ) over the circle. One can check
that ω so defined is a closed three form with integral periods. The next step is to
perform the tautological bundle gerbe construction on PM [2] using the integral three
form ω.
Bundle 2-gerbes enter the picture because we can define a bundle gerbe morphism
covering the map PM [3] → PM [2] defined by (γ1, γ2, γ3) 7→ (γ1, γ3). For the details see
[14].
To make the calculation simpler assume for the moment that the base manifold
M is a point. Then we start with a manifold X and a closed 3-from ω on X with
integral periods. We construct a bundle gerbe on X2 = X ×X in the usual way. We
define a space Y above X2 with fibre at (x1, x2) ∈ X2 equal to Y(x1,x2) = {α : I →
X, α piecewise smooth : α(0) = x1, α(1) = x2}. Next define a C×-bundle Q → Y [2]
whose fibre at (α, β) ∈ Y [2] is all equivalence classes [µ, z], where z is a non-zero complex
number and µ : α⇒ β is a homotopy with end points fixed, that is µ : I × I → X and
µ(0, t) = α(t), µ(1, t) = β(t), µ(s, 0) = α(0) = β(0) and µ(s, 1) = α(1) = β(1). The
equivalence relation is defined by (µ1, z1) ∼ (µ2, z2) if for any homotopy F : µ1 ⇒ µ2
with endpoints fixed (so F : I × I × I → X , F (0, s, t) = µ1(s, t), F (1, s, t) = µ2(s, t)
and for each r ∈ [0, 1], F (r,−,−) is a homotopy with endpoints fixed between α and
β) we have
z2 = exp(
∫
I3
F ∗(ω))z1
If (x1, x2, x3) ∈ X3 = X×X×X note that we can define a map m : Y(x2,x3)×Y(x1,x2) →
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Y(x1,x3) by (α23, α12) 7→ α23 ◦ α12, where
(α23 ◦ α12)(t) =
{
α12(2t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2,
α23(2t− 1), 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1,
and where α23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) and α12 ∈ Y(x1,x2). This map m clearly extends to a map
m : π−11 Y ×X3 π−13 Y → π−12 Y covering the identity on X3. We can also define a C×
bundle morphism mˆ : π−11 Q ⊗ π−13 Q → π−12 Q covering the map m[2] : (π−11 Y ×X3
π−13 Y )
[2] → (π−12 Y )[2] by mˆ([µ23, z23] ⊗ [µ12, z12]) = [µ23 ◦ µ12, z23z12], where µ23 is a
homotopy with endpoints fixed between α23 and β23, µ12 is a homotopy with endpoints
fixed between α12 and β12 and µ23 ◦ µ12 is the homotopy with endpoints fixed between
α23 ◦ α12 and β23 ◦ β12 given by
(µ23 ◦ µ12)(s, t) =
{
µ12(s, 2t), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2,
µ23(s, 2t− 1), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1.
One can check, see [14], that mˆ is well defined and commutes with the bundle gerbe
products. Clearly mˆ is C× equivariant. Therefore m¯ = (mˆ,m, id) is a bundle gerbe
morphism.
As usual, m¯ defines two bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 = (mˆ1, m1, id) and m¯2 =
(mˆ2, m2, id) between the appropriately defined bundle gerbes over X
4 = X×X×X×X .
The maps m1 and m2 are defined fibrewise by
m1 : Y(x3,x4) × Y(x2,x3) × Y(x1,x2) → Y(x1,x4)
(α34, α23, α12) 7→ (α34 ◦ α23) ◦ α12,
m2 : Y(x3,x4) × Y(x2,x3) × Y(x1,x2) → Y(x1,x4)
(α34, α23, α12) 7→ α34 ◦ (α23 ◦ α12)
for α34 ∈ Y(x3,x4), α23 ∈ Y(x2,x3) and α12 ∈ Y(x1,x2).
It is a standard result (see [38]) that m1 ≃ m2. This means that the C×-bundle
(m1, m2)
−1Q→ Y1234 has a section aˆ, where we write for notational convenience Y1234
for either of the spaces π−12 π
−1
1 Y ×X4 π−14 (π−11 Y ×X3 π−13 Y or π−11 (π−11 Y ×X3 π−13 Y )×X4
π−13 π
−1
3 Y over X
4. From the general theory of simplicial bundle gerbes (see Section 7.1)
we know that the C× bundle Aˆ = (m1, m2)−1Q descends to a C× bundle A on X4 such
that δ(A) is canonically trivialised on X5 = X × X × X × X × X . To show that
the section aˆ of Aˆ descends to a section a of A, we first need an explicit formula
for aˆ. We get this from the homotopy m1 ≃ m2 (see Example 8.1 and [38]). Set
aˆ(α34, α23, α12) = [a¯(α34, α23, α12), 1], where a¯(α34, α23, α12) : I × I → X is given by
a¯(α34, α23, α12)(s, t) =

α12(
4t
2−s), 0 ≤ t ≤ 2−s4 , 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,
α23(4t + s− 2), 2−s4 ≤ t ≤ 3−s4 , 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,
α34(
4t+s−3
1+s
), 3−s
4
≤ t ≤ 1, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.
From Example 8.1, we know that a¯(α34, α23, α12) is the associator natural transfor-
mation for the bicategory Π2(X) evaluated at (α34, α23, α12). The fact that this is a
natural transformation is exactly the requirement that the section aˆ descend to X4 —
that is, commute with the descent isomorphism for the C× bundle Aˆ.
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We now need to show that the descended section a satisfies the required coherency
condition on X5, that is that δ(a) matches the canonical trivialisation of δ(A). Again
this follows from the results of Example 8.1. One can check that the homotopy F =
F5F4F3F2F1 joining
a¯(α45 ◦ α34, α23, α12)−1a¯(α45, α34, α23 ◦ α12)−1(idα45 ◦ a¯(α34, α23, α12))
a¯(α45, α34 ◦ α23, α12)(a¯(α45, α34, α23) ◦ idα12)
to the constant homotopy from ((α45◦α34)◦α23)◦α12 to itself has image that is at most
two dimensional. Hence F ∗(ω) = 0 which shows that a satisfies the required coherency
condition.
In the general case, where M is not a point, we can apply the construction given
above to each fibre of the path fibration π : PM →M to obtain a bundle 2-gerbe.
9.3 The bundle 2-gerbe of a principal G bundle
Suppose we are given a principal G bundle P → M , where G is a compact, simply
connected, simple Lie group. Then it is known [15] that π2(G) = 0 and H
3(G;Z) = Z.
It is shown in [7] that there is a closed, bi-invariant three form ν on G with integral
periods which represents the canonical generator of H3(G;Z) = Z. If G = SU(N),
then ν is the three form 1
24π2
tr(dgg−1)3 — see [8].
Recall from [14] that we can define a bundle gerbe (Q,PG,G) on G with three
curvature equal to ν. The fibre of Q → PG[2] at a point (α, β) ∈ PG[2] is all pairs
(φ, z), where z ∈ C× and φ : α ⇒ β is a homotopy φ : I2 → G satisfying φ(0, t) =
α(t), φ(1, t) = β(t), φ(s, 0) = e and φ(s, 1) = α(1) = β(1), under the equivalence
relation ∼ defined by (φ1, z1) ∼ (φ2, z2) if and only if for all homotopies F : φ1 ⇒ φ2
with endpoints fixed between φ1 and φ2 we have z2 = z1 · exp(
∫
I3
F ∗ν).
The bundle gerbe product is defined by
[φ1, z1]⊗ [φ2, z2] 7→ [φ1φ2, z1z2],
where φ1φ2 denotes the homotopy defined by
(φ1φ2)(s, t) =
{
φ1(2s, t) for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1/2
φ2(2s− 1, t) for 1/2 ≤ s ≤ 1
It is shown in [14] that this is well defined, associative, etc.
Proposition 9.2. The bundle gerbe (Q,PG,G) is a simplicial bundle gerbe on the
simplicial manifold NG.
Proof. We first need to define the bundle gerbe morphism m¯ = (mˆ,m, id) which maps
m¯ : d−10 Q⊗ d−12 Q→ d−11 Q.
Define m : d−10 PG ×G2 d−12 PG → d−11 PG covering the identity on G2 = G × G by
sending (α, β) to the path α ◦ α(1)β given by
(α ◦ α(1)β)(t) =
{
α(2t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2
α(1)β(t), 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1.
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Next, we need to define a C× equivariant map mˆ : d−10 Q⊗ d−12 Q→ d−11 Q covering
m[2] : (d−10 PG×G2 d−11 PG)[2] → d−11 PG[2]
and check that it commutes with the bundle gerbe product. So take pairs (φ, z) and
(ψ,w) where z, w ∈ C× and φ : I2 → G and ψ : I2 → G are homotopies with endpoints
fixed between paths α1, α2 and β1, β2 respectively. Then we put
mˆ((φ, z), (ψ,w)) = (φ ◦ φ(0, 1)ψ, zw)
where φ◦φ(0, 1)ψ : I2 → G is the homotopy with endpoints fixed between α1 ◦α1(1)β1
and α2 ◦ α2(1)β2 given by
(φ ◦ φ(0, 1)ψ)(s, t) =
{
φ(s, 2t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/2
φ(0, 1)ψ(s, 2t− 1), 1/2 ≤ t ≤ 1.
We need to check firstly that this map is well defined — that is it respects the equiva-
lence relation ∼ — and secondly that mˆ commutes with the bundle gerbe products.
So suppose (φ, z) ∼ (φ′, z′) and (ψ,w) ∼ (ψ′, w′), where φ and φ′ are homotopies
with endpoints fixed between paths α1 and α2 and where ψ and ψ
′
are homotopies
with endpoints fixed between paths β1 and β2. We want to show that
(φ ◦ φ(0, 1)ψ, zw) ∼ (φ′ ◦ φ′(0, 1)ψ′, z′w′). (9.1)
Therefore we want to show that for all homotopies H : I3 → G with endpoints fixed
between φ ◦ φ(0, 1)ψ and φ′ ◦ φ′(0, 1)ψ′ we have
z
′
w
′
= zw exp(
∫
I3
H∗ν).
Note that if Φ : I3 → G is a homotopy with endpoints fixed between φ and φ′ and
Ψ : I3 → G is a homotopy with endpoints fixed between ψ and ψ′ , then by integrality
of ν we have
exp(
∫
I3
H∗ν) = exp(
∫
I3
(Φ ◦ Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν).
Therefore we are reduced to showing that
z
′
w
′
= zw exp(
∫
I3
(Φ ◦ Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν). (9.2)
We have
exp(
∫
I3
(Φ ◦ Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν) = exp(
∫
I3
Φ∗ν) exp(
∫
I3
(Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν).
By the bi-invariantness of ν, we get (Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν = Ψ∗ν, hence
exp(
∫
I3
(Φ ∗ Φ(0, 0, 1)Ψ)∗ν) = exp(
∫
I3
Φ∗ν) exp(
∫
I3
Ψ∗ν),
which implies the result. Hence mˆ is well defined. It is a straightforward matter to
verify that mˆ respects the bundle gerbe products.
It remains to show that there is a transformation of the bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1
and m¯2 over G×G×G which satisfies the compatibility criterion over G×G×G×G.
This has already been done above for the tautological bundle 2-gerbe and the proof
given there carries over to this case.
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Suppose that we have a principal G bundle π : P → M . Pulling back the simplicial
bundle gerbe (Q,PG,G) to P [2] via the canonical map τ : P [2] → G defines a quadruple
of manifolds (Q˜, P˜ , P,M) which is in fact a bundle 2-gerbe. We have the following
proposition.
Proposition 9.3. The quadruple of manifolds (Q˜, P˜ , P,M) is a bundle 2-gerbe.
Note 9.1. In the next section we will define a class in H4(M ;Z) associated to a bundle
2-gerbe. It will turn out (see Section 11.3) that the class in H4(M ;Z) associated to
the bundle 2-gerbe Q˜ is the Pontryagin class of the principal G bundle P .
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Chapter 10
Bundle 2-gerbe connections and
2-curvings
10.1 Definitions and some preliminary lemmas
Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. So there is a surjection π : X → M admitting
local sections. Recall from Section 3.3 the extended Mayer-Vietoris sequence
0→ Ωp(M) π∗→ Ωp(Y ) δ→ Ωp(Y [2]) δ→ · · · δ→ Ωp(Y [q]) δ→ · · ·
It is shown in [33] that this sequence is exact (see Proposition 3.5). We will exploit this
fact to define the notion of a bundle 2-gerbe connection and a 2-curving for a bundle
2-gerbe connection and construct a closed integral four form on M associated to the
bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M).
Recall from Section 3.3 that a bundle gerbe connection ∇ on the bundle gerbe
(Q, Y,X [2]) has a curving f1 which is a two form f1 ∈ Ω2(Y ). Recall from [33] (see also
Section 3.3) that there is a closed three form ω on X [2] with integral periods which
satisfies π∗Y ω = df . ω is called the Dixmier-Douady three form of the bundle gerbe
(Q, Y,X [2]) or sometimes the three-curvature.
Definition 10.1. We use the notation of the previous paragraph. A bundle 2-gerbe
connection on a bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) is a bundle gerbe connection ∇ on the
bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) together with a choice of curving f1 ∈ Ω2(Y ) for ∇, such
that δ(ω) = 0 in Ω3(X [3]), where ω ∈ Ω3(X [2]) is the Dixmier-Douady three form with
π∗Y ω = df1.
Proposition 10.1. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. Then (i) bundle 2-gerbe
connections on (Q, Y,X,M) exist and (ii) the three curvature ω defines a closed four
form Θ on M with integral periods.
Assuming the existence of bundle 2-gerbe connections for now, suppose we have
chosen one on the bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M). Let ω ∈ Ω3(X [2]) be the three cur-
vature, then δ(ω) = 0 and we can solve ω = δ(f2) for some f2 ∈ Ω3(X). We call a
choice of f2 a 2-curving for the bundle 2-gerbe connection (∇, f1). Since ω is closed,
we have δ(df2) = 0, and hence there exists Θ ∈ Ω4(M) such that df2 = π∗Θ and Θ is
closed. We will see later that Θ is in fact an integral four form and hence is a de Rham
representative of a class in H4(M ;Z). Θ is called the four class of the bundle 2-gerbe
(Q, Y,X,M).
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Example 10.1. As an example of this we consider the tautological bundle 2-gerbe on
a 3-connected manifold M associated to a closed integral four form Θ on M (see
Section 9.2). Recall that we first pull Θ back to PM , the piecewise smooth path space
of M , using the evaluation map ev : PM × I → M sending (γ, t) to γ(t). We then
define an integral three form f2 on PM by f2 =
∫
I
ev∗Θ. It is straightforward to check
that df2 = π
∗Θ where π : PM → M is the projection. It then follows that the three
form δ(f2) on PM [2] defines a class in the image of H3(PM [2];Z) inside H3(PM [2];R).
Alternatively, we can think of δ(f2) as defining a closed integral three form on ΩM , the
space of based, piecewise smooth loops on M . Recall from Section 9.2 that we then
construct the tautological bundle gerbe on each fibre of π : PM → M . This amounts
to constructing the tautological bundle gerbe with bundle gerbe connection ∇ and
curving f (see example 3.3) whose three curvature equals δ(f2) on PM [2]. Therefore
(∇, f) is an example of a bundle 2-gerbe connection on the tautological bundle 2-gerbe
and f2 is a 2-curving of this bundle 2-gerbe connection.
We need the following series of Lemmas.
Lemma 10.1. Let (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) be bundle gerbes with bundle gerbe connec-
tions ∇P and ∇Q respectively. Suppose (fˆ , f, id) : (P,X,M) → (Q, Y,M) is a bundle
gerbe morphism. fˆ induces an isomorphism of line bundles f˜ : P → (f [2])−1Q over
X [2] which commutes with the bundle gerbe products. Then we have
∇P = f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜ + δ(A),
for some A ∈ Ω1(X).
Proof. Because fˆ commutes with the bundle gerbe products on P and Q, f˜ commutes
with the bundle gerbe products on P and (f [2])−1Q. Since ∇Q is a bundle gerbe
connection, so is (f [2])−1∇Q and therefore ∇P and f˜−1◦(f [2])−1∇Q◦ f˜ are bundle gerbe
connections on P . Since any two connections differ by the pullback of a complex valued
one form on the base, we have ∇P = f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜ + α, for some α ∈ Ω1(X [2]).
Because ∇P and f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜ are both bundle gerbe connections, we must have
δ(α) = 0 and so α = δ(A) for some A ∈ Ω1(X).
Suppose now that (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) are the bundle gerbes of the previous
lemma but we now have a pair of bundle gerbe morphisms (fˆi, fi, id) : (P,X,M) →
(Q, Y,M), i = 1, 2. By Lemma 10.1 there exist A1, A2 ∈ Ω1(X) such that
∇P = f˜−1i ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜i + δ(Ai).
We have the pullback bundle (f1, f2)
−1Q→ X of Lemma 3.3. Let φ : π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q ≃
π−12 (f1, f2)
−1Q denote the descent isomorphism of Lemma 3.3 and let (f1, f2)−1∇Q
denote the pullback connection on (f1, f2)
−1Q→ X .
Lemma 10.2. The pullback connection (f1, f2)
−1∇Q satisfies
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1∇Q = φ−1 ◦ π−12 (f1, f2)−1∇Q ◦ φ+ δ(A1 −A2).
Proof. Define a map < f1, f2 >: X
[2] → Y [2] by sending the point (x1, x2) of X [2] to
the point (f1(x1), f2(x2)) of Y
[2]. The bundle gerbe product on Q gives the following
isomorphisms of line bundles with connection over X [2].
(f
[2]
2 )
−1Q⊗ π−12 (f1, f2)−1Q ≃→< f1, f2 >−1 Q (10.1)
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q⊗ (f [2]1 )−1Q ≃→< f1, f2 >−1 Q (10.2)
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Here the line bundle < f1, f2 >
−1 Q is equipped with the connection < f1, f2 >−1 ∇Q,
while the line bundles (f
[2]
2 )
−1Q ⊗ π−12 (f1, f2)−1Q and π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q ⊗ (f [2]1 )−1Q are
endowed with the connections (f
[2]
2 )
−1∇Q + π−12 (f1, f2)−1∇Q and π−11 (f1, f2)−1∇Q +
(f
[2]
1 )
−1∇Q respectively. Hence we can combine the isomorphisms 10.1 and 10.2 to get
an isomorphism of line bundles
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q⊗ (f [2]1 )−1Q ≃→ (f [2]2 )−1Q⊗ π−12 (f1, f2)−1Q.
Note that this is an isomorphism of line bundles with connection. We have the following
sequence of isomorphisms of line bundles
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q→ π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q⊗ P ⊗ P ∗ (10.3)
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q⊗ P ⊗ P ∗ → π−11 (f1, f2)−1Q⊗ (f [2]1 )−1Q⊗ (f [2]2 )−1Q∗ (10.4)
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1Q⊗ (f [2]1 )−1Q⊗ (f [2]2 )−1Q∗
mQ→ π−12 (f1, f2)−1Q (10.5)
(10.6)
The descent isomorphism φ of Lemma 3.3 is the composition of these line bundle
isomorphisms. Here the isomorphism 10.3 is induced by the canonical trivialisation
of P ⊗ P ∗, the isomorphism 10.4 is induced by the isomorphisms f˜1 and f˜ ∗2 and the
isomorphism 10.5 is induced by the bundle gerbe product mQ (in other words by the
isomorphisms 10.1 and 10.2). From this, and Lemma 10.1 we see that the difference
π−11 (f1, f2)
−1∇Q − φ−1 ◦ π−12 (f1, f2)−1∇Q ◦ φ is equal to δ(A1 − A2).
Suppose that we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M), (Q, Y,M) and (R,Z,M) equipped
with bundle gerbe connections ∇P , ∇Q and ∇R respectively. Suppose also that there
exist bundle gerbe morphisms f¯ : P → Q and g¯ : Q → R with f¯ = (fˆ , f, id) and
g¯ = (gˆ, g, id). With the notation of Lemma 10.1 we have
∇P = f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜ + δ(A),
∇Q = g˜−1 ◦ (g[2])−1∇R ◦ g˜ + δ(B),
for some A ∈ Ω1(X), B ∈ Ω1(Y ). Let g˜ ◦ f denote the isomorphism g˜ ◦ f : P ≃
(g[2]◦f [2])−1R induced by the bundle map gˆ◦ fˆ : P → R covering g[2]◦f [2] : X [2] → Z [2].
Lemma 10.3. With the notation of the above paragraph, we have the following expres-
sion:
∇P = (g˜ ◦ f)−1 ◦ ((g[2] ◦ f [2])−1∇R) ◦ (g˜ ◦ f) + δ(A+ f ∗B).
Proof. The isomorphism g˜ : Q→ (g[2])−1R gives rise to an isomorphism over X [2]:
(f [2])−1g˜ : (f [2])−1Q ≃ (f [2])−1(g[2])−1R.
Also by definition we have an isomorphism of line bundles with connection
(f [2])−1(g[2])−1R ≃ (g[2] ◦ f [2])−1R,
where each bundle is equipped with the obvious pullback connection. Next, the diagram
(f [2])−1(g[2])−1R canonical // (g[2] ◦ f [2])−1R
P
((f [2])−1g˜)◦f˜
ffNNNNNNNNNNNN g˜◦f
88qqqqqqqqqqq
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commutes. This is really the definition of (f [2])−1g˜. Therefore we will have
(g˜ ◦ f)−1 ◦ ((g[2] ◦ f [2])−1∇R) ◦ (g˜ ◦ f)
= (((f [2])−1g˜) ◦ f˜)−1 ◦ ((f [2])−1(g[2])−1∇R) ◦ (((f [2])−1g˜) ◦ f˜)
= f˜−1 ◦ ((f [2])−1g˜)−1 ◦ ((f [2])−1(g[2])−1∇R) ◦ ((f [2])−1g˜) ◦ f˜
= f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1(∇Q − δ(B)) ◦ f˜
= f˜−1 ◦ (f [2])−1∇Q ◦ f˜ − δ(f ∗B)
= ∇P − δ(A+ f ∗B)
Suppose, as in Lemma 10.3, that we have bundle gerbes (P,X,M), (Q, Y,M) and
(R,Z,M), but that we have pairs of bundle gerbe morphisms (fˆi, fi, id) : (P,X,M)→
(Q, Y,M) and (gˆi, gi, id) : (Q, Y,M)→ (R,Z,M) for i = 1, 2. Using Lemma 10.1 again
we get
∇P = f˜−1i ◦ (f [2]i )−1∇Q ◦ f˜i + δ(Ai),
∇Q = g˜−1i ◦ (g[2]i )−1∇R ◦ g˜i + δ(Bi),
for some Ai ∈ Ω1(X), Bi ∈ Ω1(Y ) for i = 1, 2.
Lemma 10.4. With the above notation, the pullback connection (g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2)−1∇R
on (g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2)−1R→ X satisfies
π−11 (g1◦f1, g2◦f2)−1∇R = φ−1◦π−12 (g1◦f1, g2◦f2)−1∇R◦φ+δ(A1−A2+f ∗1B1−f ∗2B2),
where φ : π−11 (g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2)−1R ≃ π−12 (g1 ◦ f1, g2 ◦ f2)−1R is the descent isomorphism
of 3.3.
Proof. Same as for Lemma 10.2.
10.2 Proof of the main result
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 10.1
Proof. Suppose we are given a bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M). Let ∇ be a bundle gerbe
connection on (Q, Y,X [2]) with curving f ∈ Ω2(Y ) such that δ(f) = F∇, where F∇ is
the curvature of Q with respect to ∇. The three curvature ω then satisfies π∗Y ω = df .
Let us look at what happens over X [3]. We have induced connections π−1i ∇ on the
bundle gerbes (π−1i Q, π
−1
i Y,X
[3]). Let π−1i f denote the curving for π
−1
i ∇ induced by
f . Let (p
[2]
1 )
−1π−11 ∇+(p[2]2 )−1π−13 ∇ denote the tensor product bundle gerbe connection
on π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q→ π−11 Y [2] ×X[3] π−13 Y [2]. The bundle gerbe morphism
m¯ : (π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q, π−11 Y [2] ×X[3] π−13 Y [2], X [3])→ (π−12 Q, π−12 Y,X [3])
gives rise to a C×-bundle isomorphism
π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q m˜ //
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
(m[2])−1π−12 Q
uukkkk
kkk
kkk
kkk
k
(π−11 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y )[2]
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m˜ clearly commutes with the respective bundle gerbe products. By Lemma 10.1 there
is a one form ρ ∈ Ω1(π−11 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y ) such that
(p
[2]
1 )
−1π−11 ∇+ (p[2]2 )−1π−13 ∇ = m˜−1 ◦ (m[2])−1π−12 ∇ ◦ m˜+ δ(ρ). (10.7)
Hence we get
(p
[2]
1 )
∗Fπ−11 ∇ + (p
[2]
2 )
∗Fπ−13 ∇ = (m
[2])∗Fπ−12 ∇ + δ(dρ), (10.8)
and hence
δ(p∗1π
−1
1 f + p
∗
2π
−1
3 f −m∗π−12 f − dρ) = 0. (10.9)
Therefore, there exists µ ∈ Ω2(X [3]) such that
p∗1π
−1
1 f + p
∗
2π
−1
3 f = m
∗π−12 f + dρ+ π
∗
Y123
µ, (10.10)
where πY123 denotes the projection Y123 = π
−1
1 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y → X [3]. It is easily checked
that
π∗1ω − π∗2ω + π∗3ω = dµ. (10.11)
Now let us look at the situation over X [4]. We will use the notation introduced in
Section 7.1 so that we will denote π−11 Y by Y23, π
−1
1 Q ⊗ π−13 Q by Q123, π−11 π−11 Q by
Q34 and so on. As mentioned in Section 7.1, the bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 and m¯2
are defined as in the following diagram:
Q1234
m¯⊗1 //
1⊗m¯

Q124
m¯

Q134
m¯ // Q14.
So m¯1 = m¯ ◦ (m¯ ⊗ 1) and m¯2 = m¯ ◦ (1 ⊗ m¯). Recall from Definition 7.2 that Aˆ =
(m1, m2)
−1Q14 is the line bundle on Y1234 which descends to the associator line bundle
A on X [4]. Furthermore Aˆ has a section aˆ which descends to a section a of A — the
associator section. Aˆ inherits the pullback connection ∇Aˆ = (m1, m2)−1∇14 (here ∇14
denotes the induced connection on Q14) relative to which Aˆ has curvature equal to
(m1, m2)
∗δ(π−12 π
−1
2 f) = m
∗
2π
−1
2 π
−1
2 f −m∗1π−13 π−12 f.
Now
m∗2π
−1
2 π
−1
2 f
= (π−12 m ◦ (1×X[4] π−14 m))∗π−12 π−12 f
= (1×X[4] π−14 m)∗(π−12 m)∗π−12 π−12 f
= (1×X[4] π−14 m)∗π−12 (p∗1π−11 f + p∗2π−13 f − dρ− π∗Y134π∗2µ)
= p∗1π
−1
2 π
−1
1 f + (1×X[4] π−14 m)∗p∗2π−14 π−12 f − d(1×X[4] π−14 m)∗π−12 ρ− π∗Y1234π∗2µ
= p∗1π
−1
2 π
−1
1 f + p
∗
2π
−1
4 π
−1
1 f + p
∗
3π
−1
4 π
−1
3 f − d(1×X[4] π−14 m)∗π−12 ρ
−1 × dπ−14 ρ− π∗Y1234(π∗2µ+ π∗4µ).
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Similarly we have
m∗1π
−1
3 π
−1
2 f = p
∗
1π
−1
1 π
−1
1 f + p
∗
2π
−1
1 π
−1
3 f + p
∗
3π
−1
3 π
−1
3 f − dπ−11 ρ× 1
−d(π−11 m×X[4] 1)∗π−13 ρ− π∗Y1234(π∗1µ+ π∗3µ).
Hence we have
m∗2π
−1
2 π
−1
2 f −m∗1π−13 π−12 f = π∗Y1234δ(µ) + d(π−11 ρ× 1) + (π−11 m×X[4] 1)∗π−13 ρ
−1× π−14 ρ− (1×X[4] π−14 m)∗π−12 ρ).
On the other hand we can write (∇Aˆ)(aˆ) = αˆ⊗ aˆ for some one form αˆ on Y1234. Thus
we must have dαˆ = π∗Y1234δ(µ) + dρ1 where ρ1 ∈ Ω1(Y1234) is the one form
π−11 ρ× 1 + (π−11 m×X[4] 1)∗π−13 ρ− 1× π−14 ρ− (1×X[4] π−14 m)∗π−12 ρ.
Let φ : π−11 Aˆ→ π−12 Aˆ denote the descent isomorphism of Lemma 3.3. By Lemma’s 10.1
and 10.4 we have
π−11 ∇Aˆ = φ−1 ◦ π−12 ∇Aˆ ◦ φ+ δ(ρ1).
Therefore the connection ∇Aˆ − ρ1 on Aˆ descends to a connection ∇A on A. Let
∇A(a) = α⊗ a for some α ∈ Ω1(X [4]). Then we have aˆ− ρ1 = π∗Y1234α. Hence we get
π∗1µ− π∗2µ+ π∗3µ− π∗4µ = dα. (10.12)
If we can show δ(α) = 0 then we are done. To do this we need to examine the situation
over X [5]. m¯ induces five bundle gerbe morphisms M¯i : Q12345 → Q15 for i = 1, . . . , 5.
We can form five C× bundles DˆM1,M2 = (M1,M2)
−1Q15, DˆM2,M3 = (M2,M3)
−1Q15, . . . ,
DˆM5,M1 = (M5,M1)
−1Q15 on Y12345, all of which descend to C× bundles DM¯1,M¯2,DM¯2,M¯3,
. . . , DM¯5,M¯1 on X
[5]. Since each pair of maps (Mi,Mi+1) has Mi factoring through m1
and Mi+1 factoring through m2 or vice versa, we can identify DM¯1,M¯2 with π
−1
5 A,
DM¯2,M¯3 with π
−1
3 A, DM¯3,M¯4 with π
−1
1 A, DM¯4,M¯5 with π
−1
4 A
∗ and DM¯5,M¯1 with π
−1
2 A
∗ as
explained in Section 7.1. Also note that the associator section aˆ induces sections aˆij of
DˆMi,Mj .
Note that the bundle gerbe product in Q supplies an isomorphism
DˆM1,M2 ⊗ DˆM2,M3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ DˆM5,M1 → DˆM1,M1 (10.13)
and the coherency condition on aˆ is that aˆ12⊗ aˆ23⊗· · ·⊗ aˆ51 is mapped to the identity
section of DˆM1,M1 = (M1,M1)
−1Q15.
Let ∇15 denote the bundle gerbe connection on Q15 induced by ∇. Then ∇15 in-
duces a connection ∇ˆij on the (line) bundle DˆMi,Mj by pullback: ∇ˆij = (Mi,Mj)−1∇15.
Since ∇15 is a bundle gerbe connection, under the isomorphism 10.13 above, the
connection ∇ˆ12 + · · · + ∇ˆ51 on DˆM1,M2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ DˆM5,M1 is mapped to the connection
∇ˆ11 = (M1,M1)−1∇15 on DˆM1,M1. Hence we have that
(∇ˆ12 + · · ·+ ∇ˆ51)(aˆ12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aˆ51) = 0. (10.14)
We now need to calculate ∇ˆij(aˆij). Using Lemmas 10.1– 10.4 one finds
∇ˆ12(aˆ12) = (π∗π∗1α+ 1× ρ1 + (m1 × 1)∗ρ− (m2 × 1)∗ρ)⊗ aˆ12
∇ˆ23(aˆ23) = (π∗π∗3α+ (1×m× 1)∗ρ1)⊗ aˆ23
∇ˆ34(aˆ34) = (π∗π∗5α+ (1×m1)∗ρ− (1×m2)∗ρ)⊗ aˆ34
∇ˆ45(aˆ45) = (−π∗π∗2α− (1× 1×m)∗ρ1)⊗ aˆ45
∇ˆ51(aˆ51) = (−π∗π∗4α− (m× 1× 1)∗ρ1)⊗ aˆ51.
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Here we have abused notation and denoted by π the projection πY12345 : Y12345 → X [5].
If one does the calculation then one finds that
(∇ˆ12 + · · ·+ ∇ˆ51)(aˆ12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aˆ51) = δ(α)⊗ (aˆ12 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aˆ51) (10.15)
and so we conclude that δ(α) = 0, completing the proof.
Let us explicitly write down the bundle 2-gerbe connection (∇, f) on (Q, Y,X,M)
constructed in the above proof. Since δ(α) = 0, we can solve α = δ(β) for some
β ∈ Ω1(X [3]). Therefore we have δ(µ) = δ(dβ) and so we can find ν ∈ Ω2(X [2]) such
that µ = dβ+δ(ν). Now give the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) the bundle gerbe connection
∇ with curving f ′ = f − π∗Y ν. From equation 10.10 we have
p∗1π
−1
1 f
′
+ p∗2π
−1
3 f
′
= m∗π−12 f
′
+ dρ+ π∗Y123(µ− δ(ν)) = m∗π−12 f
′
+ π∗Y123dβ. (10.16)
This equation implies that the three curvature ω
′
= ω − dν of the bundle gerbe
(Q, Y,X [2]) with bundle gerbe connection ∇ and curving f ′ satisfies δ(ω′) = 0. There-
fore (∇, f ′) is a bundle 2-gerbe connection for Q.
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Chapter 11
Comparison of the Cˇech, Deligne
and de Rham classes associated to a
bundle 2-gerbe
11.1 A Cˇech three class
Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe (Definition 7.2). We will show how to construct
a C×-valued Cˇech 3-cocycle associated to Q.
Choose an open covering {Ui}i∈I of M , all of whose finite intersections are empty
or contractible, and such that there exist local sections si : Ui → X|Ui of π : X → M .
We have the usual maps (si, sj) : Uij → X [2], m 7→ (si(m), sj(m)). Let (Qij, Yij, Uij)
denote the pullback of the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) to Uij by (si, sj). Thus Yij is the
space over Uij whose fibre at m ∈ Uij is Yijm = Y(si(m),sj(m)).
Since Uij is contractible, the bundle gerbe (Qij , Yij, Uij) is trivial. Hence there is a
C×-bundle Lij → Yij such that δ(Lij) = π−11 Lij ⊗ π−12 L∗ij ≃ Qij on Y [2]ij .
Over Uijk the bundle gerbe morphism m¯ = (mˆ,m, id) induces a map m : Yijk =
Yjk ×M Yij → Yik. Let Lˆijk = Ljk ⊗ m−1L∗ik ⊗ Lij . Notice that we have δ(Lˆijk) ≃
Qjk ⊗ (m[2])−1Q∗ik ⊗ Qij , which is trivial. In fact, the C×-bundle Lˆijk descends to a
bundle Lijk → Uijk. To see this we need the following lemma.
Lemma 11.1. Suppose (P,X,M) and (Q, Y,M) are bundle gerbes with a bundle gerbe
morphism (fˆ , f, id) : P → Q. If P and Q are both trivial, so there exist L→ X, J → Y
such that P ≃ δ(L), Q ≃ δ(J), then the bundle L⊗ f−1J∗ over X descends to M .
Proof. fˆ : P → Q induces an isomorphism δ(L) ≃→ δ(f−1J) as pictured in the following
diagram:
P
≃ //

(f [2])−1Q

δ(L)
≃ // δ(f−1J)
This diagram lives over X [2]. Clearly over X [3] we get the following diagram, induced
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from the one above by tensor product and pullback,
δ(P )
≃ //
≃

δ((f [2])−1Q)
≃

δδ(L)
≃ // δδ(f−1J)
Let sP and sQ denote the sections of δ(P ) and δ(Q) induced by the bundle gerbe prod-
ucts respectively. In the second diagram above, the isomorphism δ(P )→ δ((f [2])−1Q)
maps sP to s(f [2])−1Q = (f
[3])−1sQ, since this isomorphism is induced by a bundle gerbe
morphism. Similarly, the vertical isomorphism δ(P ) → δδ(L) maps sP to 1L and the
vertical isomorphism δ((f [2])−1Q) → δδ(f−1J) maps (f [3])−1sQ to (f [3])−11J . Here 1L
and 1J are the sections induced by the canonical trivialisations of δδ(L) and δδ(J)
respectively. It follows now that if we define a section t of δ(L ⊗ f−1J∗) using the
isomorphism δ(L) → δ(f−1J) from the first diagram above, then t satisfies δ(t) = 1
and hence L⊗ f−1J∗ descends to M .
It is easy to see from this that Lˆijk descends to some C
×-bundle Lijk → Uijk. Next,
over Uijkl we have two bundle gerbe morphisms m¯1 and m¯2 obtained from the bundle
gerbe morphism m¯ = (mˆ,m, id) : π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q→ π−12 Q over X [3]:
m¯1, m¯2 : Qkl ⊗Qjk ⊗Qij → Qik
The C× bundle (m1, m2)−1Qil on Yijkl = Ykl ×M Yjk ×M Yij descends to a C×-bundle
Aijkl on Uijkl. It is clear from Definition 7.2 that Aijkl is canonically trivial with a
section aijkl = a(si, sj, sk, sl) which clearly satisfies δ(a)ijklm = 1, where 1 is the section
of δ(Aijkl) on Uijklm induced by the canonical section of δ(A)→ X [5]. We need to relate
(m1, m2)
−1Qil to the principal C× bundles Lijk. The map m1 is defined by composition
as in the following diagram.
Yijkl
m×1 // Yijl
m // Yil
Therefore
Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗m−12 L∗il
= Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ (m ◦ (m× 1))−1L∗il
= Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ (m× 1)−1m−1L∗il
≃ Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ (m× 1)−1[π−1YijlLijl ⊗ L∗jl ⊗ L∗ij]
= Lkl ⊗m−1L∗jl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ L∗ij ⊗ π−1YijklLijl
≃ π−1Yijkl(Lijl ⊗ Ljkl).
The map m2 is induced by composition as indicated in the following diagram.
Yijkl
1×m // Yikl
m // Yil
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Then
Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗m−12 L∗il
= Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ (m ◦ (1×m))−1L∗il
= Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗ (1×m)−1m−1L∗il
≃ Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ (1×m)−1[π−1YiklLikl ⊗ L∗klL∗ik]
= Lkl ⊗ L∗kl ⊗ Ljk ⊗m−1L∗ik ⊗ Lij ⊗ π−1YijklLikl
≃ π−1Yijkl(Lijk ⊗ Likl).
Therefore we get
(Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗m−12 L∗il)∗ ⊗ (Lkl ⊗ Ljk ⊗ Lij ⊗m−11 L∗il)
≃ m−12 Lil ⊗m−11 L∗il
= (m1, m2)
−1δ(Lil)
≃ (m1, m2)−1Qil
≃ π−1YijklAijkl.
Therefore we must have
Ljkl ⊗ L∗ikl ⊗ Lijl ⊗ L∗ijk ≃ Aijkl
over Uijkl. Now choose sections σijk ∈ Γ(Uijk, Lijk) and define gijkl : Uijkl → C× by
σjkl ⊗ σ∗ikl ⊗ σijl ⊗ σ∗ijk · gijkl = aijkl.
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 11.1. gijkl satisfies the Cˇech 3-cocycle condition
gjklmg
−1
iklmgijlmg
−1
ijkmgijkl = 1,
and hence is a representative of a class in Hˇ3(M ;C×M) = H
4(M ;Z).
Proof. All that one really needs to do is to check that gijkl does indeed define a cocycle.
This follows from the coherency condition on a. One can also check that another
choice of the sections si, or the line bundles Lij , or the sections σijk changes gijkl by a
coboundary.
There is another method of calculating the Cˇech cocycle gijkl which is similar in
spirit to the method used to calculate the Cˇech representative of the Dixmier-Douady
class of a bundle gerbe. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. Choose an open cover
{Ui}i∈I of M such that there exist local sections si : Ui → X of π : X → M and
such that each non-empty finite intersection Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uik is contractible. As above,
form the maps (si, sj) : Uij → X [2] and let (Qij, Yij, Uij) denote the pullback of the
bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) with the map (si, sj). So Yij has fibre Yijm at m ∈ Uij equal
to Y(si(m),sj (m)) and there is an induced projection πYij : Yij → Uij.
In certain circumstances, for instance if πY : Y → X [2] is a fibration, then one
can choose sections σij : Uij → Yij of πYij . We will assume that this is the case
(in general one would only be able to choose an open cover {Uαij}α∈Σij of Uij such
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that there exist local sections σαij of πYij : Yij → Uij). Denote, for ease of notation,
m(σjk, σij) by σjk ◦ σij . Then we have a map Uijk → Y [2]ik which sends m ∈ Uijk to
(σik(m), (σjk ◦ σij)(m)). Let Qijk = (σik, σjk ◦ σij)−1Qik denote the pullback bundle on
Uijk. Choose a non-vanishing section ρijk of Qijk → Uijk. Define a non-zero section
sijkl of the line bundle (σil, (σkl ◦ σjk) ◦ σij)−1Qil over Uijkl by
sijkl = mQ(mˆ(ρjkl ⊗ e(σij))⊗ ρijl). (11.1)
Here mQ denotes the bundle gerbe multiplication on Q. We can also define a non-zero
section tijkl of the line bundle (σil, σkl ◦ (σjk ◦ σij))−1Qil by putting tijkl equal to
mQ(mˆ(e(σkl)⊗ ρijk)⊗ ρikl). (11.2)
Therefore we can use the associator section to define another section of (σil, (σkl ◦σjk)◦
σij)
−1Qil by
mQ(a(σkl, σjk, σij)⊗ sijkl).
Thus we can define a function ǫijkl : Uijkl → C× which satisfies
tijkl = mQ(a(σkl, σjk, σij)⊗ sijkl) · ǫijkl. (11.3)
One can show that ǫijkl satisfies the cocycle condition
ǫjklmǫ
−1
iklmǫijlmǫ
−1
ijkmǫijkl = 1.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 11.2. The cocycle ǫijkl defined above gives rise to the same class in the Cˇech
cohomology group Hˇ3(M ;C×M) as the cocycle gijkl of Proposition 11.1
Proof. We have (σjk, σij)
−1Lˆijk ≃ Lijk. But Lˆijk = Ljk ⊗ m−1L∗ik ⊗ Lij and so
(σjk, σij)
−1Lˆijk = σ−1jk Ljk ⊗ (σjk ◦ σij)−1L∗ik ⊗ σ−1ij Lij . Hence we get (σjk, σij)−1Lik =
Lijk ⊗ σ−1jk L∗jk ⊗ σ−1ij L∗ij . Also we have
(σjk ◦ σij , σik)−1Qik
≃ (σjk ◦ σij , σik)−1δ(Lik)
= σ−1ik Lik ⊗ (σjk ◦ σij)−1L∗ik
≃ Lijk ⊗ (σ−1jk Ljk ⊗ σ−1ik L∗ik ⊗ σ−1ij Lij)∗.
Therefore we can construct a section ρijk of (σjk ◦ σij , σik)−1Qik by taking the section
σijk of Lijk and choosing sections sij of σ
−1
ij Lij and forming the tensor product section
σijk ⊗ (sjk ⊗ s∗ik ⊗ sij)∗. From here it is not too hard to show that the cocycle ǫijkl is
cohomologous to gijkl.
Example 11.1. Consider the lifting bundle 2-gerbe (Q, P˜ , P,M) of Proposition 9.1 as-
sociated to a principal G bundle P → M where G is part of a central extension of
groups BC× → Gˆ→ G. We associate a C× valued Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl : Uijkl → C× to
Q as follows. Choose an open covering {Ui}i∈I ofM all of whose finite intersections are
contractible or empty and such that P is locally trivialised over Ui — say there exist
sections si of P → M over Ui. Now let σij be sections of the pullback BC× bundle
P˜ij = (si, sj)
−1P˜ over Uij . We can now define a Cˇech 2-cocycle gijk : Uijk → BC×
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representing the class in Hˇ2(M ;BC×M) associated to the BC
× bundle gerbe (P˜ , P,M)
by mP˜ (σjk ⊗BC× σij) = σik · gijk. It follows that the image of the class [gijk] defined
by gijk under the coboundary map H
2(M ;BC×M) → H3(M ;C×M) is the class defined
by the Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl : Uijkl → C×. gijkl would then be defined by choosing lifts
gˆijk : Uijk → EC× of the gijk and then setting gijkl = gˆjkgˆ−1ik gˆij.
We can also construct a Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl representing a class in Hˇ
3(M ;C×M) =
H4(M ;Z) associated to a stable bundle 2-gerbe. We record this in the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 11.2. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a stable bundle 2-gerbe. Then there is a Cˇech
3-cocycle gijkl representing a class in Hˇ
3(M ;C×M) associated to the stable bundle 2-gerbe
Q.
The class gijkl is constructed as follows. Choose an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I ofM all
of whose intersections are contractible and such that there exist local sections si : Ui →
X of π : X →M . Form the maps (si, sj) : Uij → X [2] and let (Qij , Yij, Uij) denote the
pullback bundle gerbe (si, sj)
−1Q. Since Uij is contractible there is a trivialisation Lij
of Qij . Also the stable morphism m : π
−1
1 Q⊗π−13 Q→ π−12 Q induces a stable morphism
mijk : Qjk⊗Qij → Qik corresponding to a trivialisation (Lmijk , φmijk) of Qjk⊗Q∗ik⊗Qij .
Therefore there is a C× bundle Lijk on Uijk such that Lmijk ≃ Ljk⊗L∗ik⊗Lij⊗π−1Lijk,
where π : Yjk ×M Yik ×M Yij → Uijk denotes the projection. It is not hard to see that
there is an isomorphism Ljkl ⊗ L∗ikl ⊗ Lijl ⊗ L∗ijk ≃ Aijkl of C× bundles on Uijkl (here
Aijkl denotes the pullback C
× bundle (si, sj , sk, sl)−1A). Therefore if we choose sections
σijk of the bundles Lijk, then we can define a Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl : Uijkl → C× by
σjkl ⊗ σ∗ikl ⊗ σijl ⊗ σ∗ijk = aijkl · gijkl,
where aijkl denotes the pullback (si, sj, sk, sl)
−1a of the associator section a of A.
11.2 A Deligne hypercohomology class
Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. Suppose the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) comes
equipped with a bundle 2-gerbe connection (∇, f) so that the three curvature form ω
of the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) satisfies δ(ω) = 0 in Ω3(X [3]), as in Definition 10.1.
Let K ∈ Ω3(X) be a 2-curving for ω so that δ(K) = ω. We will construct a class
D(Q,∇, f,K) associated to the bundle 2-gerbe Q with bundle 2-gerbe connection
(∇, f) and 2-curving K in the Deligne hypercohomology group H3(M ;C×M → Ω1M →
Ω2M → Ω3M).
Choose an open covering {Ui}i∈I ofM such that each finite intersection Ui1∩· · ·∩Uip
is either empty or contractible and such that there exist local sections si : Ui → X of
π for all i ∈ I. As in Section 11.1, let (Qij , Yij, Uij) denote the bundle gerbe on Uij
obtained by pulling back Q with the map (si, sj) : Uij → X [2]. Therefore ∇ induces
a bundle gerbe connection ∇ij on Qij by pullback. Let F∇ij denote the curvature of
Qij with respect to ∇ij . The curving f on Y induces a curving fij for ∇ij by pullback
with the map Yij → Y . Similarly the three curvature of Qij with respect to the
bundle gerbe connection ∇ij and curving fij is ωij = (si, sj)∗ω ∈ Ω3(Uij). Since Uij
is contractible, ωij must be exact and so, using the same notation as in Section 11.1,
let Lij → Yij denote the C×-bundle which trivialises Qij. As noted in Section 5.1, the
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isomorphism H2(M ;C×M) ∼= H2(M ;C×M → Ω1M) of truncated Deligne hypercohomology
groups implies that a bundle gerbe with trivial Dixmier-Douady class can be endowed
with a trivial bundle gerbe connection — so that if Q is a trivial bundle gerbe with
a trivialisation Q ≃ δ(L), then, given a bundle gerbe connection ∇Q on Q, one may
choose a connection ∇L on L so that the isomorphism Q ≃ δ(L) is an isomorphism of
bundle gerbes with connection: (Q,∇Q) ≃ (δ(L), δ(∇L)). Therefore we may choose a
connection ∇˜ij on Lij → Yij such that (Qij ,∇ij) ≃ (δ(Lij), δ(∇˜ij)) is an isomorphism
of bundle gerbes with connection on Y
[2]
ij . Let F˜ij denote the curvature of Lij with
respect to ∇˜ij . Then we must have F∇ij = δ(fij) = δ(F˜ij). Therefore there exists
γij ∈ Ω2(Uij) such that
F˜ij = fij − π∗γij. (11.4)
From this we deduce 0 = dF˜ij = dfij − π∗dγij and hence
ωij = dγij. (11.5)
Next we examine the situation over Uijk. Recall equation 10.7 from Section 10.2,
(p
[2]
1 )
−1π−11 ∇+ (p[2]2 )−1π−13 ∇ = m˜−1 ◦ (m[2])−1π−12 ∇ ◦ m˜+ δ(ρ). (11.6)
Since (∇, f) is a bundle 2-gerbe connection and the associated three curvature ω of the
bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) satisfies δ(ω) = 0, we must have
p∗1π
−1
1 f + p
∗
2π
−1
3 f = m
∗π−12 f + dρ+ π
∗
Y123
β, (11.7)
on π−11 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y (Compare with equation 10.16). Here β is a one form on X [3]
such that ∇A(a) = δ(β)⊗ a. This formula pullsback to Yijk = Yjk ×M Yij to give the
following equation in Ω2(Yijk):
p∗1fjk + p
∗
2fij = m
∗fik + dρijk + π∗Yijkdβijk, (11.8)
where ρijk is the pullback of ρ to Yijk via the inclusion map Yjk ×M Yij → π−11 Y ×X[3]
π−13 Y and βijk = (si, sj, sk)
∗β. Pulling equation 11.6 back to (Yijk)[2] gives
∇jk +∇ij = m˜−1 ◦ (m[2])−1∇ik ◦ m˜+ δ(ρijk). (11.9)
Recall also from Section 11.1 that we defined Lˆijk = Ljk ⊗m−1L∗ik ⊗ Lij on Yijk. Lˆijk
has the tensor product connection
∇ˆijk = ∇˜jk −m−1∇˜ik + ∇˜ij.
As explained in Section 11.1, Lˆijk descends to a bundle Lijk on Uijk and we may choose
a non-vanishing section σijk of Lijk → Uijk. From equation 11.9 we get
δ(∇˜jk + ∇˜ij) = m˜−1 ◦ δ(m−1∇˜ik) ◦ m˜+ δ(ρijk),
which implies that the connection ∇˜jk − m−1∇˜ik + ∇˜ij − ρijk on Lˆijk descends to a
connection on Lijk — call it ∇ijk. Let ∇ijk(σijk) = αijk ⊗ σijk. Then we have
π∗Yijkdαijk = F˜jk −m∗F˜ik + F˜ij − dρijk.
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Therefore from equations 11.4 and 11.8 we have π∗Yijkdαijk = π
∗
Yijk
(dβijk− δ(γij) and so
dAijk = γjk − γik + γij, (11.10)
where we have put Aijk = βijk − αijk. One can check that the isomorphism
Ljkl ⊗ L∗ikl ⊗ Lijl ⊗ L∗ijk ≃ Aijkl
maps the tensor product connection ∇jkl−∇ikl+∇ijl−∇ijk on Ljkl⊗L∗ikl⊗Lijl⊗L∗ijk
to the pullback connection (si, sj, sk, sl)
−1∇A = ∇ijkl on Aijkl. Since ∇A(a) = δ(β),
∇ijkl(aijkl) = δ(βijk) and so we have
αjkl − αikl + αijl − αijk + g−1ijkldgijkl = δ(βijk),
or δ(Aijk) = g
−1
ijkldgijkl. Therefore we have the set of equations
Ajkl −Aikl + Aijl −Aijk = g−1ijkldgijkl
dAijk = γjk − γik + γij
dγij = Kj −Ki.
It follows that the quadruple (gijkl, Aijk, γij, Ki) defines a class in the Deligne coho-
mology group H3(M : C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M → Ω3M). Hence we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 11.3. Every bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) equipped with a bundle 2-gerbe
connection (∇, f) and 2-curving K gives rise to a class D(Q,∇, f,K) in the Deligne
cohomology group H3(M ;C×M → Ω1M → Ω2M → Ω3M).
In particular it follows from this by standard double complex arguments (see eg.
[4]) that the class defined by gijkl is the same as the class defined by
1
2π
√−1Θ.
Note 11.1. It is also possible to construct singular analogues of the 2-curving and four
class of a bundle 2-gerbe in a similar way to that used in Chapter 4.
11.3 The first Pontryagin class
Recall the bundle 2-gerbe (Q˜, P˜ , P,M) constructed in Proposition 9.3 associated to a
principal G bundle where G is a compact, simple, simply connected Lie group. We
have the following proposition.
Proposition 11.4 ([8],[10]). The class in H4(M ;Z) associated to the bundle 2-gerbe
Q˜ is the transgression of [ν], that is the first Pontryagin class p1 of P .
Proof. We calculate the Cˇech four class of the bundle 2-gerbe Q˜ and get it exactly
equal to the Cˇech cocycle defined by Brylinski and McLaughlin in [8] and [10]. We
can then apply Theorem 6.2 of [8] to conclude that this Cˇech four class is p1. We
set out to calculate the Cˇech cocycle gijkl. First choose an open cover {Ui}i∈I of M
relative to which π : P → M has local sections si. Since P˜ → P [2] is a fibration, we can
calculate the Cˇech cocycle representing the four class of Q˜ using the second construction
of a Cˇech cocycle as detailed in Section 11.1. Recall that we first choose sections
σij : Uij → P˜ij = (si, sj)−1P˜ . This is equivalent to choosing maps γij : Uij × I → G
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such that γij(m, 0) = 1 and γij(m, 1) = gij(m). Next we have to choose sections
ρijk : Uijk → (σik, σjk◦σij)−1Q˜ik. This amounts to choosing maps γijk : Uijk×I×I → G
such that γijk(m, 0, t) = γik(m, t), γijk(m, 1, t) = (γij ◦ gijγjk)(m, t), γijk(m, s, 0) = 1
and γijk(m, s, 1) = gij(m)gjk(m) (This uses the fact that π1(G) = 0 and the cocycle
condition gijgjk = gik satisfied by the transition functions gij). Define the section tijkl
of the bundle (σil, σkl ◦ (σjk ◦ σij))−1Q˜il by tijkl = mQ˜(mˆ(e(σkl) ⊗ ρijk) ⊗ ρikl). If we
denote a homotopy with end points fixed φ from a path α to a path β by a 2-arrow
φ : α ⇒ β then we see that mˆ(e(σkl) ⊗ ρijk) amounts to composing horizontally the
2-arrows in the following diagram
1
γik ((
γij◦gijγjk
66
 
 gik
gikγkl ((
gikγkl
66
 
 gil.
The bundle gerbe product mQ˜(mˆ(e(σkl)⊗ ρijk)⊗ ρikl) is obtained by composing the 2-
arrows γikl : γil ⇒ γik◦gikγkl and γijk◦gikγkl : γik◦gikγkl ⇒ (γij◦gijγjk)◦gikγkl vertically.
In a similar manner, one constructs the section sijkl = mQ˜(mˆ(ρjkl⊗e(σij))⊗ρijl) of the
bundle (σil, σkl◦(σjk◦σij))−1Q˜il. We make tijkl into a section of (σil, (σkl◦σjk)◦σij)−1Q˜il
by using the associator section: mQ˜(a(σkl, σjk, σij)⊗tijkl). Finally we define the cocycle
gijkl by sijkl = mQ˜(a(σkl, σjk, σij)⊗ tijkl) · gijkl. We can get an explicit formula for gijkl
as follows: we choose a homotopy with endpoints fixed Hijkl : Uijkl × I × I × I → G
such that Hijkl(m, 0, s, t) = (γij ◦ gijγjkl)γijl(s, t), Hijkl(m, 1, s, t) = a¯(γkl, γjk, γij)(γijk ◦
gikγkl)γikl(s, t), Hijkl(m, r, 0, t) = γil(m, t), Hijkl(m, r, 1, t) = (γij ◦ gjkγjk) ◦ gikγkl,
Hijkl(m, r, s, 0) = 1 and Hijkl(m, r, s, 1) = gil and we set gijkl = exp(
∫
I3
H∗ijklν). This is
just the integral of ν over the tetrahedron described in [8] and [10]. Thus our cocycle
must agree with that defined by Brylinski and McLaughlin.
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Chapter 12
Trivial bundle 2-gerbes
12.1 Trivial bundle 2-gerbes
Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. Choose an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I of M . Form
the sets Xi = π
−1(Ui). Then the collection {Xi}i∈I forms an open cover of X . Define
maps sˆi : Xi → X [2] by sending x ∈ Xi to (x, si(m)) ∈ X [2] for si : Ui → X a local
section of π and m = π(x).
Pullback the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]) to Xi with the map sˆi and define Qi = sˆ
−1
i Q
and Yi = sˆ
−1
i Y . Thus Yi has fibre Yix at x ∈ Xi equal to Y(x,si(m)) where againm = π(x).
We will assume for the time being that we can choose sections σij : Uij → Yij where
Yij → Uij is defined above. Define maps φij : Yi → Yj covering the identity map on
Xij by sending y ∈ Yi to m(σij , y) ∈ Yj. The φij extend to bundle gerbe morphisms
φ¯ij : Qi → Qj , φ¯ij = (φˆij, φij, id) with φˆij(ui) = mˆ(e(σij) ⊗ ui) for ui ∈ Q(y1,y2) where
(y1, y2) ∈ Y [2]i .
Let Z =
∐
i∈I Yi and let πZ : Z → X denote the obvious projection. The fibre
product Z [2] = Z ×X Z is equal to the disjoint union
∐
i,j Yi ×X Yj. Define maps
χij : Yi ×X Yj → Y [2]j by χij(yi, yj) = (φij(yi), yj), for yi ∈ Yi and yj ∈ Yj. Let Lij
denote the pullback line bundle χ−1ij Qj on Yi ×X Yj. Define a line bundle L → Z [2]
by setting L =
∐
i,j Lij with projection map L → Z [2] induced by the projections
Lij → Yi ×X Yj.
Our aim is to show that the triple (L,Z,X) forms a bundle gerbe. To do this
we need to define an associative product mL : π
−1
1 L ⊗ π−13 L → π−12 L on Z [3]. Since
Z [3] =
∐
i,j,k Yi ×X Yj ×X Yk this amounts to finding a bundle map Ljk ⊗ Lij → Lik
which satisfies the associativity condition over Yi ×X Yj ×X Yk ×X Yl.
Let ujk ∈ Ljk(yj,yk) , uij ∈ Lij(yi,yj) with yi ∈ Yix, yj ∈ Yjx and yk ∈ Ykx . So
ujk ∈ Qk(φjk(yj),yk), uij ∈ Qj(φij (yi),yj) . Then
mˆ(e(σjk)⊗ uij) ∈ Qk(φjk◦φij (yi),φjk(yj)).
Therefore
mQ(ujk ⊗ mˆ(e(σjk)⊗ uij)) ∈ Q(φjk◦φij(yi),yk).
Denote as before by Qijk the line bundle (σik, m(σjk, σij))
−1Q on Uijk and choose as
before a non-vanishing section σijk of Qijk. Define a section ξˆijk of the line bundle
(φik, φjk ◦ φij)−1Qk on Yi by
ξˆijk(yi) = mQ(aˆ(σjk, σij , yi)⊗ mˆ(σijk ⊗ e(yi))),
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where yi ∈ Yi and where aˆ denotes the section of the pullback line bundle (m1, m2)−1Q14
which is mapped to the pullback of the associator section π−11234a under the isomorphism
of line bundles (m1, m2)
−1Q14 ∼= π−11234A. Here π1234 : Y1234 → X [4] denotes the projec-
tion.
Finally we define for ujk, uij as above,
mL(ujk ⊗ uij) = mQ(mQ(ujk ⊗ mˆ(e(σjk)⊗ uij))⊗ ξˆijk(yi)). (12.1)
We have the following proposition.
Proposition 12.1. Suppose (Q, Y,X,M) is a bundle 2-gerbe with trivial four class
and suppose L and Z are defined as above. Then mL is associative and the triple
(L,Z,X) forms a bundle gerbe.
This uses crucially the fact that the cocycle gijkl is trivial, without this the proof
will fail.
Proof. We need to show that mL is associative, that is mL ◦ (1⊗mL) = mL ◦ (mL⊗1).
We have
mL(ukl ⊗mL(ujk ⊗ uij))
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ((ujk(e(σjk) ◦ uij))ξˆijk(yi))))ξˆikl(yi),
where we have denoted composition by bundle gerbe product by juxtaposition and
composition via the bundle 2-gerbe product with ◦. We also have
mL(mL(ukl ⊗ ujk)⊗ uij)
= (((ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))ξˆjkl(yj))(e(σjl) ◦ uij))ξˆijl(yi).
We have to show these two expressions are the same. For this we will need the following
lemma.
Lemma 12.1. Under the hypotheses of the above proposition, we have
(e(σkl) ◦ ξˆijk(yi))ξˆikl(yi) = ξˆjkl(σij ◦ yi)ξˆijl(yi).
To prove this one needs to use the associativity isomorphism to regroup brackets
and use the coherency condition on aˆ.
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The first of the above two expressions is equal to
= (ukl((e(σkl)e(σkl)) ◦ ((ujk(e(σjk) ◦ uij))ξˆijk(yi))))ξˆikl(yi)
= (ukl((e(σkl) ◦ ujk)(e(σkl) ◦ ((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)))))ξˆikl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))((e(σkl) ◦ ((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)))ξˆikl(yi))
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))((e(σkl)e(σkl)) ◦ ((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)))ξˆikl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))((e(σkl) ◦ (e(σjk) ◦ uij))(e(σkl) ◦ ξˆijk(yi)))ξˆikl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))((e(σkl) ◦ (e(σjk) ◦ uij))(ξˆjkl(σij ◦ yi)ξˆijl(yi))
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))aˆ(σkl, σjk, yj)((e(σkl) ◦ e(σjk)) ◦ uij)
aˆ(σkl, σjk, σij ◦ yi)−1ξˆjkl(σij ◦ yi)ξˆijl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))aˆ(σkl, σjk, yj)(e(σkl ◦ σjk) ◦ uij)(σjkl ◦ e(σij ◦ yi))ξˆijl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))aˆ(σkl, σjk, yj)(σjkl ◦ uij)ξˆijl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))aˆ(σkl, σjk, yj)((σjkle(σjl)) ◦ (e(yj)uij))ξˆijl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))aˆ(σkl, σjk, yj)(σjkl ◦ e(yj))(e(σjl) ◦ uij)ξˆijl(yi)
= (ukl(e(σkl) ◦ ujk))ξˆjkl(yi)(e(σjl) ◦ uij)ξˆijl(yi).
This proves that mL is associative and hence the triple (L,Z,X) is a bundle gerbe.
Definition 12.1. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. We say that Q is trivial if
there exists a bundle gerbe (L,Z,X) on X together with a bundle gerbe morphism
η¯ : π−11 L ⊗ Q → π−12 L over X [2]. We also require that there is a transformation θ
between the bundle gerbe morphisms in the diagram below.
π−11 π
−1
1 L⊗ π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q
π−11 η¯⊗1

1⊗m¯ // π−11 π
−1
1 L⊗ π−12 Q
π−11 π
−1
2 L⊗ π−13 Q π−12 π−11 L⊗ π−12 Q
π−12 η¯

θ
ks
π−13 π
−1
1 L⊗ π−13 Q
π−13 η¯ ))SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
π−12 π
−1
2 L
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
π−13 π
−1
2 L
So θ is a section of the C×-bundle B = Dη¯1,η¯2 over X
[3]. Here η¯1 = π
−1
2 η¯ ◦ (id ⊗ m¯)
and η¯2 = π
−1
3 η¯ ◦ (π−11 η¯⊗ id) and Dη¯1,η¯2 denotes the descended bundle on X [3] whose lift
to Z4 ×X[3] Y123 is isomorphic to (η1, η2)−1L1 — see Section 3.4. There is a canonical
isomorphism π−11 B ⊗ π−12 B∗⊗ π−13 B ⊗ π−14 B∗ ≃ A over X [4], where A is the associator
bundle of Q. We require that π−11 θ⊗π−12 θ∗⊗π−13 θ⊗π−14 θ∗ = a under this isomorphism.
We say that the bundle gerbe L trivialises Q.
Note 12.1. The canonical isomorphism π−11 B⊗π−12 B∗⊗π−13 B⊗π−14 B∗ ∼= A is a result
of the following. We can define five bundle gerbe morphisms f¯i : L4 ⊗Q1234 → L1 for
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i = 1, . . . , 5 by
f¯1 = η¯ ◦ (id⊗ m¯) ◦ (id⊗ m¯⊗ id),
f¯2 = η¯ ◦ (id⊗ m¯) ◦ (id⊗ id⊗ m¯),
f¯3 = η¯ ◦ (η¯ ⊗ id) ◦ (id⊗ textid ⊗ m¯),
f¯4 = η¯ ◦ (η¯ ⊗ id) ◦ (η¯ ⊗ id⊗ id),
f¯5 = η¯ ◦ (η¯ ⊗ id) ◦ (id⊗ m¯⊗ id).
Note that f¯3 can also be written as
f¯3 = η¯ ◦ (id⊗ m¯) ◦ (η¯ ⊗ id⊗ id).
From this we can see that we have the following isomorphisms:
Df¯1,f¯2 ≃ A,
Df¯2,f¯3 ≃ π−12 B,
Df¯3,f¯4 ≃ π−14 B,
Df¯4,f¯5 ≃ π−11 B∗,
Df¯5,f¯1 ≃ π−13 B∗,
In each case, as in the notation used in Section 3.4, Df¯i,f¯j denotes the line bundle
on X [4] whose lift to Z4 ×X[4] Y1234 is the line bundle (fi, fj)−1L1. The bundle gerbe
product on L1 provides a trivialisation of the line bundle
(f5, f1)
−1L1 ⊗ (f4, f5)−1L1 ⊗ (f3, f4)−1L1 ⊗ (f2, f3)−1L1 ⊗ (f1, f2)−1L1
on Z4 ×X[4] Y1234. This provides the canonical isomorphism π−11 B ⊗ π−12 B∗ ⊗ π−13 B ⊗
π−14 B
∗ ≃ A. The coherency condition on the section θ of B is as follows. Each bundle
(fi, fj)
−1L1 has a trivialising section fˆij induced from θ and given as follows:
fˆ12(z4, y34, y23, y12) = ηˆ(e(z4)⊗ aˆ(y34, y23, y12)),
fˆ23(z4, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(z4, y34, m(y23, y12)),
fˆ34(z4, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(η(z4, y34), y23, y12),
fˆ45(z4, y34, y23, y12) = ηˆ(θˆ(z4, y34, y23)⊗ e(y12))−1
fˆ51(z4, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(z4, m(y34, y23), y12)
−1.
where θˆ denotes the lift of the section θ of B = Dη¯1,η¯2 under the isomorphism Dˆ ≃
(η1, η2)
−1L1. The coherency condition π−11 θ ⊗ π−12 θ∗ ⊗ π−13 θ ⊗ π−14 θ∗ = a under the
isomorphism π−11 B ⊗ π−12 B∗ ⊗ π−13 B ⊗ π−14 B∗ ∼= A translates into
fˆ51fˆ45fˆ34fˆ23fˆ12 = e(η(z4, m(m(y34, y23), y12))),
where e is the identity section of the bundle gerbe (f1, f1)
−1L1.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 12.2. Suppose (Q, Y,X,M) is a trivial bundle 2-gerbe with trivialising bundle
gerbe (L,Z,X). Then the bundle 2-gerbe Q has zero four class in H4(M ;Z).
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Proof. Let U = {Ui}i∈I be a ‘nice’ open cover of M . So each non-empty finite in-
tersection Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uip is contractible and there exist local sections si : Ui → X of
πX : X → M . Define maps (si, sj) : Uij → X [2] by m 7→ (si(m), sj(m)). Pullback
the bundle gerbe Q = (Q, Y,X [2]) with this map to obtain a new bundle gerbe Qij =
(Qij , Yij, Uij). So we get a manifold Yij and an induced projection map πij : Yij → Uij .
If m ∈ Uij then π−1ij (m) = Yijm = Y(si(m),sj(m)). Since Uij is contractible the bundle
gerbe Qij is trivial. So let Jij → Yij be a C× bundle trivialising Qij . Let (L,Z,X) be
a bundle gerbe trivialising the bundle 2-gerbe Q. Pullback the bundle gerbe L with
the sections si to get a new bundle gerbe Li = (Li, Zi, Ui) on the contractible open set
Ui. Let Ki → Zi be a C× bundle trivialising the bundle gerbe Li. The bundle gerbe
morphism η¯ : π−11 L⊗Q→ π−12 L induces a bundle gerbe morphism η¯ij : Lj ⊗Qij → Li
over Uij . Consider the C
× bundle Kj ⊗ Jij ⊗ η−1ij K∗i on Zj ×M Yij. Since the bundles
Kj , Jij and Ki trivialise the bundle gerbes Lj , Qij and Li respectively, and because
η¯ij is a bundle gerbe morphism and hence commutes with the bundle gerbe products
on Lj ⊗ Qij and Li, it follows that there is a section φˆij of δ(Kj ⊗ Jij ⊗ η−1ij K∗i ) over
(Zj ×M Yij)[2] satisfying the coherency condition δ(φˆ) = 1. Hence the C× bundle
Kj ⊗ Jij ⊗ η−1ij K∗i descends to a bundle Cij on Uij . From the construction of the Cˇech
cocycle gijkl associated to the bundle 2-gerbe Q given in Section 11.1 we have that the
C× bundle Lˆijk = Jjk ⊗ Jij ⊗m−1J∗ik descends to a C× bundle Lijk on Uijk and that
furthermore there is an isomorphism
Ljkl ⊗ L∗ikl ⊗ Lijl ⊗ L∗ijk ≃ Aijkl
over Uijkl, where Aijkl = (si, sj, sk, sl)
−1A. Also the Cˇech 3-cocycle gijkl was defined by
choosing sections σijk of Lijk and then comparing the section aijkl = (si, sj, sk, sl)
−1a
with the image of the section σjkl ⊗ σ∗ikl ⊗ σijl ⊗ σ∗ijk under the above isomorphism.
It is not difficult to show that there is an isomorphism
Cjk ⊗ Cij ⊗Bijk ≃ Lijk ⊗ Cik
of C× bundles over Uijk, where Bijk denotes the pullback of the bundle B on X [3] via
the map Uijk → X [3] defined by sending a point m of Uijk to (si(m), sj(m), sk(m)).
From here we see that if we choose sections ρij of Cij then we can define a section
σijk of Lijk by σijk = ρij ⊗ ρjk ⊗ ρ∗ik ⊗ θijk, where θijk = (si, sj, sk)−1θ. Comparing
σjkl ⊗ σ∗ikl ⊗ σijl ⊗ σ∗ijk with aijkl and using the coherency condition δ(θ) = a, we see
that the cocycle gijkl must be trivial.
We shall now prove that the converse is also true, justifying the terminology. Let
(Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe with zero four class in H4(M ;Z). We shall prove that
the bundle gerbe (L,Z,M) we constructed in Proposition 12.1 trivialises the bundle
2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M). First of all we need to define the bundle gerbe morphism η¯ :
π−11 L⊗Q→ π−12 L. Recall Z =
∐
i∈I Yi. Therefore if (x1, x2) ∈ X [2], then π−11 Z×X[2] Y
has fibre at (x1, x2) equal to the disjoint union of the spaces Y(x2,si(m)) × Y(x1,x2), where
m = π(x1) = π(x2). Therefore the map m : π
−1
1 Y ×X[3] π−13 Y → π−12 Y induces a map
η : π−11 Z ×X[2] Y → π−12 Z which sends (yi, y) to m(yi, y) for yi ∈ π−11 Yi and y ∈ Y . We
define a bundle map ηˆ : π−11 L⊗Q→ π−12 L covering the map η[2] : (π−11 Z ×X[2] Y )[2] →
π−12 Z
[2] as follows. Let u ∈ Q(y1,y2) and uij ∈ Q(m(σij ,yi),yj) where (y1, y2) ∈ Y [2] and
yi ∈ π−11 Yi, yj ∈ π−11 Yj. So (yi, yj) ∈ π−11 Z [2] and (yi, yj, uij) ∈ π−11 L(yi,yj). Then
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m((mˆ(uij ⊗ u)⊗ aˆ(σij , yi, y1)−1) is in Q(m(σij ,m(yi,y1)),m(yj ,y2)). Therefore we define
ηˆ(uij ⊗ u) = m((mˆ(uij ⊗ u)⊗ aˆ(σαij , yi, y1)−1). (12.2)
The problem that confronts us now is to show that η¯ so defined with η¯ = (ηˆ, η, id) is
in fact a bundle gerbe morphism, that is it commutes with the respective bundle gerbe
products.
So let ((yi, y1), (yj, y2), (yk, y3)) be a point of (π
−1
1 Z×X[2] Y )[3] and let ujk⊗u23 be an
element of (π−11 L⊗Q)((yj ,y2),(yk,y3)) and uij⊗u12 be an element of (π−11 L⊗Q)((yi,y1),(yj ,y2)).
Thus u23 ∈ Q(y2,y3) and ujk is an element of Q(m(σjk ,yj),yk) and similarly for u12 and uij.
We show that
ηˆ(ujk ⊗ u23) · ηˆ(uij ⊗ u12) = ηˆ((ujk · uij)⊗ (u23u12)).
We start with the left hand side and for convenience of notation, we denote by ◦ both
m and mˆ. The left hand side is equal to
[(ujk ◦ u23)aˆ(σjk, yj, y2)−1] · [(uij ◦ u12)aˆ(σij, yi, y1)−1],
where the dot between the square brackets denotes multiplication in the bundle gerbe
L. Therefore the left hand side is equal to
[(ujk ◦ u23)aˆ(σjk, yj, y2)−1][e(σjk) ◦ ((uij ◦ u12)aˆ(σij , yi, y1))−1]ξˆijk(yi ◦ y1).
Notice that since e(σjk) is just the identity section, we can write e(σjk) = e(σjk)e(σjk)
and, since ◦ is a bundle gerbe morphism, we get the above expression is equal to
[(ujk ◦ u23)aˆ(σjk, yj, y2)−1][e(σjk) ◦ (uij ◦ u12)][e(σjk) ◦ aˆ(σij , yi, y1)−1]ξˆijk(yi ◦ y1).
The right hand side is more complicated:
RHS = ηˆ([ujk(e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)]⊗ [u23u12])
= [(ujk ◦ (e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)) ◦ (u23u12)]aˆ(σik, yi, y1)−1.
Next we use the fact that ◦ commutes with bundle gerbe products to see that the
expression in square brackets is equal to
(ujk ◦ u23)(((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)) ◦ u12).
Now we re-express ((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)) ◦ u12 by observing that it is equal to
((e(σjk) ◦ uij)ξˆijk(yi)) ◦ (u12e(y1))
and then using again the fact that ◦ is a bundle gerbe morphism to get it equal to
((e(σjk) ◦ uij) ◦ u12)(ξˆijk(yi) ◦ e(y1)).
Next we use the associator section aˆ to write (e(σjk) ◦ uij) ◦ u12 as
aˆ(σjk, yj, y2)
−1(e(σjk) ◦ (uij ◦ u12))aˆ(σjk, σij ◦ yi, y1).
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At this point, if we substitute all this into our original expression for the right hand
side, then we see that if we can show that
aˆ(σjk, σij ◦ yi, y1)(ξˆijk(yi) ◦ e(y1))aˆ(σik, yi, y1)−1 (12.3)
is equal to (e(σjk) ◦ aˆ(σij , yi, y1)−1)ξˆijk(yi ◦ y1) then we are done. ξˆijk(yi) ◦ e(y1) is equal
to
(aˆ(σjk, σij , yi)(σijk ◦ e(yi))) ◦ e(y1)
= (aˆ(σjk, σij , yi) ◦ e(y1))((σijk ◦ e(yi)) ◦ e(y1)).
Using the associator section aˆ, we see that (σijk ◦ e(yi)) ◦ e(y1) is equal to
aˆ(σjk ◦ σij , yi, y1)−1(σijk ◦ (e(yi) ◦ e(y1))aˆ(σik, yi, y1).
Therefore
ξˆijk(yi) ◦ e(y1) = (aˆ(σjk, σij , yi) ◦ e(y1))(aˆ(σjk ◦ σij , yi, y1)−1
(σijk ◦ (e(yi) ◦ e(y1))aˆ(σik, yi, y1)).
If we now substitute this into equation 12.3 then we get
aˆ(σjk, σij ◦ yi, y1)(aˆ(σjk, σij , yi) ◦ e(y1))aˆ(σjk ◦ σij , yi, y1)−1(σijk ◦ e(yi ◦ y1)),
since e(yi) ◦ e(y1) equals e(yi ◦ y1). Using the coherency condition on aˆ, we get that
this is equal to
(e(σjk) ◦ aˆ(σij, yi, y1)−1)aˆ(σjk, σij , yi ◦ y1)(σijk ◦ e(yi ◦ y1)),
as required. Thus η¯ is a bundle gerbe morphism. To complete the demonstration that
L trivialises the bundle 2-gerbe Q, we need to define the transformation section θ and
show that it is coherent with a.
First we need to define the section θˆ of the C× bundle (η1, η2)−1L1 on Z3 ×X[3]
Y23 ×X[3] Y12. If (yi, y23, y12) ∈ Z3 ×X[3] Y23 ×X[3] Y12, then Jˆ = (η1, η2)−1L1 has fibre
equal to Q(yi◦(y23◦y12),σii◦((yi◦y23)◦y12)) at (yi, y23, y12). Let 1(yi) denote the identity section
of L evaluated at (yi, yi). Then we can define a section θˆ of Jˆ by
θˆ(yi, y23, y12) = (e(σii) ◦ aˆ(yi, y23, y12)−1)aˆ(σii, yi, y23 ◦ y12)(1(yi)−1 ◦ e(y23 ◦ y12)).
(12.4)
Here 1(yi)
−1 means the inverse of the identity section 1(yi) of L at yi calculated in
the bundle gerbe Q (recall L(yi,yi) = Q(σii◦yi,yi) so 1(yi)
−1 ∈ Q(yi,σii◦yi)). We need
to show that θˆ descends to a section θ of J → X [3], that is we need to show that
φ(π−11 θˆ) = π
−1
2 θˆ, where φ : π
−1
1 Jˆ → π−12 Jˆ is the descent isomorphism. Recall that φ is
constructed by choosing uij ∈ Q(σij◦yi,yj) = L(yi,yj), u23 ∈ Q(y23,y′23) and u12 ∈ Q(y12,y′12)
where (y23, y
′
23) ∈ Y [2]23 , (y12, y′12) ∈ Y [2]12 and (yi, yj) ∈ Z [2]3 and setting
φ(v) = ηˆ2(uij ⊗ u23 ⊗ u12)−1 · v · ηˆ1(uij ⊗ u23 ⊗ u12)
for z ∈ J(yj ,y′23,y′12) and where the · denotes multiplication in the bundle gerbe L. It is
very tedious to prove that θ commutes with the descent isomorphism φ and so we will
omit the calculation.
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The final step is to show that the descended section is coherent with a. Recall
from Note 12.1 the definitions of the bundle gerbe morphisms f¯i : L4 ⊗Q1234 → L1 for
i = 1, . . . , 5 and the sections fˆij of (fi, fj)
−1L1 over Z4×X[4] Y1234. Recall in particular
that we had
fˆ12(z4, y34, y23, y12) = ηˆ(1(z4)⊗ aˆ(y34, y23, y12)),
fˆ23(z4, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(z4, y34, m(y23, y12)),
fˆ34(z4, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(η(z4, y34), y23, y12),
fˆ45(z4, y34, y23, y12) = ηˆ(θˆ(z4, y34, y23)⊗ e(y12))−1,
fˆ51(yi, y34, y23, y12) = θˆ(z4, m(y34, y23), y12)
−1,
where (yi, y34, y23, y12) ∈ Z4 ×X[4] Y1234. We need to show that
fˆ51fˆ45fˆ34fˆ23fˆ12 = 1(yi ◦ ((y34 ◦ y23) ◦ y12))
in the bundle gerbe (f1, f1)
−1L1. This will imply the coherency condition δ(θ) = a.
Again I will omit the proof as it is long and cumbersome. Combining the above results
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 12.2. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a bundle 2-gerbe. Then Q has zero four class
in H4(M ;Z) if and only if Q is a trivial bundle 2-gerbe.
Note 12.2. Throughout we have assumed that it is possible to find a section σij of
Yij = (si, sj)
−1Y → Uij over Uij . In general though πY : Y → X [2] only admits local
sections and therefore it is only possible to find an open cover {Uαij}α∈Σij of Uij and
local sections σαij : U
α
ij → Yij of Yij → Uij . It is possible to get around this restriction as
we will now show. Assume that πY : Y → X [2] only admits local sections. Then there
is an open cover {Uαij}α∈Σij of Uij such that there exist sections σαij : Uαij → Yij. Let
Xαij = XUαij . We can define maps φ
α
ij : Yi|Xαij → Yj|Xαij by sending y ∈ Yi|Xαij to m(σαij , y).
As before the φαij extend to define bundle gerbe morphisms φ¯
α
ij : Qi|Xαij → Qj|Xαij with
φ¯αij = (φˆ
α
ij, φ
α
ij, id) if we put φˆ
α
ij(ui) = mˆ(e(σ
α
ij)⊗ ui). Now we can use the φαij to define
maps χαij : (Yi ×X Yj)|Xαij → Y
[2]
j |Xαij by χαij(yi, yj) = (φαij(yi), yj). Define line bundles
Lαij on (Yi ×X Yj)|Xαij by Lαij = (χαij)−1Qj.
We now need to digress for a moment. Let Uαβij = U
α
ij ∩ Uβij . Let ραβij be a section
of the pullback bundle (σαij , σ
β
ij)
−1Qij over U
αβ
ij . Observe that since Uij is contractible,
the bundle gerbe (Qij , Yij, Uij) is trivial and so it follows that we may choose the ρ
αβ
ij
so that
mQ(ρ
βγ
ij ⊗ ραβij ) = ραγij (12.5)
on Uαβγij = U
α
ij∩Uβij∩Uγij . This is simply the statement that the Dixmier-Douady class of
Qij is zero. Next choose sections σ
αβγ
ijk of the pullback bundle Q
αβγ
ijk = (σ
β
jk◦σαij , σγik)−1Qik
over Uαβγijk . Here U
αβγ
ijk = U
α
ij ∩ Uβjk ∩ Uγik. If α
′
, β
′
and γ
′
are more indices of Σij , Σjk
and Σik respectively, we can define a map h
αβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk : U
αβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk → C× by
mQ(ρ
γγ
′
ik ⊗ σαβγijk ) = mQ(σα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk ⊗ (ρββ
′
jk ◦ ραα
′
ij ) · hαβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk ,
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where Uαβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk = U
αβγ
ijk ∩ Uα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk . If α
′′
, β
′′
and γ
′′
are more indices of Σij , Σjk and
Σik, then using Equation 12.5 for the various indices of I and the Σ, one can show that
hαβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk h
α
′
β
′
γ
′
α
′′
β
′′
γ
′′
ijk = h
αβγα
′′
β
′′
γ
′′
ijk .
Since Uijk is contractible and {Uαβγijk }α∈Σij ,β∈Σjk,γ∈Σik is a cover of Uijk, it follows that
there exist cαβγijk : U
αβγ
ijk → C× such that hαβγα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk = c
α
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk c
αβγ −1
ijk . It follows that we
can define the sections σαβγijk of Q
αβγ
ijk so that
mQ(ρ
γγ
′
ik ⊗ σαβγijk ) = mQ(σα
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk ⊗ (ρββ
′
jk ◦ ραα
′
ij )). (12.6)
Now we can define a section sαβγηǫijkl of the pullback bundle (σ
ǫ
il, (σ
δ
kl ◦ σβjk) ◦ σαij)−1Qil in
the same fashion as in equation 11.1, namely we set
sαβγηǫijkl = (σ
βγη
jkl ◦ e(σαij))σαηǫijl . (12.7)
We also define a section tαβγδǫijkl of the pullback bundle (σ
ǫ
il, σ
δ
kl ◦ (σβjk ◦ σαij))−1Qil in the
analogous way to equation 11.2,
tαβγδǫijkl = ((e(σ
δ
kl) ◦ σαβγijk )σγδǫikl . (12.8)
Finally, after equation 11.3, we define a map gαβγδηǫijkl : U
αβγδηǫ
ijkl → C× by
tαβγδǫijkl = a(σ
δ
kl, σ
β
jk, σ
α
ij)s
αβδηǫ
ijkl · gαβγδηǫijkl . (12.9)
Using equation 12.6, one can show that if α
′
, β
′
, γ
′
, δ
′
, η
′
and ǫ
′
are some more indices
of Σ, then
gαβγδηǫijkl = g
α
′
β
′
γ
′
δ
′
η
′
ǫ
′
ijkl . (12.10)
Therefore the various maps gαβγδηǫijkl are the restrictions to U
αβγδηǫ
ijkl of a map gijkl : Uijkl →
C×. It is not hard to see that gijkl satisfies the cocycle condition
gjklmg
−1
iklmgijlmg
−1
ijkmgijkl = 1
and that gijkl is the Cˇech 3-cocycle constructed in Section 11.1.
Returning to the problem at hand, we will use the ραβij to define maps ψ
αβ
ij :
Lαij → Lβij covering the identity on (Yi ×X Yj)|Xαij∩Xβij as follows. Recall that L
α
ij(yi,yj)
=
Qj(φα
ij
(yi),yj)
. Therefore if uαij ∈ Lαij(yi,yj) then u
α
ij ∈ Qj(φα
ij
(yi),yj)
. Therefore uαijmˆ(ρ
αβ
ij ⊗
e(yi)) lives in Qj
(φ
β
ij
(yi),yj)
. So we let ψαβij (u
α
ij) = u
α
ijmˆ(ρ
αβ
ij ⊗ e(yi)). Equation 12.5 shows
that ψβγij ◦ψαβij = ψαγij . Hence we can glue the Lαij together using the standard clutching
construction to form a line bundle Lij on the whole of Yi ×X Yj.
One can define a bundle gerbe product mαβγijk : L
β
jk ⊗ Lαij → Lγik using the analogue
of equation 12.1 — providing, of course, that the cocycle gijkl is trivial :
mαβγijk (u
β
jk ⊗ uαij) = mQ(mQ(uβjk ⊗ mˆ(e(σαij)⊗ uαij))⊗ ξˆαβγijk (yi)), (12.11)
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where ξˆαβγijk is the section of the bundle (φ
γ
ik, φ
β
jk ◦ φαij)−1Qk on Yi|Xαβγ
ijk
given by
ξˆαβγijk (yi) = mQ(aˆ(σ
β
jk, σ
α
ij , yi)⊗ mˆ(σαβγijk ⊗ e(yi)))
where yi ∈ Yi|Xαβγ
ijk
. We want to show that the various bundle gerbe products mαβγijk
extend to define a bundle gerbe product mL : Ljk ⊗ Lij → Lik. For this, we need to
know that the following diagram commutes:
Lβjk ⊗ Lαij
m
αβγ
ijk //
ψ
ββ
′
jk
⊗ψαα
′
ij

Lγik
ψ
γγ
′
ik

Lβ
′
jk ⊗ Lα
′
ij
m
α
′
β
′
γ
′
ijk
// Lγ
′
ik .
The commutativity of this diagram follows from equation 12.6. We also need to define
the bundle gerbe morphism η¯ : π−11 L ⊗ Q → π−12 L. Again we define η¯ locally and
then show that it is compatible with the glueing isomorphisms ψαβij . We define η¯
α
ij :
π−11 L
α
ij ⊗Q→ π−12 Lαij by putting ηˆαij(uαij ⊗ u) = (uαij ◦ u)aˆ(σαij , yi, y1)−1 where uαij ∈ Lαij
and u ∈ Q. One can then show that the diagram below commutes:
π−11 L
α
ij ⊗Q
ηˆαij //
π−11 ψ
αβ
ij ⊗1Q

π−12 L
α
ij
π−12 ψ
αβ
ij

π−11 L
β
ij ⊗Q
ηˆ
β
ij
// π−12 L
β
ij .
Hence the various ηˆαij glue together to form a bundle gerbe morphism ηij : π
−1
1 Lij ⊗
Q → π−12 Lij . Similarly, one can define the transformation θ locally and show that it
glues together to form a globally defined transformation which satisfies the required
coherency condition.
12.2 Trivial stable bundle 2-gerbes
We first define the notion of a trivial stable bundle 2-gerbe. So let (T, Z,X) be a bundle
gerbe on X where π : X →M is a surjection admitting local sections. Form the bundle
gerbe (δ(T ), δ(Z), X [2]) where δ(T ) = π−11 T⊗π−12 T ∗ and where δ(Z) = π−11 Z×X[2]π−12 Z.
We want to show that the quadruple (δ(T ), δ(Z), X,M) defines a stable bundle 2-gerbe.
We first need to define a stable morphism
m : π−11 (δ(T ))⊗ π−13 (δ(T ))→ π−12 (δ(T ))
Such a stable morphism will correspond to a trivialisation (Lm, φm) of the bundle gerbe
(π−11 (δ(T ))⊗ π−13 (δ(T )))∗ ⊗ π−12 (δ(T )).
Let us use the notation of Chapter 7 to denote the bundle gerbe (π−11 T, π
−1
1 Z,X
[2])
as (T2, Z2, X
[2]) and the bundle gerbe (π−11 π
−1
2 T, π
−1
1 π
−1
2 Z,X
[3]) as (T3, Z3, X
[3]) and so
on. Hence the bundle gerbe above can be rewritten in the new notation as
(T3 ⊗ T ∗2 ⊗ T2 ⊗ T ∗1 )∗ ⊗ (T3 ⊗ T ∗1 ).
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We seek a trivialisation (Lm, φm) of this bundle gerbe. So Lm will be a C
× bundle on
Z3 ×π Z2 ×π Z2 ×π Z1 ×π Z3 ×π Z1.
The obvious candidate for Lm is T3 ⊗ T2 ⊗ T ∗1 . It is easy to check that this trivialises
the bundle gerbe. One can also check that there is a transformation a : m ◦ (m⊗ 1)⇒
m◦(1⊗m) of stable morphisms of bundle gerbes over X [4] which satisfies the coherency
condition over X [5].
We now define what it means for a stable bundle 2-gerbe to be trivial.
Definition 12.2. We say that a stable bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) is trivial if there
is a bundle gerbe (T, Z,X) on X and a stable morphism f : Q→ δ(T ) over X [2]. We
also require that there is a transformation of stable morphisms of bundle gerbe over
X [3] as pictured in the following diagram.
π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q
m

π−11 f⊗π−13 f // π−11 δ(T )⊗ π−13 δ(T )
θ
t| ppp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
p
π−12 Q
π−12 f // π−12 δ(T ).
Finally we require that θ satisfies the compatibility condition δ(θ) = a with a.
Note 12.3. This definition suggests that we could define a stable bundle 2-gerbe mor-
phism from a stable bundle 2-gerbe (P, Y,X,M) to a stable bundle 2-gerbe (Q,Z,X,M)
to be a stable morphism f : P → Q from the bundle gerbe (P, Y,X [2]) to the bun-
dle gerbe (Q,Z,X [2]) together with a transformation θf as pictured in the following
diagram
π−11 P ⊗ π−13 P m //
π−11 f⊗π−13 f

π−12 P
π−12 f
θft| ppp
pp
pp
pp
p
pp
pp
pp
pp
pp
π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q m // π−12 Q.
θ is required to satisfy the compatibility condition δ(θ) = a∗P ⊗ aQ. One could then
go further and show that any stable bundle 2-gerbe morphism was invertible up to a
coherent ‘stable bundle 2-gerbe transformation’.
The following Lemma is not difficult to prove.
Lemma 12.3. The class in Hˇ3(M ;C×M) represented by the cocycle gijkl associated to
a trivial stable bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) is zero.
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Chapter 13
The relationship of bundle 2-gerbes
with 2-gerbes
13.1 Simplicial gerbes and 2-gerbes
We first recall the definition of a simplicial gerbe (see [8] and [9]). A simplicial gerbe
is defined as follows.
Definition 13.1 ([8], [9]). LetX = {Xp} be a simplicial manifold. A simplicial gerbe
on X consists of the following data.
1. A gerbe Q on X1. We will only be interested in the case where Q has band equal
to C×X1 .
2. A morphism of gerbes
m : d∗0Q⊗ d∗2Q → d∗1Q
over X2 where the di denote the face operators of X·.
3. An invertible natural transformation θ between morphisms of gerbes over X3 as
pictured in the following diagram
d∗1d
∗
0Q⊗ d∗3(d∗0Q⊗ d∗2Q) ≃ //
1⊗d∗3m

d∗0(d
∗
0Q⊗ d∗2Q)⊗ d∗2d∗2Q
d∗0m⊗1

d∗1d
∗
0Q⊗ d∗3d∗1Q
≃

d∗0d
∗
1Q⊗ d∗2d∗2Q
≃
θ
ks
d∗1(d
∗
0Q⊗ d∗2Q)
d∗1m

d∗2(d
∗
0Q⊗ d∗2Q)
d∗2m

d∗1d
∗
1Q ≃ // d∗2d∗1Q.
Here the equivalences of gerbes denoted by
≃→ are the equivalences of gerbes φf,g
of Lemma 6.1.
4. θ is required to satisfy a coherency condition on X4. This is δ(θ) = 1, where we
use the notation of Note 6.3.
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Note that this differs from the definition of simplicial gerbe given in [8] and [9] in
that m : d∗0Q⊗ d∗2Q → d∗1Q is only a morphism of gerbes, rather than an equivalence
of gerbes.
We also recall the definition of a 2-gerbe (see [5], [8] and [9]).
Definition 13.2 ([5],[8],[9]). A 2-gerbe on a manifold M consists of the following
data:
1. For each open subset U ⊂ M there is an assignment of a bicategory BU to
U , U 7→ BU . Given another open subset V ⊂ U ⊂ M there is a restriction
bifunctor ρU,V : BU → BV such that if we have a third open subset W with
W ⊂ V ⊂ U ⊂ M then ρV,W ◦ ρU,V = ρU,W . Such an assignment is called a
pre-sheaf of bicategories on M .
2. Various glueing laws for objects, 1-arrows and 2-arrows are required to hold. The
glueing conditions for objects are as follows. Let U ⊂ M and let {Ui}i∈I be a
covering of U by open subsets Ui of M . Suppose we are given objects Ai in each
BUi together with 1-arrows αij : ρUi,Uij(Ai) → ρUj ,Uij between the restrictions of
the objects Ai, Aj to BUij . So the αij belong to BUij . Suppose also that we are
given 2-arrows φijk of BUijk such that
φijk : ρUjk ,Uijk(αjk) ◦ ρUij ,Uijk(αij)⇒ ρUik ,Uijk(αik),
where ◦ denotes the application of the composition functor in BUijk . We try and
indicate this in the following diagram which lives in BUijk (we abuse notation and
omit the restriction bifunctors ρ).
Ai
αjk◦αij
**
αik
44
 
 φijk Ak.
We can now construct two 2-arrows αkl ◦ αjk ◦ αij ⇒ αil in BUijkl as pictured in
the following diagram
αkl ◦ (αjk ◦ αij)
1αkl◦φijk
&.UU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
UU
(αkl ◦ αjk) ◦ αij
a
/7ggggggggggggggggggggg
ggggggggggggggggggggg
φjkl◦1αij $,QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
αkl ◦ αik
φiklv~ uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
u
αjl ◦ αij
φijl
+3 αil
Finally we can state the glueing axiom for objects by saying that if these two
2-arrows coincide then there is an object A belonging to BU and a 1-arrow β
in Hom(ρU,Ui(A), Ai) which is compatible with the glueing 1-arrows αij up to a
coherent 2-arrow in the sense of Proposition 6.5.
The glueing conditions for 1-arrows and 2-arrows are as follows. For an open set
U ⊂ M and objects A1 and A2 of BU we require that Hom(A1, A2) is a sheaf of
categories. Thus, given an open cover {Vi}i∈I of U by open sets Vi ⊂M together
with 1-arrows αi : A1|Vi → A2|Vi in Hom(A1, A2)|Vi and 2-arrows φij : αi ⇒ αj
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which satisfy the cocycle condition φjkφij = φik, then there is a 1-arrow α in
Hom(A1, A2) which restricts to each αi. The glueing conditions for 2-arrows are
handled similarly.
Such an assignment U 7→ BU of a pre-sheaf of bicategories to M which satisfies
the effective descent or glueing conditions on objects, 1-arrows and 2-arrows is
called a 2-stack or a sheaf of bicategories.
3. For each point m ∈ M there is an open neighbourhood U of m such that BU is
nonempty; that is, the set of objects of BU is nonempty.
4. Given an open subset U ⊂ M , any two objects A1 and A2 of BU can be locally
joined by a 1-arrow. That is there is a covering {Ui}i∈I of U by open sets of M
such that there exist 1-arrows αi : ρU,Ui(A1)→ ρU,Ui(A2) in BUi .
5. We also require that 1-arrows are weakly invertible. This means that given an
open set U ⊂ M and objects A1 and A2 of BU together with a 1-arrow α :
A1 → A2, there exists a 1-arrow β : A2 → A1 of BU together with 2-arrows
φ : β ◦ α⇒ IdA1 in BU .
6. Finally we require that all two arrows are invertible.
We will also need to have the notion of a 2-gerbe on M bound by C×M . This means
that any two 1-arrows of BU can be locally joined by a 2-arrow and for every 1-arrow
α there is a given isomorphism C×M ≃ Aut(α) which is required to be compatible with
restrictions to smaller open sets and is compatible with 2-arrows. There is also a notion
of equivalence of 2-gerbes — we will not spell this out but refer instead to [5]. One can
associate to a 2-gerbe B on M bound by C×M a Cˇech three cocycle gijkl in Hˇ3(M ;C×M).
We will not do this here and refer to [5] and [8] for a discussion of this. There is an
isomorphism between equivalence classes of 2-gerbes and Hˇ3(M ;C×M) via this cocycle.
As is the case for gerbes, a 2-gerbe with zero class in Hˇ3(M ;C×M) is trivial precisely
when it has a global object. For more details we refer to [5].
Let U = {Ui}i∈I be an open cover of M such that each non-empty intersection
Ui0∩· · ·∩Uip is contractible. Let B be a 2-gerbe onM bound by C×M . Let Bi denote the
restriction of B to Ui for each i ∈ I. Since Ui is assumed contractible, the 2-gerbe Bi has
a global object Ai say. Denote by Ai|Uij and Aj |Uij the restrictions of Ai and Aj to Uij
respectively. We have the presheaf of categories Bij on Uij where Bij has fibre at an open
set V ⊂ Uij Bij(V ) equal to Hom(Ai|V , Aj|V ) (we ignore any complexities that may
result from the objects Ai|Uij |V and Ai|V not being equal but isomorphic by a coherent
1-arrow — otherwise we get that Bij is a fibred category ([5]) or a pre-sheaf of categories
in the sense of [7]). By definition of the glueing laws in B, Bij is a sheaf of categories.
In fact, since B is bound by C×M , Bij is a gerbe on Uij bound by C×M . The composition
functor m : Hom(Aj |Uijk , Ak|Uijk)× Hom(Ai|Uijk , Aj |Uijk)→ Hom(Ai|Uijk , Ak|Uijk) gives
rise to a morphism Bjk × Bij → Bik of gerbes ‘bound’ by the morphism of sheaves
C×M × C×M → C×M . One can show that this morphism in turn defines a morphism
of gerbes Bjk ⊗ Bij → Bik over Uijk. The associator natural transformation in the
bicategory BUijkl then provides a natural transformation φ between morphisms of gerbes
as pictured in the following diagram (we have omitted any restriction functors and
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equivalences of gerbes that may result by passing between them for convenience):
Bkl ⊗ Bjk ⊗ Bij 1⊗m //
m⊗1

Bjl ⊗ Bij
m
φrz mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
Bkl ⊗ Bik m // Bil.
It follows that we have defined a simplicial gerbe on the simplicial manifold X = {Xp}
with X0 =
∐
Ui, X1 =
∐
Uij and so on. It is not hard to construct a Cˇech 3-cocycle
gijkl representing a class in Hˇ
3(M ;C×M) = H
4(M ;Z) associated to this simplicial gerbe
(compare with Theorem 5.7 of [8]). It is also easy to see that the class in H4(M ;Z)
associated to this simplicial gerbe is equal to the class of the 2-gerbe in H4(M ;Z).
This simplicial gerbe on X = {Xp} with Xp =
∐
Ui0 ∩ · · · ∩ Uip is an example
of a simplicial gerbe on the special class of simplicial manifolds formed by taking
iterative fibre products of a surjection π : X → M . I had hoped to relate bundle
2-gerbes to 2-gerbes by first showing that a bundle 2-gerbe gave rise to a simplicial
gerbe on the simplicial manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = X [p+1] and then showing that
any simplicial gerbe on X gave rise to a 2-gerbe on M . Unfortunately, as noted in
Chapter 6 (Note 6.2), checking directly that the construction which associates a gerbe
G(P ) to a given bundle gerbe P commutes with equivalences of gerbes induced by
successive tensor products and transitivity of pullbacks gets very messy and I was
unable to produce a convincing proof that this was the case. Note that any simplicial
gerbe Q on the simplicial manifold X = {Xp} formed by taking iterated fibre products
of a surjection π : X → M admitting local sections gives rise to a ‘local description’
of a 2-gerbe as described above — ie gerbes Qij on Uij and morphisms of gerbes m :
Qjk⊗Qij → Qik and so on — by pulling back the simplicial gerbe onX to the simplicial
gerbe on simplicial manifold associated to the nerve of the open cover U = {Ui} using
the simplicial map
∐
Ui1 ∩ · · · ∩ Uip → X [p], (i1, . . . , ip, m) 7→ (si1(m), . . . , sip(m)).
Hence every simplicial gerbe on X = {Xp} has a class in H4(M ;Z) associated to it.
Let π : X → M be a surjection admitting local sections. Form the simplicial
manifold X = {Xp} with Xp = X [p+1]. Let (Q, m, θ) be a simplicial gerbe on X . We
define a sheaf of 2-categories B on M as follows.
For an open set U ⊂ M , the objects of the 2-category BU will be gerbes TU on
XU = π
−1(U) which ‘trivialise’ Q on X [2]U . Thus an object will consist of a gerbe TU on
XU together with a morphism of gerbes η : π
∗
1TU ⊗Q → π∗2T plus an invertible natural
transformation χ as pictured in the following diagram:
π∗1π
∗
1TU ⊗ π∗1Q⊗ π∗3Q 1⊗m //
π∗1η⊗1

π∗1π
∗
1TU
≃

π∗1π
∗
2TU ⊗ π∗3Q
≃

χ +3
π∗2π
∗
1TU ⊗ π∗2Q
π∗2η

π∗3π
∗
1TU ⊗ π∗3Q
π∗3η ))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SS
π∗2π
∗
2TU
≃
wwnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
π∗3π
∗
2TU .
χ is required to satisfy the compatibility condition δ(χ) = θ with the natural transfor-
mation θ — see Note 6.3 for the notation ‘δ’.
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Given objects (T1, η1, χ1) and (T2, η2, χ2) a 1-arrow (φ, τφ) : (T1, η1, χ1)→ (T2, η2, χ2)
consists of an equivalence of gerbes φ : T1 → T2 over XU and an invertible natural
transformation of gerbes τφ as pictured in the following diagram:
π∗1T1 ⊗Q η1 //
π∗1φ⊗id

π∗2T1
π∗2φ

π∗1T2 ⊗Q η2 //
τφ
5=sssssssss
sssssssss
π∗2T2.
We require that τφ satisfies δ(τφ) = χ2 ⊗ χ−11 . A 2-arrow θ : (φ1, τφ1) ⇒ (φ2, τφ2) :
(T1, η1, χ1) → (T2, η2, χ2) is an invertible natural transformation θ as pictured in the
following diagram:
T1 φ1 // T2
T1
θ
:B}}}}}}}
φ2
// T2.
θ is required to be compatible with τφ1 and τφ2 in that δ(θ) = τφ2τ
−1
φ1
. Given another
open subset V with V ⊂ U ⊂ M , there is a natural restriction 2-functor ρU,V : BU →
BV . It follows that we have defined a presheaf of 2-categories. In actual fact the
assignment U → BU is a sheaf of 2-categories as we will now see. Firstly we check that
the glueing axioms for objects are satisfied. Let U ⊂M be an open set and let {Ui}i∈I
be a covering of U by open subsets Ui of M . Let (Ti, ηi, χi) be objects of BUi for i ∈ I.
Suppose we have 1-arrows (φij, τφij ) : (Ti, ηi, χi) → (Tj , ηj, χj), where for convenience
of notation we have omitted the restriction 2-functors ρUi,Uij . Suppose we also have
2-arrows θijk : (φjk ◦ φij , τφjk ◦ τφij )⇒ (φik, τφik) which satisfy the glueing condition
θijl(θjkl ◦ idφij ) = θikl(idφkl ◦ θijk)
of (2) in Definition 13.2 above and where idφij is the identity 2-arrow at (φij, τφij ),
that is idφij is the identity natural transformation from φij to itself. Ti, φij and θijk
provide 2-descent data for the 2-stack of gerbes on XU — see [5][pages 32–33] and
also Proposition 6.5. Consequently, there is a gerbe T on XU which restricts to Ti
on XUi. In other words there are equivalences of gerbes ψi : T |Xi ≃→ Ti on Xi which
are compatible with the glueing 1-arrows φij up to a coherent natural transformation
ξij (the coherency condition that the ξij satisfy is ξik(θijk ◦ 1ψi) = ξjk(1φjk ◦ ξij)). We
have to show also that the gerbe morphisms ηi glue together to give a gerbe morphism
η : π∗1T ⊗ Q → π∗2T and similarly that the χi glue together to give an invertible
natural transformation χ. The gerbe morphisms ηi : π
∗
1Ti ⊗Q|X[2]i → π
∗
2Ti give rise to
morphisms of gerbes η˜i : (π
∗
1T ⊗ Q)|X[2]i → (π
∗
2T )|X[2]i over X
[2]
i . η˜i is defined by the
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following diagram.
(π∗1T ⊗ Q)|X[2]i
≃

η˜i // (π∗2T )|X[2]i
π∗1T |X[2]i ⊗Q|X[2]i
≃

π∗1(TXi)⊗Q|X[2]i
π∗1ψ⊗idQ|
X
[2]
i 
π∗2(T |Xi)
OO
π∗1Ti ⊗Q|X[2]i
ηi // π∗2Ti
π∗2ψ
−1
i
OO
We can define natural transformations τ˜ij : η˜i ⇒ η˜j by τ˜ij = π∗2ξ−1ij τφijπ∗1ξij. Because of
the coherency conditions on τφij , ξij and θijk one can show that τ˜jkτ˜ij = τ˜ik. Therefore
by Proposition 6.3 there is a morphism of gerbes η : π∗1T ⊗ Q → π∗2T over X [2]U and
a natural transformation τi : η|X[2]i ⇒ ηi between the morphisms of gerbes over X
[2]
i .
Similarly one can show that the natural transformations χi glue together to give a
natural transformation χ which is compatible with φ in the required sense.
We also have to check that the glueing conditions for 1-arrows and 2-arrows are
satisfied. The glueing laws for 2-arrows are clearly satisfied, to show that the same
is true for 1-arrows requires a little more work. So suppose that we have objects
(T1, η1, χ1) and (T2, η2, χ2) of BU and suppose that there are 1-arrows (φi, τφi) from the
restriction of (T1, η1, χ1) to XUi to the restriction of (T2, η2, χ2) to XUi for an open cover
{Ui} of U and glueing 2-arrows θij : (φi, τφi) ⇒ (φj, τφj ). Thus we have equivalences
of gerbes φi : T1|Xi → T2|Xi and natural transformations θij : φi|Xij ⇒ φj |Xij which
satisfy the glueing condition θjkθij = θik. Therefore by Proposition 6.3 there is an
equivalence of gerbes φ : T1 → T2 over XU and natural transformations αi : φ|Xi ⇒ φi
which are compatible with the θij . We can use the natural transformations αi and τφi
to construct natural transformations τ˜i between the morphisms of gerbes bounding the
following diagram
(π∗1T1 ⊗Q)|X[2]i
η1|
X
[2]
i //
(π∗1φ⊗1Q)|
X
[2]
i 
(π∗2T1)|X[2]i
(π∗2φ)|
X
[2]
iτ˜is{ nnn
nnn
nnn
nn
nnn
nnn
nnn
nn
(π∗1T2 ⊗Q)|X[2]i η2|
X
[2]
i
// (π∗2T2)|X[2]i .
Because of the coherency conditions satisfied by αi and τφi with θij one can show that
τ˜i|X[2]ij = τ˜j |X[2]ij and hence there is a natural transformation τφ : π
∗
2φ◦η1 ⇒ η2◦(π∗1φ⊗1Q)
with τφ|X[2]i = τ˜i. Again one can show that the natural transformation τφ satisfies the
required coherency condition with χ1 and χ2. Thus we have shown that the assignment
U 7→ BU is a sheaf of 2-categories. We have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 13.1. The sheaf of 2-categories B described above is actually a 2-gerbe.
Furthermore the four class of the 2-gerbe B equals the four class of the simplicial gerbe
Q.
Unfortunately I have been unable to give a concrete proof of this. However one
can prove a version of this conjecture with gerbes replaced by bundle gerbes and gerbe
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morphisms replaced by stable morphisms (bundle gerbe morphisms will not do here as
they do not glue together properly).
Proposition 13.1. Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a stable bundle 2-gerbe. Then there is a 2-
gerbe Q on M bound by C×M such that the class in H4(M ;Z) of Q is equal to the class
of Q in H4(M ;Z).
Let U ⊂M be an open subset of M . We define a bicategory QU as follows. QU has
as objects the bundle gerbes (T, Z,XU) on XU such that there is a stable morphism
f : π−11 T ⊗Q→ π−12 T of bundle gerbes over X [2]U and a transformation χ between the
stable morphisms of bundle gerbes over X
[3]
U as pictured in the following diagram.
π−11 π
−1
1 T ⊗ π−11 Q⊗ π−13 Q
π−11 f⊗1

1⊗m // π−11 π
−1
1 T ⊗ π−12 Q
π−11 π
−1
2 T ⊗ π−13 Q
χ +3 π−12 π
−1
1 T ⊗ π−12 Q
π−12 f

π−13 π
−1
1 T ⊗ π−13 Q
π−13 f ))SS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
π−12 π
−1
2 T
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
π−13 π
−1
2 T.
Therefore χ is a section of the C× bundle B on X [3]U such that
Lπ−12 f◦(1pi−1
1
pi
−1
1
T
⊗m) = Lπ−13 f◦(π−11 f⊗1pi−1
3
Q
) ⊗ π−1B,
where
π : π−11 π
−1
1 Z ×X[3]U π
−1
1 Y ×X[3]U π
−1
3 Y ×X[3]U π
−1
3 π
−1
2 Z → X [3]U
is the projection. One can show, see Chapter 12, that there is an isomorphism δ(B) ≃ A
of C× bundles over X [4]U . We finally require that the induced section δ(χ) of δ(B) maps
to a under this isomorphism. Given two such objects (T, fT , χT ) and (S, fS, χS) a
1-arrow (T, fT , χT ) → (S, fS, χS) consists of a stable morphism g : T → S and a
transformation αg between the stable morphisms of bundle gerbes over X
[2]
U as pictured
in the following diagram:
π−11 T ⊗Q
fT //
π−11 g⊗1

π−12 T
π−12 g

αg
u} ss
ss
ss
ss
s
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
π−11 S ⊗Q fS // π
−1
2 S.
We also require that αg satisfies the coherency condition δ(αg) = χT ⊗ χ∗S over X [3]U .
Finally a 2-arrow θ : (g, αg) ⇒ (h, αh) : (T, fT , χT ) → (S, fS, χS) is a transformation
θ : g ⇒ h between stable morphisms of bundle gerbes over XU which satisfies the
coherency condition δ(θ) = αg ⊗ α∗h over X [2]U . By Proposition 3.9, QU is a bicategory.
The proof that U 7→ BU is a sheaf of 2-categories given above carries through to the
case of bundle gerbes and stable morphisms (although now Q is a sheaf of bicategories).
Therefore we have only have to show that the sheaf of bicategories Q is (i) locally non-
empty, (ii) any two objects of QU may locally be joined by a 1-arrow, (iii) 1-arrows are
weakly invertible and (iv) 2-arrows are invertible.
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Proof. We first prove that the sheaf of bicategories Q is locally non-empty. Choose
an open cover U = {Ui}i∈I of M such that there exist local sections si : Ui → X
of π : X → M . Form the maps sˆi : Xi → X [2] sending x ∈ Xi to (x, si(π(x))).
Let Qi = sˆ
−1
i Q. So Qi = (Qi, Yi, Xi) is a bundle gerbe on Xi. Now pullback the
stable morphism m : π−11 Q ⊗ π−13 Q → π−12 Q using the map X [2]i → X [3], (x1, x2) 7→
(x1, x2, si(m)) where m = π(x1) = π(x2). Let fi denote this pullback stable morphism
fi : π
−1
1 Qi ⊗ Q → π−12 Qi. To construct a transformation χi : π−12 fi ◦ (1π−11 π−11 Qi ⊗
m) ⇒ π−13 fi ◦ (π−11 fi ⊗ 1π−13 Q) we pullback the transformation a−1 using the map
X
[3]
i → X [4], (x1, x2, x3) 7→ (x1, x2, x3, si(m)) where again m = π(x1) = π(x2) = π(x3).
The coherency condition δ(a) = 1 satisfied by a ensures that δ(χi) = a. Therefore
for each i ∈ I we have constructed objects (Qi, fi, χi) of QUi. Therefore Q is locally
non-empty.
We now show that Q is locally connected. Let (T, f, χ) and (S, g, ρ) be objects
of QU . So T and S are bundle gerbes (T, Z,X) and (S,W,X). We need to show
that at least locally on U these two objects are connected by a 1-arrow. We have
stable morphisms f : π−11 T ⊗ Q → π−12 T and g : π−11 S ⊗ Q → π−12 S corresponding
to trivialisations (Lf , φf) and (Lg, φg) of the bundle gerbes (π
−1
1 T ⊗ Q)∗ ⊗ π−12 T and
(π−11 S ⊗Q)∗ ⊗ π−12 S respectively. Form the bundle gerbe (π−11 (S∗ ⊗ T ))∗ ⊗ π−12 (S∗ ⊗
T )⊗ (Q∗⊗Q). This is trivialised by the C× bundle Lf ⊗L∗g which lives over V ×π Y [2],
where
V = π−11 (Z ×π W )×π π−12 (Z ×π W ).
Consider the C× bundle Lˆ = Lf ⊗ L∗g ⊗Q∗ which lives over V ×π Y [2]. One can show
that there is a section φˆ of δY [2](Lˆ) satisfying the coherency condition δY [2](φˆ) = 1. φˆ
corresponds to the isomorphism given fibrewise by composition
Lf(z, y1, z
′
)⊗ L∗g(w, y2, w
′
)⊗Q∗(y1, y2)
≃ Lf(z, y1, z′)⊗ L∗g(w, y2, w
′
)⊗Q∗(y1, y3)⊗Q∗(y3, y4)⊗Q∗(y4, y2)
≃ Lf(z, y3, z′)⊗ L∗g(w, y2, w
′
)⊗Q(y2, y4)⊗Q∗(y3, y4)
≃ Lf(z, y3, z′)⊗ L∗g(w, y4, w
′
)⊗Q∗(y3, y4).
One can show this isomorphism satisfies a coherency condition given a third point
(z, z
′
, w, w
′
, y5, y6) of V ×π Y [2] lying in the same fibre as the points (z, z′ , w, w′, y1, y2)
and (z, z
′
, w, w
′
, y3, y4). Therefore by Lemma 3.2 Lˆ descends to a C
× bundle L on
V and it is not difficult to show that L trivialises the bundle gerbe π−11 (S
∗ ⊗ T )∗ ⊗
π−12 (S
∗⊗T ) over V [2]. Therefore the trivialisation L corresponds to a stable morphism
h : π−11 (S
∗ ⊗ T ) → π−12 (S∗ ⊗ T ). One can also show that there is a transformation
θ : π−11 h ◦ π−13 h ⇒ π−12 h satisfying the coherency condition δ(θ) = 1. We will omit
the proof of this as the calculation gets rather messy. The calculation exploits the fact
that the transformations χ and ρ satisfy δ(χ) = a and δ(ρ) = a and so δ(χ⊗ρ∗) = 1 in
a sense one has to make precise. Therefore we can apply Proposition 6.7 to conclude
there is a bundle gerbe (P,XP , U) on U and a stable morphism η : π
−1P → S∗ ⊗ T
over XU corresponding to a trivialisation (Lη, φη). There is also a transformation
ξ : φ ◦ π−11 η ⇒ π−12 η compatible with ψ. By shrinking U if necessary, we may assume
that the bundle gerbe P is trivial — say P ≃ δ(J). Therefore S∗⊗ T is trivial as well.
In fact, if one considers the C× bundle π−1J∗⊗Lη on π−1XP ×π W ×π Z then one can
show that there is a coherent section φˆ of δπ−1XP (π
−1J∗ ⊗ Lη) and hence π−1J∗ ⊗ Lη
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descends to a C× bundle Lk onW×πZ. One can also show that there is a trivialisation
φk : δ(Lk)→ S∗⊗ T . So we have a stable morphism k : S → T . As well, one can show
that the transformations ξ give rise to transformations αk : π
−1
2 k◦g ⇒ f◦(π−11 k⊗1) and
which satisfy the compatibility condition with χ and ρ. Therefore (k, αk) : (S, g, ρ)→
(T, f, χ) is a 1-arrow. So Q is locally connected.
Since the bicategory of bundle gerbes and stable morphisms is a bigroupoid (Propo-
sition 3.9), all 1-arrows of Q are coherently invertible and all 2-arrows of Q are invert-
ible.
We now have to show that the 2-gerbeQ is bound by the sheaf of abelian groups C×M .
For this, we first need to show that any two 1-arrows can be locally connected by a 2-
arrow. So let (S, g, ρ) and (T, f, χ) be objects of QU joined by 1-arrows (h, αh), (k, αk) :
(S, g, ρ) → (T, f, χ). So h and k correspond to trivialisations (Lh, φh) and (Lk, φk)
respectively of S∗ ⊗ T . Therefore there is a C× bundle Dˆ on XU such that Lh ≃
Lk ⊗ π−1Dˆ. It is easy to check that αh and αk provide a section αk ⊗ α∗h of the
bundle δ(Dˆ) over X
[2]
U . The coherency conditions satisfied by αh and αk ensure that
δ(αk ⊗ α∗h) = 1 and hence by Lemma 3.1 the bundle Dˆ descends to a C× bundle D
on U . By shrinking U if necessary we may assume that D is trivial. Hence there is a
section of D which lifts to a section θ of Dˆ which is compatible with αk ⊗α∗h. In other
words, θ is a 2-arrow (h, αh)⇒ (k, αk). In a similar way one can show that for a given
1-arrow (h, αh) the sheaf of 2-arrows (h, αh) ⇒ (h, αh) is isomorphic to C×M and that
this isomorphism is natural with respect to composition of 2-arrows. Therefore Q is a
2-gerbe on M bound by C×M .
If one calculates the Cˇech cocycle gijkl representing the class of Q in Hˇ3(M ;C×M)
then it is not hard to show that gijkl represents the same class as the four class of the
stable bundle 2-gerbe Q.
As a consequence of this Proposition we have the following corollary:
Corollary 13.1. A stable bundle 2-gerbe (Q, Y,X,M) has zero class in H4(M ;Z) pre-
cisely when it is trivial.
Proof. We have already seen (Lemma 12.3) that a trivial stable bundle 2-gerbe has
zero class in H4(M ;Z). Conversely, given a stable bundle 2-gerbe with zero class in
H4(M : Z), the associated 2-gerbe also has zero class in H4(M ;Z) and hence has a
global object. This global object trivialises the stable bundle 2-gerbe Q.
Let (Q, Y,X,M) be a stable bundle 2-gerbe. We can form a new stable bundle
2-gerbe (Q∗, Y,X,M) from Q which we could think of as the ‘dual’ of Q by letting the
bundle gerbe (Q∗, Y,X [2]) be the dual of the bundle gerbe (Q, Y,X [2]). So the C× bundle
Q∗ → Y [2] is Q with the action of C× changed to its inverse. It is clear that the stable
morphismm : π−11 Q⊗π−13 Q→ π−12 Q induces a stable morphismm∗ : π−11 Q∗⊗π−13 Q∗ →
π−12 Q
∗ and it is not difficult to show m∗ satisfies the requirements of Definition 7.4.
It is also not difficult to show that the four class of the stable bundle 2-gerbe Q∗ is
the negative of the four class of the stable bundle 2-gerbe Q. Similarly, given stable
bundle 2-gerbes (Q1, Y1, X1,M) and (Q2, Y2, X2,M) there is a notion of their product.
This is the stable bundle 2-gerbe (Q1 ⊗ Q2, Y12, X12,M) where X12 = X1 ×M X2,
Y12 = (p
[2]
1 )
−1Y1 ×X[2]12 (p
[2]
2 )
−1Y2 (here p1 : X1 ×M X2 → X1 and p2 : X1 ×M X2 → X2
denote the projections on the first and second factors respectively). Q1 ⊗ Q2 is the
C× bundle on Y [2]12 given by (q
[2]
1 )
−1Q1 ⊗ (q[2]2 )−1Q2 where now q1 : Y [2]12 → Y [2]1 and
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q2 : Y
[2]
12 → Y [2]2 are the projections on the first and second factors respectively. Again
it is not difficult to show that Q1 ⊗ Q2 is a stable bundle 2-gerbe and that the four
class of Q1⊗Q2 is the sum of the four classes of the stable bundle 2-gerbes Q1 and Q2.
Let us now apply the preceding discussion to the following situation. Suppose we
are given stable bundle 2-gerbes (Q1, Y1, X1,M) and (Q2, Y2, X2,M) with four classes
D4(Q1) and D4(Q2) respectively. Suppose moreover that D4(Q1) = D4(Q2). Form
the stable bundle 2-gerbe Q1 ⊗ Q∗2. Then by the above discussion D4(Q1 ⊗ Q∗2) =
0. Therefore by the corollary above Q1 ⊗ Q∗2 is trivial. Hence there is a bundle
gerbe (T, Z,X12) on X12 and a stable morphism f : Q1 ⊗ Q∗2 → δ(T ) satisfying the
requirements of Definition 12.2. Therefore f induces a stable bundle 2-gerbe morphism
(see Note 12.3) Q1⊗Q∗2⊗Q2 → δ(T )⊗Q2. The stable bundle 2-gerbe Q∗2⊗Q2 can then
be written as δ(T
′
) and so we have a stable bundle 2-gerbe morphism Q1 ⊗ δ(T ′) →
Q2 ⊗ δ(T ). It should then be the case that this notion of ‘stable 2-isomorphism’ for
stable bundle 2-gerbes introduces an equivalence relation on the set of all stable bundle
2-gerbes on M . Since every class in H4(M ;Z) appears as the four class of some stable
bundle 2-gerbe (for example the stable bundle 2-gerbe arising from the strict bundle 2-
gerbe associated to the BBC× bundle with the four class in question — see Section 9.1)
this leads us to the following result which we will state as a conjecture since we have
not given a definite proof.
Conjecture 13.2. There is a bijection between the set of all stable 2-isomorphism
classes of stable bundle 2-gerbes on M and H4(M ;Z).
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